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ABSTRACT

PROJECT REPORT
The Arabian Nights

The University of the Fraser Valley

Directed by
Heather Robertson
November 2011

This project entailed the selection, background research and documentation,
development of a musical score, casting, direction, choreography, vocal coaching, and postproduction analysis of The University of the Fraser Valley's production of The Arabian
Nights by Mary Zimmerman. Documentation includes research and analysis of the play, its

music, and an evaluation of the play as a production vehicle for the department of Theatre
Arts at Central Washington University.
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(PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU HA VE READ THE PLAY SELECTION CRITERIA SECTION IN YOUR GRADUATE
HANDBOOK)

The Arabian Nights

SCRIPT TITLE

PLAYWRIGHT(S) [If musical, list lyricist/composer]

Mary Zimmerman

NUMBER OF ACTS_ _2__APPROXIMATE TOTAL PLAYING TME_ _2_HOURS_15_MIN.

CAST (fill in with the appropriate numbers)
MEN

8_WOMEN_ _6_ _CHILDREN_ _O_ _ _OVER40_ _ __

ROLES REQUIRING PEOPLE OF COLOR_ flexible casting__ ROLES COULD DOUBLE_ _ l4_ __
TOTAL NUMBER OF CAST
14_ _Casitng is flexible. It is an ensemble piece. Looking to cast musicians from acting
auditions but may be necessary to specifically recruit players from beyond the casting pool.
OTHER CASTING CONCERNS:

ARTISTIC STAFF (check those needed for this play or production idea)
MUSICAL DIRECTOR__yes_DANCE CHOREOGRAPHER___yes_
FIGHT CHOREOGRAPHER
DIALECT COACH
SPECIALTY HIRE_ _ _(specify what kind)
ORCHESTRA/BAND (specify what size)_ _3_ __
Will you be fulfilling any of the above? NO
Ifso, which?

Will a guest artist be fulfilling any of the above? maybe
If so, which?
It may be necessary to fmd 3 musicians: a woodwind player, a drummer, a string instrument

SCENERY/PROPS

(check those needed for this play or your concept of the play)

UNIT SET? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) NUMBER OF SETTINGS
1
HISTORICAL PERIOD
I 000 A.D.
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCA TION_
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF SET CONCERNS OR SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS:
We will require ten or Persian carpets, 10' by 12' would be ideal.

ANCIENT PERSWBAGHDAD

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF PROPS_ _35__PERIOD_ _ l000 A.D. ancient to medieval pieces
DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL PROPS? YES NO (CIRCLE ONE) DESCRIBE:

WEAPONS OR FIREARMS? HOW MANY_ _ _ _ __ DESCRIBE: Khukri Knife or other Middle Eastern blade

COSTUMES

(CHECK TIIOSENEEDEDFOR THIS PLAY OR YOUR CONCEPT OF THE PLAY)

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF COSTUMES PER CHARACTER_ _ l _ __
HISTORICAL PERIOD
1000 A.O.
SEASON_ all seasons, play spans almost 3 years
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Cast is playing multiple characters and changing on stage.

JUSTIFICATION FOR CHOICE OF

HA VE YOU DONE THIS PLAY BEFORE? BRIEFLY DESCRIBE YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE PRODUCTION: 11

No
WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION PRODUCE THIS SCRIPT?
The Arabian Nights is an exciting, and exotic play to open the UFV 2011/12 season of theatre. The script is an opportunity
for students to be involved in an ensemble. Students will be called upon to contribute to their collective creativity to the production.
Movement, live sound effects and an original score will all be developed, facilitated by a music director and choreographer, by the
ensemble.
The Arabian nations are a very topical news item at present. It will be fascinating to explore the history, cultures and
societies of the many nations once part of the ancient world known as Persia. The Arabian Nights is a collection of folk tales, myths,
and fairy tales that are part of the fabric of those worlds. Production of this play is a wonderful opportunity to celebrate this fabulous
contribution to the stories of humankind.

WHAT ARE THE DRAWBACKS (IF ANY) TO DOING THIS PRODUCTION AT YOUR SCHOOL?

The play's title, The Arabian Nights, might solicit a family audience. The tales Mary Zimmerman includes in her script are
adult themed. Care will need to be taken to ensure no audience member is offended.

PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF SYNOPSIS OF THE SCRIPT ON A SEPARATE SHEET OF PAPER AND ATTACH.
PLEASE INCLUDE A COPY OF THE SCRIPT FOR THE THESIS COMMITTEE TO REVIEW.

SUBMITTED BY:

Heather Robertson

(Printed Name)

(Signature) _

Date Submitted:

May 2011

_ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ __

Brenda Hubbard
_r_e_n_d_a_H_u_b_b_a_r_d_ _ _ _ _ _ ____ Date Approvod :
Thesis Chair Approval: _ _ __ _B

Marc Haniuk
u-'
k_ _ _ __ _ _ Dato Approved :
Thesis Committee Members Approval: _ __ M_a_r_c_H-'a"'-n_i-'Michael Smith
Graduate Coordinator Approval:

Scott Robinson

Please note:
The signatures have been redacted due to security reasons.
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Play Script Approval Synopsis
The Arabian Nights by Mary Zimmerman

King Shahryar returns home and finds that his wife has been unfaithful. He kills his
wife and her lover but that does not satisfy his rage. Because he believes all women will
betray their husbands he decides to wed, bed and behead a woman every night. The people
of his kingdom are unhappy and those who are able move to preserve their female children's
future. The day comes when young women are hard to find and his Wazir (Prime Minister)
advises Shahryar that there are no young women to be found. King Shahryar tells the Wazir
that he knows the Wazir has two daughters and commands the daughters be brought to his
palace.
The Wazir sadly returns home. He tells his daughter of the choice he must make.
Scheherezade, the elder daughter, informs her father that he is not to worry. She has a plan
that will save her life and the life of her sister and all the lives of the future young women.
Scheherezade and her sister, Dunyazade arrive at the palace. The wedding takes place.
When evening comes and bedtime draws near the younger sister begs that Scheherezade tell
her a story. The king is intrigued by Dunyazade's insistence and grants his permission as
long as he can hear the story as well. King Shahryar is captivated by the story. At dawn as
the Wazir is standing with a shroud draped in his arms, the clever Scheherezade's story is
unfinished and at a critical point. The King stays the execution that he might hear the end of
the tale and the beginning of a new story.
Scheherezade tells stories, which are funny, stories where women are unfaithful,
stories where men behave badly, stories of true love, and stories of forgiveness. The stories
reach far beyond the king's quarters. There are camel rides, boat trips, dancing girls and
music all of which are created from Scheherezade's words and appear before the audience. It
is as if the images Scheherezade puts into King Shahryar' s heard are transported to the stage.
Over the thousand and one nights King Shahryar comes to realize the greatness of
Scheherezade's gifts and he cannot bear a night without her.

I
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The Arabian Nights
UFV Theatre Production
November 2011
Sheet Music
Original Score
Bryce Bennett, Composer & Music Director
Student ID: 300060320

Heather Robertson
Director
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(Submit the original)
Note:
Name:

Heather Robertson

Addres~s~:~iiiiiiiiiiL=======
Check option:
Written Exam*
D

D

lg!

D

D
D
D

Indicate credits to be received for the thesis or option :

TH 700
MASTER'S THESIS
6
Course No.
Title
Project
Credits
Creative Project
Course No.
Title
Studio Project
Credits
MLA 7 TH EDITION
Portfolio Review
Style Manual for Thesis/Project
Thesis (standard)
Thesis Oournal-ready)
0 Provide journal guidelines plus a recent article from that journal in student's field of study .

*Students taking written exam option may omit items 1-5 below.
1.

Proposed
Direction of the production, The Arabian Nights, by Mary Zimmerman
Title (and
title of
targeted journal if appropriate):

2. Purpose of
Study:
1. Scope of
Study:

The direction of an ensemble production of The Arabian Nights as a catalyst for the
culminulative training in Theatre Arts Graduate Studies.
Documentation to be comprised of pre-production research, post-production evaluation,
the-direction of The Arabian Nights (including: casting, rehearsals, design and production meetings), a
Director's Production book and Oral Examinations. A package which should benefit students and the
Theatre Department.

Three phases of study shall be included: pre-production research, thesis documentation
in MLA format, rehearsal and direction of the production, and post-production evaluation
and documentation.

4.

Procedure
to be used:

5.

Does the procedure involve collection of data obtained from
Human Subjects (including use of surveys)? ............................................. Yes**

D
Use of Animals? ......................................................................................... Yes** D

No

!Kl

No l&I
**If yes, your procedures must be approved in writing by the Human Subjects Committee or the Animal
Care and Use Committee before you initiate your research
Professor Brenda Hubbard
Committee Chair (typed or printed)

Committee_Chair (signature)

Professor Michael Smith
Committee Member (typed or printed)

OommttteeMan:R3er (signature-)

J-:;

Haniuk
~A=s=si=s=ta=n=t~P~r~o~fe=s~s=o~r~MMarc
~a=r~c~H
~a=n~i~u~k~~~~~~...-~~~__,..~~~~~~~~~~

Committee Memb¢ (typed or printed)

tommittee Member (signatur;e}

Approved b~

Approved by:

/(

~

~
Date

Scott Robinson
lept Chair/Designee* (signature)
..:>tu dies

Date
Date

Dean of Graduate

*in the case of interdisciplinary programs, this form should be signed by the relevant Program Director/Co-Director AND relevant Dept chair. In
cases where they cannot agree to sign for approval, the approval will be made or denied by the relevant interdisciplinary program advisory
committee. GS&R 04/10

Please note: The signatures have been redacted due to security reasons.

UNIVERSITY
OFTHEFRASER VALLE
Y
May 3oth, 2011

Brenda Hubbard
Theatre Arts Department,
Central Washington University
400 E. University Way
Ellensburg, Washington
98926-7460

Dear Brenda:
I'm writing to let you know that the Theatre Department at the University of the
Fraser Valley has given approval to Heather Robertson to direct the first show of our
main stage season. We are very pleased to endorse her choice of script, Mary
Zimmerman's Arabian Nights.
Presently we are working toward finding the designers and stage management
teams for our upcoming season of theatre. Our goal is provide every production with a
well balanced team of experienced and motivated individuals drawn from our student
body, our Theatre Department personnel and our community at large. Our goal is to fill
key roles before auditions in late August, with the full production team being complete
by the first production meeting in early September.
We are delighted to provide this opportunity for Heather, and look forward to seeing this
production come to life on our stage.

Yours sincerely,

Bruce 11irkley
Department Head
UFV Theatre

Please note:
This signature has been redacted due to security reasons.

Theatre Department, 45635 Yale Rd., Chilliwack, BC V2P6T4 •Tel: 604-792-0025 •Fax: 604-792-2388 •Toll-free (in Canada): 1-888-504-7441 • www.ufv.ca

ABBOTSFORD · CHILLIWACK • MISSION· HOPE• AGASSIZ• CHANDIGARH
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,
Project Parameters
The Arabian Nights by Mary Zimmerman is to be included in the 2011/2012 season
of theatre at the University of the Fraser Valley (UFV). The production will be the fall
production, traditionally staged for three weeks during the month of November. Opening
night is scheduled for November 11, 2011, with a reception in the lobby following the show.
The last show is a matinee; November 2?1h with set strike immediately post show.
The casting will draw primarily from the undergraduate students at the Theatre
Department at UFV, for the University of the Fraser Valley Theatre Department casting
policy see Appendix iii. Auditions will be held the last week of August, with rehearsals to
begin the following week, the first week of September. The Arabian Nights casting
requirements are flexible. The UFV production will include 7 roles for women and 9 roles for
men, all ensemble members will be required to have some musical and or movement
abilities. The musicians will be included within the ensemble and it is hoped they will come
from the casting. It may be necessary to hire a musician to fill a specific need and an
allowance for that has been built into the budget. Rehearsal times are included in the Theatre
Department timetable: Sundays, usually the afternoon with the evenings as an additional
option and Mondays, Wednesdays and Thursdays from 7 pm to 10 pm. Any additional
rehearsals are made in consultation with the Theatre Department and the students involved.
The theatre, studio and classroom spaces need to be available for class times and student
needs.
The budget for the production will be about $38,000.00. A portion of the
budget of every show at UFV goes toward the personnel salaries (see Appendix A) for the
Theatre Technician, the Stage Carpenter and Wardrobe Assistant. The Theatre Department

21
staff includes a Production Manager, Publicist/Department Assistant, Technical
Manager/Resident Designer and a Wardrobe Manager. The budget for the 2011/12 season of
theatre includes an honorarium to hire a set/costume design for The Arabian Nights. A music
director will be hired to develop a soundscape for the piece, working with the cast to
incorporate the music into the production. A choreographer will be hired to score the
movement and dance requirements for the show. There is a small budget in the event that
special effects or lighting needs develop. Everyone working together should be able to create
an enchanting piece of theatre.
The theatre at UFV is a two hundred and six seat, three quarter thrust stage. The
lighting grid is accessible by catwalk from the sound and light booth, located above the
center seating section as well as from a backstage gallery door. The lighting board is a Strand
530, the lighting inventory includes over 100 instruments (see Appendix ii) run from 108 2.4
KW dimmers. The soundboard is a 24 channel x 4 x 2 DDA Interface Sound Console, 6 EV
SX200 Speakers, a detailed list is provided in. The back stage area of the theatre includes: a
scene shop for construction and storage, a props room for building props, a catalogued
inventory of props, two dressing rooms with toilets and showers in both, a hair and makeup
room, a green room with refrigerator for prop food storage, a wardrobe shop with laundry
room, a studio theatre space and flexible classroom space. This should be a great space for
the requirements of The Arabian Nights. The theatre should be able to meet any tech
requirements of the play.
UFV Theatre students, besides being the first consideration for casting, fulfill most of
the production crew roles. Stage management and assistant stage managers come from the
student body as do: running crew, sound and light operators, Front of House, Props
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Central Washington University Master of Arts in Theatre Production
Creative Project

The Arabian Nights by Mary Zimmerman
Project Schedule
June 27 1h, 2011

Section 1

complete

August 15th, 2011

Section 2

submit for review

August 28th, 2011

Section 2

revisions complete

August 29 & 30rd

Auditions

September 1st

Call Backs

September 2"d

Casting

September 7th

read through

production schedule (see Appendix B)

September gth

Rehearsals begin
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Evaluation of The Arabian Nights as a Production Vehicle
Mary Zimmerman's The Arabian·Nights will be an exciting project to work on. The
play requires an ensemble cast, with many roles for women and men. Cast members
all have the opportunity to play multiple characters as they bring the stories of The Arabian
Nights to life on the stage. The staging is theatrical and fluid. The entire ensemble is on stage
for most of the evening. Scenes flow one into another seamlessly, like magic. Set and
costume changes are incorporated into the movement score and happen in plain view of the
audience. The soundscape for the production will be performed live using the ensemble's
abilities. Performers will take the audience through the howling desert winds, into the
palaces of kings, on to the rivers of ancient cities and into the homes and bedrooms of its
people.
As a director, I have an opportunity to stretch myself beyond where I have gone
before. It is thrilling even to contemplate. The sixteen member cast size of The Arabian
Nights will be a challenge to block in the thrust theatre, being that most ensemble members
are on stage most of the show. I have never worked with both a choreographer and music
director, on the same show, as a director before. Working collaboratively is a favorite thing
for me, and a key reason I am drawn to theatre. Putting together an ensemble, and working
through all the details of The Arabian Nights will be an educational adventure for us all.
The University of the Fraser Valley Theatre Department sessional instructor, Colleen
Lanki, has an international reputation as a choreographer. She has never had the opportunity
to work with UFV's students in this capacity. We are working to coordinate schedules so
that she can join us. This will be amazing for all of us within the ensemble if the details can
come together. Bryce Bennett, a local musician, has agreed to work as the Music Director
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and will be creating an original soundscape for the show. He will then join the ensemble as a
wood reed musician and the cast members will accompany him. Depending on the casting,
additional musicians may be included in the ensemble. Instruments being considered are
zither or harmonium, tabla or djembe drums and clarinet or soprano saxophone. Cast
members will all be called upon to provide live percussive sound effects. Jay Havens, a UFV
program graduate, works as a designer in Vancouver, BC. He will be joining us as both set
and costume designer. Some design students in the fall have signed on as Assistant
Designers and will be mentored by Jay. The roles of the Lighting Designer, Props Designer,
and Make Up Designer, will all be filled by UFV Theatre Department's students. Upper
level student, Gabe Kirkley has volunteered to serve as Stage Manager. The Stage Manager
will have three assistants assigned in the fall to look after the prop, set and costume details.

The Arabian Nights will not be without its challenges. It is an ambitious project and
will require that rehearsals be well managed to accomplish all the components. An interesting
challenge will be the audience. The stories Mary Zimmerman includes in her script are
definitely adult-themed. It will be critical to put some thought into a publicity campaign, a
campaign which encourages people to come for an evening's entertainment, but the young
children might be better left at home. Western society often vilifies governments of the
Arabian world. The people of the Middle East are some times portrayed as uneducated and
barbaric. The Arabian Nights is a reminder of some of the amazing contributions Arabian
society has given to the modern world.

The Arabian Nights are an ancient and beloved collection of stories. The stories are
engrained within society's oldest civilizations and the foundations of our contemporary
world (Huddawy xiv). The tales within the collection of tales Mary Zimmerman assembles
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for her script are entertaining moral lessons. She uses the play to illustrate the dangers of
black and white extremist thinking and how storytelling can evoke empathy to perhaps alter
or moderate that all or nothing point of view. The University of the Fraser Valley Theatre
Department has chosen to include Mary Zimmermann's The Arabian Nights because all
faculty and staff members felt it would be an exhilarating challenge for our department, our
students, and our audiences. What a marvelous opportunity to celebrate the power of
storytelling.
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Director's Concept
The tales of The Arabian Nights are centuries old, passionate, exotic, and mystical.
They take their audience to fantastic situations, romantic moments, and travel through some
of the most ancient civilizations. The tales of The Arabian Nights are as intricate as a Persian
carpet (Appendix D). The fabric is luxurious, sensual and silken. The carpet's colors are
deeply saturated and dynamic (Appendix D). Together these qualities create an energy that
stimulates the imagination, and emboldens curiosity. The patterns seduce one to trace every
line and every curve slowly so as to caress every detail. A Persian carpet is hypnotic, it
commands you to study and decipher the mysterious message it is aching to divulge.

The Arabian Nights is a magic carpet ride and lighting will be part of the magic.
Some atmospheric effects, such as a hazer, may be considered to sustain the dreamy qualities
surrounding the performance. A lighting designer might play with how the dusk, the night
and the dawn alter the stories evoked by the shapes woven into the carpet. Night is a
mysterious place. Dawn often brings another reality. The darker patterns in the fabric are
emphasized by the lighter colors woven next to them. A Persian carpet radiates
configurations from its center, sometimes creating a halo effect. A halo, such as the strange
effect illuminating the moon on some nights, could be explored through lighting. The idea
that light focuses on the action and the shadowy extremities remain clandestine is intriguing.
The set design should reveal itself to the audience little by little like a rug being
slowly unrolled. It begins with maybe a setting of ornately patterned carpets, rolled up. A
number of strange lanterns, opulent pillows, wooden ottomans, and chests of antiquated
props and costume items might also be placed at the top of the show for the audience's
entrance. When the play begins, the carpets are unfurled and layered to create the playing
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space. There could be many carpets some worn, moth-eaten and threadbare, others traditional
but more or less intact, as a metaphor for the ancient sources of the The Arabian Nights itself.
Ottomans and pillows create the ambience of a palatial gathering room and chests establish
the outer perimeters. As the stories are told the pieces are moved to create various settings
and could become boats, beds, thrones or whatever the imagination stirs.
The soundscape for the show is the desert wind which blows over the carpeted
setting. Like the juxtapositions of colors and shapes woven into the textile rug, the wind
needs to be piercingly fierce and a soothing lullaby. The soundscape is to be performed live
and will come from the talents of the cast members and musicians. They will collaborate,
with the assistance of a music director, to build music for the text as well as sound effects for
atmosphere and punctuation. Drums, a harmonium or zither and a woodwind will anchor the
music. Finger cymbals, rattles, bells, and a variety of percussion instruments will provide the
ambience and color for scene transitions and environment. The presence of live sound will
blanket the creation with another carpeted layer for the audience's experience and enhance
the world of the characters within The Arabian Nights.
The assistance of a choreographer will be a wonderful weft thread to create strong
visual images. The play is veiled in sensual, languid movement. The script asks the
ensemble to be dancing girls, camels and camel drivers, the waves of the ocean and even a
boat upon the waves. The dance movements might be curvaceous, undulating, and smooth.
All elements are fluid. The movement engages with the music and both fill the environment,
as if they were the intertwining serpentine vines of a sumptuous silken carpet.
The costuming should capture all the sensual qualities of the tapestry of fibers while
being free and unfettered by cumbersome restrictions. Costumes should allow performers to
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move about the stage with ease. The costume designer should be free to explore the vast
territories and traditions of the various cultures within The Arabian Nights. Persian carpets
vary from region to region, but they have similarities, a common strand. The geometric
shapes, the colors, the organization of iconic images within the woven textile represent the
many cultures within ancient Persian society. A common themed thread should be the basis
to harmonize all the costumes. That could be from any of the elements: color, geometric
shape and image, previously mentioned or any more that may be discovered. Costumes
should provide the performers with the ability to take an element such as a hat and tum it into
something else, a basket. The costumes could have veils for mystery, which could become
shrouds, skirts or aprons and so forth. Because the staging is presentational there is limited
space for hard structure. Headpieces could reflect the tops of buildings. Actors grouped
together with different styled hats could form an architectural feature in the landscape.
The Arabian Nights is to be presented in a theatrical style. There is a narrator,

Scheherezade. She speaks, the other characters add their voices and the story takes on its
own voice. As a given character tells his or her story, actors come into the story as
characters or anything else the tale requires. The acting style is realistic for the scenes
occurring within King Shahryar' s palace, such as the moments between Scheherezade and
Shahryar. The acting style is more presentational during the telling of the tales. During the
story of "The Dream":
the finger cymbals ring once ... the company asleep in a row on the floor,
changing positions in sleep every now and again. The various characters - the
Poor Man, the Man In The Dream, the Thieves, the Family and the rest- rise
from this line when they speak, cross over one another when they move, and
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sink back into sleep when they are done. They sometimes speak as a chorus
in their sleep.] (Zimmerman 49)
This example illustrates one way the entire ensemble is incorporated into every fiber of every
scene; as the carpet becomes unfurled the elaborate patterns begin to reveal their secrets.

It is important to create a stage environment for The Arabian Nights that is seductive,
exotic and transformative. The design should include the shapes, silhouettes and fibers of the
many ancient civilizations entangled within the collection of The Arabian Nights tales. The
details of the varied cultural inheritances of the stories, the many textures and patterns should
be part of the cumulative effect. The Arabian Nights should be a diverse, rich, multi-layered
tapestry for the performers to reveal their stories. Ancient Persia, Turkey, Syria, Egypt,
India, China et al could all be explored as inspirations for architecture, materials, textiles, and
landscapes. It is like staring into a kaleidoscope of color, shapes and patterns made from an
intricately woven Persian rug.
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Conflict Analysis
Mary Zimmerman's The Arabian Nights
Mary Zimmerman gathers the tales for her script, The Arabian Nights from Dr. J.
C. Mardrus and E. Powys Mathers translation and compilation, One Thousand Nights and
One Night. Scheherezade is the protagonist in both Zimmerman's script and the

collection of stories. Scheherezade and her sister are presented to King Shahryar as
brides by their father, the king's Wazir (prime minister). King Shahryar is an angry,
vindictive man who once witnessed a dearly beloved wife having sexual relations with a
slave. He killed both his wife and slave. A darkness overcame Shahryar and he believed
that all women were ultimately adulterous. In order to rid his kingdom of this female
plague he proclaimed that each night he would wed a young woman and at dawn she
would be beheaded. When there are no more young women Shahryar looks to his Wazir
and commands he produce his two daughters (Zimmerman 5).
The Wazir reluctantly presents the king's command to his daughters, telling the
girls that they could leave everything and run into the desert. Scheherezade then states,
"By Allah! I will marry this king. I am filled to the mouth with stories, and I have a plan
by which I will save the daughters of the Musselmen ..." (6). Scheherzade and her sister
travel to the palace of Shahryar. King Shahryar and Scheherezade marry. That evening,
as the time for bed draws nigh Dunyazade, as previously instructed by her sister, begs
Scheherezade for a story. The king grants permission and Scheherezade begins the first
story but dawn comes before the story ends. Shahryar grabs Scheherezade and puts a
blade to her neck (24). The king realizes that ifhe kills Scheherezade he will never know
the end of story. He lets Scheherezade live another day. So it goes every night, and
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every dawn there is a knife to Scheherezade's throat, her father stands holding her shroud
and the King grants permission for the story to continue.
The inciting action of Zimmermann' s script comes at the end of part one.
Scheherezade completes a story which has everyone laughing. King Shahryar draws his
knife but instead of putting the knife to Scheherezade's throat he kisses her. She returns
the kiss and in doing so removes the knife the king's grasp and passes the knife to
Dunyazade (74).
Part two of the play continues with the stories. When dawn approaches,
Scheherezade's father steps forward with the shroud. However, the King no longer
threatens Scheherezade, instead he implores her to continue with the tales. In the story of
the Mock Khalifah and Aziz and Azizah (95), Shahryar has joined the cast of characters
and become part of the story. He plays Aziz. Shahryar's assuming a role in a story is the
complication within the script.
Aziz and Azizah are childhood sweethearts. On the day of his wedding, Aziz has
become bewitched by an unknown woman. She drops her handkerchief and in waiting for
the woman to return he misses his own wedding. His father forbids him from marrying
Azizah for an entire year. Azizah so loved Aziz she helped him to pursue the unknown
woman, making him promise that he would remain true to her. Azizah dies of a broken
heart. Aziz states he did not know she loved him so and is not to blame for her death
(104). Instead of mourning Azizah, Aziz returns to his beloved and lives in pleasure for
some time and then one day a girl lures him into a garden. Azizah's voice is heard saying
never "never betray her, never betray her" (105) and he does. He stays with the girl "a
year, living like an animal- eating, drinking and making love" (106). At the end of the
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year Aziz returns to the garden of his beloved to see the saddened face of his beloved. A
chorus of women unman him and throw him into the street. Aziz returns to the girl's
house and she shuts the door on him telling him that he has lost the only valuable thing he
owned, the play's moment of crisis. Aziz has a realization and finally feels remorse and
grief for Azizah's death.
Shahryar is unnerved by Aziz's experience. He commands more stories, many
stories (109) and Scheherezade obliges. As a series of stories bombard Shahryar, the
script hits a climax. Shahryar declares, "Scheherezade, marvelous girl, you have lifted
the veil from my heart ... You must never leave me now, you must stay here by me
always and whisper in my ear, only to me" (122). Shahryar has come to feel
Scheherezade is an essential part of his life.
The denouement includes a final story, the story of Ishak of Mosul a man who
wants to possess rare and beautiful things. Scheherezade uses the story to illustrate that
love is not something to possess but is something that is shared. Shahryar then
understands that in keeping Scheherezade and her sister for so many nights he has kept
them from their loving father and bids them to.return home. It is this gesture which
opens Scheherezade's heart to reveal her children born during her incarceration and to
agree to live side by side with King Shahryar.
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Given Circumstances

The Arabian Nights by Mary Zimmerman
Environmental facts.
Geographical location.

The Arabian Nights is set in the ancient city of Baghdad, within the kingdom of
Persia, now known as Iraq. On a map of the world Baghdad can be found at 33° 20'N
latitude and 44°30'E longitude. As a comparison, the cities of Phoenix, Arizona, and
Dallas, Texas are located at about the same latitude. January temperatures in Baghdad
can fall below freezing. Spring temperatures are between 75°F and 85°F. July and
August temperatures can be as high as 120°F. Virtually all rainfall in Iraq falls between
January and May (Schulze). The city of Baghdad is situated between two rivers, the
Euphrates and the Tigris (see Appendix E). Joseph Campbell, in his introduction to a
collection of The Arabian Nights describes the historic city of that era as:
Baghdad was pre-eminently a city of pleasure. Surrounded by gardens
and groves of orange tamarisk, and myrtle, refreshed by an unfailing
luxuriance of artificial and natural stream, the great city on the Tigris ...
from every corner of the streets of palaces that stood in vast succession
amid gardens and orchards, gifted with perpetual verdure by the silver
abundance of the river, as it sped its arrowy {sic} flight through the thriceblest town. ( 11)
Mary Zimmerman bases her tales of The Arabian Nights within the city of Baghdad,
however each story has its own specific location and some stories do venture beyond
Baghdad's city limits. It might be easiest to list the locales in chronological order.
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Act 1 King Shahryar's Palace
•

"and he killed them both on the carpets of the bed" (Zimmerman 4).

Scheherezade begins her stories with:
The Madman's Tale
•

The palace of Harun al Rashid, "I have taken up in my fingers and let fall all the
jewels of my treasury; the rubies, the emeralds, and the sapphire, but not one of
them lifted my soul to pleasure. I have been to my harem ... I went to my
stables" (11 ).

•

The madhouse, "They left the palace and made their way to the madhouse" (12).

•

A merchant's family business in the Baghdad market, "I am a merchant and the
son of a merchant. ... I had a shop in the market where I sold bracelets ... "(13)

•

•

Slave Girl:

"Is this the shop of the noble So- and- So?

Madman:

"It is" (13).

The palace of Sheikh Al-Islam, "[Perfect Love and her entourage depart. The
Madman is left alone with Sheikh Al-Islam. They are now at his Palace]" (22).

King Shahryar's palace," The king departed to sit in judgment, raising some to office
and lowering others, until the fall of day. But when the second night had come, she
said," (25).
•

The Madman's shop, "And standing in the entrance of the shop the woman said,"

(26).
•

The palace of Sheikh Al-Islam, "Then you must go back to the house of Sheikh
Al-Islam ... " (27).
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• The Madman's shop, "But my shop is large enough to hold us both, and if in love
we burn it to the ground, there is still the vast chamber of my heart.
The palace of King Shahryar, "It is dawn, my lord. My father has returned with my
shroud" (33).
•

The Madman's shop.

•

The madhouse, "and woke up in these chains, fastened to the wall of this
madhouse" (37).

King Shahryar's palace, "Let me make the darkness gentle for you. There will be time to
kill me with the dawn" (38).
The Perfidy of Wives
•

Harun al Rashid's palace, "It is related, 0 auspicious king, that a certain jester
lived at the court of Hariin al Rashid" (40).

•

The jester's home, "For a half a year, or maybe seven months, the jester lived at
peace with his new bride" (41 ).

•

The privy of the jester's house, "Go and hide yourself in the privy while I see"

(43).
•

Hariin al Rashid's palace, "Come with me to the palace of Hariin al Rashid" (47).

The Pastrycook's Tale

• The poor man's hut in Baghdad, "one night in Baghdad, a poor man lay down to
sleep ... his little hut at the end of a cobbled street lined with palm trees and a
gray stone courtyard containing a dry and cracked little fountain with a design of
birds upon it" (50).
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•

The streets of Cairo, "The very next morning the poor man set our for Cairo, and
after many weeks and much hardship he arrived in the city" (50).

•

The courtyard of a mosque, "so he lay down to sleep in the courtyard of a
mosque" (50).

•

The police station in Cairo, "The police arrived, found the poor man from
Baghdad, beat him, and threw him in jail" (51 ).

•

The poor man's house in Baghdad, "As soon as he reached his house he went into
the garden, dug beneath the fountain, and uncovered great treasure" (52).

•

The palace of Harlin al Rashid, "[The scene dissolves back to the court of Harlin
al Rashid" (53).

The Butcher's Tale
•

A boy's house in the city of Baghdad, "that there was once in the city of Baghdad
a boy and a girl who loved each other from infancy" (54).

•

The home of a wealthy Sheikh, "[She travels to the home of the wealthy Sheikh]"
(56).

•

The streets of Baghdad, just outside the Sheikh's home, "She left that good man's
house, glowing in the night in her happiness and her wedding jewels, but she had
barely gone twenty paces when" (59).

•

The boy' s house in the city of Baghdad, "So saying, he took the girl by the hand
and escorted her, as if she had been a queen, up to the house of her beloved" (61).

•

The home of the Sheikh, "Children, don't tell me why you are here" (62).

The palace of King Shahryar,
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Scheherezade: Now, Prince of Time, let us stop and consider. Who was the most
generous? The lover, the thief or the husband?' (63).
•

The palace of Harun al Rashid, "we are back in the court of Hartin al Rashid" (63)

The Greengrocer's Tale
•

The marketplace of Baghdad, "One day, in the marketplace of Baghdad, someone
let fall a little bag and walked on without noticing" (64).

•

The palace ofHarun al Rashid, "[The finger cymbals ring. We are back at the
palace of Harun al Rashid]" (67).

The Clarinetist's Tale

• The Egyptian home of the great merchant, Abu al-Hasan,
How can an Egyptian sate his native Egyptian thirst
Save in the smile of the mild Nile? (72).
•

Abu al Hasan flees his homeland and travels many miles to India, "I have lived
here in India, for ten years. I've been happy, prospered ... " (72)

•

Abu becomes homesick for Egypt and returns, "With that the noble Abu al-Hasan
packed his bags and traveled home, over treacherous mountains filled with lions,
snakes, and ghouls, Until at last he reached a hill that overlooked his native land.
His heart filled at the sight" (73).

•

Abu al-Hasan mortified runs back to India, "With that he turned and fled, and he
did not cease his flight until he was back in India, where he lived in the bitterness
of exile until his death" (74).

End of Act 1
Act 2 King Shahryar' s palace
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Sympathy the Learned
•

The palace of Hamn al Rashid, "One day, as Hamn al Rashid was sitting in
judgment and feeling more that the usual weariness of his soul" (76).

The palace of King Shahryar:
Scheherezade: I might be able to explain more, my lord, but I see my father is standing at
the door with my shroud (92).
The Mock Khalifah
•

The palace of Hamn al Rashid, "One night when that great, wise king was dark
within his heart, he said to his wazir" (93).

•

The streets of Baghdad, "Jafar, I have a desire to walk the quiet night streets of
Baghdad as far as the Tigris" (93).

•

On the river Tigris, "Here are two dinars. Put us in your little boat and row under
one of the sunken arches of the bridge" (94).

•

The home of the Mock Khalifah, "Since you are strangers, you need have no fear.
Had it been otherwise you would certainly have had your heads chopped off.
Come with us now and be our guests for the evening" (96).

Aziz and Azizah
•

The home of Aziz, "My parents had us always together, so that we became
inseparable. We slept together in the same bed all our lives in innocence ... "
(99).
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•

The streets of Baghdad, "I was returning from the bath, fresh scented and ready,
when I remembered a friend I had forgotten to invite, and so I began to walk
quickly to his house, but I lost my way" (99).

•

The house of an unknown woman, "At last, after many trials and proofs, all
communicated in signs, the unknown woman yielded to me. She led me to her
house" (103).

•

The home of Aziz, "[He runs to his home. Aziz's mother is holding the body of
Azizah]" (104)

•

The home of a Girl in the Garden, "Come into my house, stranger. Come in and
pass the time of day with me" (105).

•

The garden of the unknown woman, "But at the end of twelve months I heard the
door groaning on its hinges and I ran into the street. I came to the garden of my
beloved, and there she was" (106).

•

The Girl in the Garden's home, "I ran back to the girl behind the door, but she
would not have me" (107).

•

Aziz returns to his mother, "[He turns to his mother]" (107).

The palace of King Shahryar, "My lord, it is dawn, and my father has returned with my
shroud" (109).
The Confusion of Stories
The Prince and the Tortoise

•

An unnamed kingdom, " a king who decided it was time for his three sons to
marry" (110).
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•

The sons travel the distance of arrow's shot, "Therefore, I wish that each of you
blindfold yourself, spin around many times, dance in all directions, and then shoot
an arrow. You will marry the woman to whom your arrow falls the closet" (110).

•

The sons return to their father's kingdom, "There was a feast to celebrate the
king's recovery" (111).

Harun al Rashid Judges of Love
•

The palace bedroom of Harun al Rashid, "One night, Harun al Rashid, lying
between two fair girls who he loved equally, could not decide with whom he
should finish" (112).

Ala Al-Din Abu Shamat and the Infamous Pederast Bilateral
•

The cellar of a Baghdad home, "Ala al-Din Abu Shamat, who had lived his whole
life, up to that moment, in the cellar of his parent's house" (113).

•

The desert outside the city of Baghdad, "Ala al-Din Abu Shamat felt so ashamed
that he had never traveled that he saddled up at once and rode for the desert"
(114).

•

The tent of the Pederast Bilateral, "And they went to supper beneath the tent"
(115).

A Song for Two Experienced Women
•

The city of Baghdad.

Princess Budur

• Princess Budur is transported to a sleeping Prince's bed, "The first genie then saw
the sleeping Princess Budur and agreed it would be best to transport her to the
sleeping prince" (116).
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Hard Head and Little Foot
•

A house in a neighborhood in Baghdad, "The wild-eyed owners of the other
houses armed themselves with pitchforks and after the two children" (119).

•

A farm outside of Baghdad, "O Brother, let us behave ourselves here and offer to
work on the farm, and be friendly with the owner's three children" (119).

•

The children are transported to another kingdom, "Brother, look, you have landed
on some ghoul and killed it. What shall we do? Oh, here comes the king ... "
(121).

The palace of King Shahryar, "Scheherezade, marvelous girl, you have lifted the veil
from my heart" (122).
The Forgotten Melody
•

The palace of Hamn al Rashid, "I went to visit Hamn al Rashid and a stranger
there a sheikh from al-Hijaz" (123).

•

The Baghdad home of Ishak of Mosul, "I hurried home and stuffed carpets and
pillows in the windows and by the door" (124).

•

A journey throughout Iraq, "I went journeying throughout Baghdad, through
Mosul and Basrah, and finally through the whole of Iraq questioning the oldest
singers concerning Maabad's forty-third song" (125).

•

A river in Basrah, "I was in Basrah, riding by the river when I came to a decision"
(125).

The palace of King Shahryar, "Scheherezade, it is dawn, and your father has come with
your shroud" (128).
End of play
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Date
Assigning a date to The Arabian Nights is difficult. The play is based on a
collection of "folk tales, fairy tales, fables, romances and historical anecdotes" (Haddawy
xiii). Research suggests the tales come from everywhere in the Persian Empire: China,
India, Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Syria, Arabia, and Egypt (Campbell 6). The precise date of
origin is impossible to determine. Mary Zimmerman frames her script with a recurring
character in The Arabian Night, a Persian: Khalifah Harun al Rashid. Al Rashid was a
historical caliph of the Persian Empire ruling from September 786 AD until early 803 AD
(Kennedy 62). The adventures of Harun al Rashid begin because the Khalifah cannot
sleep. Disrupted sleep is often something that happens in a lifetime and is associated with
middle age. It is feasible to situate the stories of Harun al Rashid tales Baghdad around
794 AD. At that time the historic Khalifah would have reached his late thirties.
Both Scheherezade as the narrator of the tales and King Shahryar as her audience
are fictional characters. They act as a tool to thread the assortment of stories together.
The collection tales that includes Scheherezade are considered to be traditional Persian
folklore and is dated somewhere between A.D. 750 and 1258 (Campbell 4). The
definitive date for The Arabian Nights is not vital to the production. It is more meaningful
to understand that stories are timeless; the idea that a story becomes part of a society's
cultural being. Stories evolve as the society ages and are dependent on the storyteller.
The Arabian Nights takes place over one thousand and one nights. The script
spans those one thousand and one nights, or two years and eight and a half months. The
play begins darkly because the young women in King Shahryar' s kingdom are all but
dead by the king's own hand (Zimmerman 4). Scheherezade voluntarily goes to his
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palace, believing she can stop the king from killing more women. The cold and bleak
opening conjures visions of dreary January, a logical starting place for this production.
The cool, sometimes freezing temperatures of Baghdad in January reflects the coldness of
King Shahryar' s heart. In the opening lines of Act II the Chorus tell us, "But when the
five hundred and first night had come ... " (75). Counting days from January puts those
five hundred and one days at April 61h (if January

1st

is the first day), a year and three

months after the production's beginning. This spring date is appropriate as King Shahryar
is beginning to show signs of thawing. Act I concluded with an impetuous and passionate
kiss between Shahryar and Scheherezade, indicating the blossoming of a relationship.
The chronology of these dates ends the one thousand and one nights play in mid-August,
two and half years later. An appropriate date being that temperatures in Baghdad are
blistering hot at that time of year and the relationship between Scheherezade and King
Shahryar has became a beautiful, mature and passionate bond.
Economic Environment
The stories of The Arabian Nights take place for the most part, within the city of
Baghdad, the marketplace and the palace of Hamn al Rashid. The marketplace and the
palace were the two poles of the city. The ruler needed money from his citizens to
maintain a military force, to care for his family and personal needs. The merchants of the
marketplace provided a financial reserve through a system of regular taxation and special
levies. In tum, the urban population relied on the ruler to guarantee a supply of food and
raw materials from the outlying countryside, guard trade routes and conduct relations
with other rulers to conserve established trade routes (Hourani 133).
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King Shahryar, the ruler of Scheherezade and her

fam~ly,

is a man of comparable

wealth and stature to Hamn al Rashid. Scheherezade initially engages King Shahryar by
asking him if he as ever heard of Hamn al Rashid (Zimmerman 10) as almost a challenge
to Shahryar's courtly stature. Scheherezade's father is Wazir. A Wazir is the king's
advisor, second to the king in court prominence. The king provides for the Wazir and his
family, as suggested when Shahryar insists Wazir brings his daughters to court (6).
Political Environment
The kingdom of Hamn al Rashid within the context of The Arabian Nights is
idyllic. Hamn al Rashid is a benevolent ruler. During the day he listens to the concerns of
the people within his kingdom. He resolves their disagreements with thoughtful
consultation with his advisors and the parties involved. In the evenings he is often restless
and travels with members of his court to learn more about the people he serves. He is
king, absolute ruler and there are no outside pressures threatening his kingdom.
Historically, Harun al Rashid was the last caliph of the Abbasid dynasty. The term
caliph is an abbreviation for, in Arabic, Khalifat Allah or Deputy of God and was the
most common designation of the ruler of the Muslim community after the Prophet
Muhammad's death in 632 (Kennedy xviii). The Abbasid dynasty came to power after
defeating the dynasty that had come before it and in tum was defeated by Mongolian
army. The populace selected and supported a caliph on the basis of three criteria. One, the
man's family had a direct familial tie to the Prophet Muhammad. In his book, The Early

Abbasid Capliphate Kennedy identifies criteria two, that "the individual could speak well
and deliver the words of the Prophet to his people. And finally, the ruler could provide
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protection against invasion, allowing for people to conduct business and financially profit
(Kennedy 35).
King Shahryar is the absolute ruler of his kingdom. The constructs of his
sovereignty seems founded in the historical cycle of violent conquest. All people within
his dominion must subjugate themselves to him or be put to death. The Wazir has no
choice, other than running away (Zimmerman 6). If he does not present his daughters to
the king he will be put to death and the king will take his daughters. If he presents his
daughters to the king they are certain to become the king's next sacrifice. Scheherezade
believes she can elicit a different outcome and uses courtly manners to execute her plan.
Scheherezade is careful in her dealings with Shahryar, she is deferent and respectful to
his position of power. Her ability to captivate the king with her stories without
aggravating the volatile Shahryar is the key to her success.
Social Environment

The Arabian Night's characters live inside the confines of a patriarchal monarchy.
The society functioned within a hierarchal model. Society divided people between slaves
and free people, Muslims and non-Muslims, and men and women. According to law a
Muslim could not be enslaved. Slaves were non-Muslims, captured in war, born into
slavery or procured. They did not possess the legal rights of freemen however the law did
state they must be treated with kindness and justice (Hourani 116). Baghdad was a city
that included people from various Christian and Jewish communities. Non-Muslims paid
a special poll tax to the government. Islamic law required them to carry signs of their
differences: "to wear dress of a special kind, avoid certain colors associated with the
Prophet and Islam (green in particular), not to carry arms or ride horses" (117). Women
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played a limited role in the economics of city life. Women could be domestic servants,
entertainers, dancers and singers. A wife of a tradesman or craftsman might help her
husband with his trade. The only women openly active were the women of poor families
(117). A family demonstrated its wealth and social position through the practice of the
seclusion of women. Harem is the term that refers to the women's quarters of a
household. Women wishing to maintain their social status veiled themselves when
travelling in public. A woman's marriage was a civil contract between the groom and her
father or guardian. Her father or guardian could give the daughter in marriage without her
consent if she had not reached puberty, however if she had reached puberty consent was
necessary (120). Depending on interpretation of the Qur'an a man could have up to four
wives provided he could "treat them all with justice and did not neglect his conjugal duty
to any of them" (121). He could also have slave concubines to any number, though a
marriage contract could stipulate that he take "neither addition wives nor concubines"
(121).
Wealthy people lived in homes built of stone. Middle-class or the merchant class
lived in homes built of brick or mud-brick. Poor people lived in hovels of sticks and mud.
Walls of stone and brick houses were plastered and stuccoed with floral designs. Stone
was sculpted with calligraphic or floral motifs. Windows had wooden shutters. There was
little permanent furniture inside a home, maybe some chests and cupboards for storage.
Most household furnishings were made from textiles. Cushions, larger stuffed mattresses,
carpets and wall hangings provided the typical home comforts. Meals were served on
trays that rested on wooden stools. Bowls and cups of earthenware, or Chinese porcelain,
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for the rich, were used for food. Pieces of flatbread were used to take food from a central
dish (126).
Bread was a food staple and times in which grain supplies were low caused civil
unrest. Bread was softened with olive oil and eaten with vegetables: onions, garlic, and
aubergines. Fruits such as grapes, oranges, peaches, apricots and dates were also
consumed. Meat was only eaten at festivals or other occasions, though the well-to-do ate
a more varied diet (127).
Cities like Baghdad were not only centers of commerce, they were centers for
culture, service and religion. Muslims during the caliph dynasties were great seekers of
knowledge. People came to cities to study poetry, physic, mathematics, astrology,
calligraphy, language, philosophy and religion (129)
Religious Environment
The Islamic faith is intrinsically intertwined throughout the stories of The Arabian

Nights. In Mary Zimmerman's script it is important to note that Scheherezade is the first
character to declare her faith: "By Allah!" (Zimmerman 6). Immediately following her
declaration the Chorus sings Scheherezade and her sister, Dunyazade, to the palace of
King Shahryar. Chanted underneath the Chorus' song is the common Muslim prayer,
Allahu Akbar, 'God is the Greatest' (7). It is a solemn and ritualistic moment. The
people escort Scheherezade to her destiny, leaving her and their futures in the hands of
Allah. It is interesting to note that in the script Scheherezade's father, the Wazir, never
offers prayers to Allah. Yet praises and prayers are woven throughout the script and
spoken by both men and women. King Shahryar has been responsible for many murders,
an action not tolerated within Muslim society. As a king and supreme ruler he is free to
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(Hourani 31 ). These two exceptions could be a deliberate choice of the playwright. It
could be that the Wazir and King Shahryar represent the ancient, pre-Muslim Persian
culture.
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Previous Action
(Page 3)

There once was a King Shahryar
Who one night found his wife in the arms of slave;

(Page 4)

The world darkened for him, his soul grew sick,
And he killed them both on the carpets of the bed.

(Page 4)

He marries, loves and kills a virgin girl,
And when she dies, anything of him that she might have inside
Also dies, And he will never be betrayed again.

(Page 4)

This has gone on for three long years.

(Page 5)

Many have fled with their remaining daughters.

(Page 7)

Father, this is written in my destiny.

(Page 8)

She has never spent the night alone.

(Page 9)

I'll never hear your stories again!

(Page 10)

Have you heard, 0 auspicious king, of the great and glorious Harun AlRashid, khalifah of Baghdad, a most wise and generous ruler -

(Page 11)

I have taken up in my fingers and let fall all the jewels of my treasury; the
rubies, the emeralds, and the sapphires, but not one of them lifted my soul
to pleasure. I have been to my harem and passed in review the with and
the brown, the copper colored and the dark, but none of them lifted my
soul to gladness. I went to my stables, but not one of my countless horses
could amuse me, and the veil of the world has not lifted.

(Page 13)

Before I was thrown into this place, I had a shop in the market where I
sold bracelets and other ornaments to women. This story begins when I
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was only sixteen years old and already had a reputation for seriousness,
honesty, and chastity. I never tried to make conversation ... I never lifted
my eyes to a daughter of the Faith. Other merchants held me up as an
example to their sons, for I already knew how to hold myself above desire,
and I understood the proper place of women and the proper place of men.
(Page 15)

This happened, my lords, when I was only sixteen years old, and I tell it as
an example of my virtue and purity at the time ... I became a man. I
began to think it was time for me to marry a wife in the sight of Allah.
And I did marry ... One afternoon, as I was sitting reading my account
book, I heard a commotion in the street. I looked up and saw a remarkable
thing.

(Page 19)

My own father, when I was born, took one look and ordered every mirror
hidden from me, for pity. So I've been spared; I've never seen myself.

(Page 24)

I saw the most repulsive, the most deformed, the most disgusting, the most

repugnant, the most grotesque creature of a nightmare.
(Page 25)

The king departed to sit in judgment, raising some to office and lowering
others, until the fall of day.

(Page 27)

Oh merchant, you should have listened when Perfect Love first came to
call.

(Page 33)

The king departed to sit in judgment, raising some to office and lowering
others, until the fall of day.

(Page 41)

For half a year, or maybe seven months, the jester lived at peace with his
new bride, a beautiful and modest-seeming girl, but after that there
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happened that which was fated to happen, for no man can escape his
destiny.
(Page 41)

I have been invited to go out into the gardens this afternoon to take the

good air with my friends.
(Page 43)

When I had prepared by dough and rolled it and leavened it and stuffed it
with almonds and pistachios, I noticed that it was still too early for
costumers to be dropping by. So I said to myself: Shake the flour from
your clothes, my friend, and go rejoice a little with your sweet!

(Page 44)

But as I was returning from my kitchen garden this morning, I thought.
You had better take your fresh vegetables, your heroic cucumber, your
exceptional pumpkin, and your embarrassing butternut to your sweet, for
they will rejoice her!

(Page 45)

When I finished slaughtering all my lambs for the day, I thought you had
better take your sweet this sheepskin; it will be a soft carper for her head,
and she will start her morning well for you! Bleat for me!

(Page 45)

When I went to rehearsal today, none of the other players had come and so
I determined to wait in the dwelling of my sweet!

(Page 52)

What a fool to believe in dreams! Know this: I too have heard a voice in
my sleep, not just once but three times.

(Page 54)

It is related - but Allah is all wise and all knowing - that there was once in

the city of Baghdad a boy and a girl who loved each other from infancy.
(Page 54)

As they grew, the fortune of the boy's family rose while that of the girl's
fell.
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(Page 75)

Sister, why do you not start at once with the anecdotes you promised us
concerning that delightful poet, Abu Nuwas, the khalifah's friend?

(Page 95)

Are you mad? He has issued an order forbidding anyone, great or small,
young or old, noble or simple, to be upon the river.

(Page 97)

Ah, how weary I am after spending the whole day in doing judgment,
receiving wazirs, chamberlains, amirs, and lieutenants, and forwarding the
affairs of state.

(Page 108)

I beat myself, gentleman, for shame.

(Page 129)

She had with her three small children:
A boy, one year old,
And infant twin girls,
Born during the long days of Sympathy the Learned
And hid from the king.
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Polar Attitudes
King Shahryar

Beginning

"The world darkened for him, his soul grew sick"
"And he will never be betrayed again"
(Zimmerman 4)
I feel hopeless and am revolted by the idea of a
relationship.

Ending

"Scheherezade, marvelous girl, you have lifted the
veil from my heart" (122).
I am in absolute awe that I am completely in love
with Scheherezade.

Scheherezade

Beginning

I am certain I can stop the King.
"I have a plan by which I will save the daughters of
the Musselmen" (6).
"By Allah! I will marry this king."
"Father, this is written in my destiny"
I will follow the will of Allah and I will survive.

Ending

I been successful in stopping the King from killing
women. I have been in the palace for one thousand
and one nights. The king has granted me freedom
to return to my father's home, but I grown the love
the king he has become.
"The door is open, Scheherezade, by bride. You
must go now" (128).
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"But, my lord, what should my father think of me,
were I to abandon my little children" (129).
I come to trust Shahryar with my life, my sister's
life and the life of my children.
Dunyazade

Beginning

I believe in my sister, but I am fearful of our
precarious situation. When we first arrive at the
palace of King Shahryar, the King grabs
Scheherezade and I cry out (7). I am terrified but I
do beg my sister to tell stories.
"How will I ever sleep again without your stories?"
(9)
"I'll never hear your stories again! I'll never hear
about Ala-al-Din or "The Contest of Generosity" or
how the Madman got rid of his wife! I'll never hear
the tale of "The Dream" or the "Forgotten Melody"
or of Sympathy the Learned.

Ending

I am freed from the king, but I will stay with my
sister. We have been keeping Scheherezade's and
the king's three infant children from him.
"You and Dunyazade must return home ... " (128)
She sent Dunyazade from the room.
But before she could explain.
Dunyazade returned.
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She had with her three small children. (129)
I am happy that I too have found a good marriage.
And Dunyazade was married
to the king's brother, Shazaman.
and they lived year after year in all delight,

knowing days each more admirable than the last.
(130)
Wazir

Beginning

I, as the king's advisor, attempt to reason with the
king because I am horrified by his actions.
"The people are all one cry of horror. Many have
fled with their remaining daughters. There are no
more girls to serve for this assault" (5).
I must protect my daughters from the king. I am
prepared to our lives behind and run from the terror.
"Heart of heart, I can't delay it any longer: you
must marry our king and die. Or else let us leave
everything we have and run into the desert" (6).

End

I have resigned myself that I must perform the
king's duties as long as my daughter asks me to.
"How can that poor old man have lived so long in a
silent house? How he must have suffered, and how
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frightened he must have been - for your sake - all
this time ... "(128).
I am overjoyed that my daughters have survived
their ordeal and I do not ever have to worry for
them again.
"Scheherezade's father, the wazir, was sent for
and told to put away the shroud." (130)
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Analysis of Dialogue
The language used to construct the dialogue of The Arabian Nights' script
originated from the six volume publication, The Thousand Nights and One Night, printed
in 1923, written by Dr. J.C. Mardrus and Edward Powys Mathers. The work was
translated by Joseph Charles Mardus into the French Le livre des mille nuits et une nuit
and Mathers translated those tales into the English version (M0llegaard 264). Much of
Mary Zimmerman's play dialogue was lifted directly from the Mardus and Mathers text.
In an email from Ms. Zimmerman (October 10, 2011) she explains, "I chose
Powys/Mardrus because it was the most complete and is full of poetry - actual poems in
verse interpolated in the stories" ( maz250 @n orth~e_..'Sj:e rn .e du). For example, Zimmerman
penned:
Shahryar

Dunyazade and Scheherezade. Two girls, I've heard,
who in matters of beauty, charm, brilliance, and
perfection are unrivaled, except by each other. (5)

Mathers wrote, "Now this wazir had himself two daughters who in the matters of beauty,
charm, brilliance, perfection and delicate taste, were each unrivalled save by the other" (8
V 1). The language is very much like a favorite old storybook. It is formal, poetic, and
more ornate than modem daily speech, yet it is as familiar as a childhood bedtime story.
Though technically most of the play is prose, the text is "without metrical structure" The

Concise Oxford Dictionary. 5th ed. 1975. The language choices made by Mary
Zimmerman have the flourishes, and poetic imagery of verse. The syntax of the script is
comparable to the sentence structures of the 1923 Powys/Mardrus text than to
contemporary writing styles.
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Scheherezade is the storyteller of The Arabian Nights. She tells each story with
language that is nostalgically archaic, presenting each tale as an ancient wisdom and
entertainment. The characters in each of the stories are created for King Shahryar and the
play's audience through her narration, "Scheherezade physically and narratively weaves
in and out between performers and actors, stringing together stories and characters like a
golden thread" (M0llegaard 266).
The language of the play evolves as the play progresses. Initially, Scheherezade's
words are chosen as to not offend the despotic monarch:" Gladly, and as a duty, if the
great and courteous king permits" (Zimmerman 10). The choices made for
Scheherezade's speech not only demonstration the danger of her situation, but they
illustrate Scheherezade's moral position, "Listen then. But first I must warn you that
although these anecdotes are very moral, some of them might seem licentious or lewd to
those with gross and narrow minds" (39) and her self confidence, "I think she should be
allowed to stay, for 'to the pure and clean all things are pure and clean,' and there is
nothing shameful in speaking of those things which lie below our waists" (39). The
dialogue constructed for Scheherezade is a careful replica of the original Powys/Mardrus
text. Her language is at first tentative and as the play progress her word choices are more
assertive, "I know the hour is late, 0 auspicious king, but I have one more story, just one
more subtle tale to tell ... " (122).
King Shahryar speaks with authority. During the first section of the play his
sentences are short, direct and to the point. His sentences are abrupt, and authoritative.
The king's dialogue sustains the tension during the play's first half. His tight sentences:
"Stop her now" (8), "Why have you stopped/" (25), "They're all idiots" (63) and
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"Impossible! So, go on. What's your next tale? I hope it is more reasonable, or you shall
soon lose your own wonderful bad" (68) remind the audience of Scheherezade's
precarious position. At the very end of the first part of the play the audience is shown a
change. Shahryar, Scheherezade and Dunyazade conclude the first act laughing together
(74). The second act opens and Shahryar's speech has changed:
Scheherezade, it would give me great pleasure to hear one or two
of those adventures, for I'm sure they are most entertaining; but
tonight mind. is more inclined to higher things and would rather
hear words of wisdom from you. If you know some tale which can
fortify our souls with moral precepts and help us to profit by the
experience of the wise, begin at once. Afterward, we may hear
some other sort of story. (76)
The dialogue during the second part of the script is indicative of the change in heart
Shahryar undergoes. The transformation is not instant, he is warmer at the top of act two,
and then continues to dominate and control Scheherezade:
Shahryar:

He can wait another day, I think.

Scheherezade:

May I not speak to him?

Shahryar:

No.
(Zimmerman 92)

Generally throughout the play's second half Shahryar's sentences become longer,
thoughtful and warmer so by the end Shahryar has given himself over to feelings of
others as indicated in the dialogue:
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Shahryar:

How can that poor old man have lived so long in a silent
house? How he must have suffered, and how frightened he
must have been - for your sake - all this time ...

Scheherezade: My King Shahryar:

You and Dunyazade must return home now to comfort him
in his old age. The door is open, Scheherezade, my bride.
You must do now.
(Zimmerman 128)

The sound of the dialogue is poetic. The script is, "well stuffed with poems" (93).
Even when the chorus and characters are not singing or reciting verse, the dialogue
makes use of poetic devices. The metaphor, "nights whiter than days the days" (38) is
repeated three more times at the end of the play. Darkness and blindness are repeated
motifs: "The world darkened for him" (4), "Blackness of soul" (26), "let me make the
darkness gentle for you" (38), "It's growing dark" (55) and "I'm growing blind from
grief' (55). The repetition of words and phrases echoing throughout the script produces a
very musical quality to the dialogue.
The antiquated sentence structure and the PC?etry and the music of the words used
give The Arab~an Nights its exotic and magical qualities. The actors in working with the
text and the audience in listening are transcended to another place, and another time by
the dialogue Mary Zimmerman has constructed for the script.
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Character Analysis
Scheherezade
Desire

To save herself, her sister and "the daughters of Mussulmen"
(Zimmerman 6).

Will

Strong, confident, steadfast

Moral Stance Believes in humanity, that all people are good if they can open
their hearts to goodness. Seeing the good in the world will be what
preserves the world. "Allah is all wise and knowing" (50). "All of
us are equal in our sleep" (50).
Decorum

She is able to maintain an inner calm despite treacherous

··'

circumstances. She is composed, erect and maintains her
traditional values. Devoted to her family. Respectful of traditions,
educated and privileged. Playful. A well developed sense of humor.
Graceful.
Summary adjectives wise, kind, determined, maternal, passionate, balanced,
intuitive,
Character-mood-intensity

cautiously confident, adaptable, acutely aware

Shahryar
Desire

To never be betrayed by another woman, ever again in his life. To
prevent any woman from being able to ever betray him again. To
be a leader and a statesman for all the men in his kingdom. To
understand and control all things within his universe.

Will

Strong, fortified, unyielding, passionate
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Moral Stance All women are incarnation of the evil one and must be destroyed.
He will save himself and all men from the pain and humiliation of
a woman's eventual betrayal. The heart should be guided by reason.
Values knowledge and education seeker of salvation.
Decorum

Formal, blunt, cruel, dark and furrowed. Stormy, all or nothing
thinker, weight of the world on his shoulders, clenched, wound up,
tight. Brisk, short sentenced and abrupt.

Summary adjectives hostile, cold, bitter, intelligent, curious, open-hearted
Character-mood-intensity

INTENSE, dark

Dunyazade
Desire

To keep her sister and then herself alive.

Will

obedient, intuitive, clever, resilient, feisty, brave

Moral Stance devoted, loyal, moral, family oriented, dedicated
Decorum

quick, sharp, the wind, invisible, quiet,

Summary Adjectives birdlike, swift, spirited, faithful
Character-mood-intensity

frenetic, constant

Wazir
Desire

To serve his kingdom and King Shahryar. To preserve the lives of
his daughters.

Will

moral, obedient, dutiful

Moral Stance The will of his king and society comes before his family. Struggles
with duty, but makes the dutiful decision. Stands by is daughter's
decision.
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Decorum

Still and silent observer. Stooped and burdened. Slow to act.

Summary Adjectives Compliant, nervous, emotionally distant
Character-mood-intensity

edgy

Harun-al Rashid
Desire

To be to a noted Khalifah of Baghdad. To be remembered in
history as an educated, just and strong leader.
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Analysis of Dramatic Action
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ACTI

[On the stage are rolled-up carpets, piled pillows, and stacked ottomans. Hanging lamps are very low over the floor. Two members
of the company enter through the audience with drums, take center
stage, and begin to play. The other members of the company enter
variously and prepare the stage for the play: they toss pillows into
the air or to one another; they arrange the props and ottomans; they
unroll the carpets. Some take up instruments and join with the
drumming. The hanging lamps are raised. When everyone and
everything are in place, the drumming stops, and the lights go out.
In the dark we hear the sound of wind rushing over the desert-a
sound generated by the company. Someone strikes a set of finger
cymbals once, an action that will precede the beginning of each
new story.]

U0i+ I

CHORUS:
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Once there was a king called Shahryar
Who one night found his wife in the arms of a slave;
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cfuru?

The world darkened for him, his soul grew sick,
And he killed them both on the carpets of the bed.

lu.re-C; '

~-H~.Of\\ ~

[A WOMAN screams. The lights rise slowly on SHAHRYAR, with his
hand pressing against the woMAN's mouth. Or perhaps he is using
the loosened end of his turban, stuffing her mouth or strangling

her with it. The

WAZIR

is kneeling nearby, his face averted. The

sound of the wind and her struggle continue under the CHORUS.]
From then on, every night
He marries, loves, and kills a virgin girl,
And when she dies, anything of him that she might have inside
Also dies. And he will never be betrayed again /./
SHAHRYAR:

Friend, trust not at all in women, smile at their promising,
For they lower or they love at the caprice of their parts.
Filled to the mouth with deceit, they lavish a lying love
Even while the very fringe trimming their silks is faithless.
Mild love today tomorrow will give way to madness.
Say not, "If I might love and yet escape the follies of loving/'
But rather, "Only a miracle brings a man safe from love."
().n 1+ Z.

CHORUS:

Llb21r'~

This has gone on for three long years.

u.x;r le\ c~~

WAZ IR:

r··

Prince of Time, ShahryarSHAHRYAR:

Yes? Whom do you have for me tonight?
I
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WAZIR:

No one, my lord.
SHAHRYAR:

What?
WAZIR:

The people are all one cry of horror. Many have fled with their remaining daughters. There are no more girls to serve for this assault.
SHAHRYAR:

Have you no daughters, my noble wazir?
WAZIR:

0 Prince of Time, commander of theSHAHRYAR:

Faithful servant, have you no daughters? Two, I believe. Dun ya-,
Dun yaWAZIR:

Dunyazade is a little childI

·'

SHAHRYAR:

Dunyazade and Scheherezade. Two girls, I've heard, who in the matters of beauty, charm, brilliance, and perfection are unrivaled, except by each other.
WAZIR:

It is t-rue.

5
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SCHEHEREZADE:

Father, this is written in my destiny. Now bring me my wedding
clothes, and sing me on my way.]

!As the CHORUS sings the following, SCHEHEREZADE and DUNYAZADE
travel to SHAHRYAR 's palace on a. ca_m_~{ fe# by the WAZIR.
SCHEIIEREZADE studies her ~oaf( _
and whispers occasionally to DUNYAZADE, who holds a p_
arasol over her. Some MEN sing "Allahu Akbar" under the others. Toward the end of the song, the sisters
SCHEHEREZADE aizd DUNYAZADE arrive at the palace, dismount, and
bid farewell to their father, who leads the camel away.J
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CHORUS:

Co 8nd be comforted, Child of the F8ithful.:
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What he has written, that you cannot alter.

Co and be comforted, Child of the Faithfu I;
What he has not written, that shall never be.
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I keep the sweetness of my voice to sing to him,
I keep my fairest verses in his praise.
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But my voice is not sweet enough to sing of him,

My verses are too small to hold his praise.
Walk on lighthearted; care not, carry nothing.
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Fear not w hat men do, grieve not at sorrow.
Wa lk on lighthearted; care not, carry nothing.
Fear not what men 1rn1y do, leave all to him .~-

IThe . musi.~!ops. ) SHAl-ln.YAR puTls_s_cirEHEREZADE to h'im, unsheathes his curved knife, and holds it to her throat. DUNYAZADE
begins to cry. The following lines often overlap.]
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SHAHRYAR:

r·What is that noise?
SCHEHEREZADE:

Only my sister crying, Prince of Time. She has never spent the
night alone.
SHAHRYAR:

Stop her. Now!
SCHEHEREZADE:

Dunyazade, don't cry. Allah alone lives forever.
DUNYAZADE:

I know. ·
SCHEHEREZADE:

Someday, Dunyazade, someday in the morning or the afternoon, or
in the night, you will join me. We will be together, again. Don't
cry-

.D: ,1iircr_ · ~.C
..[21! 4- {> o::h

,· :. ;"(. ! (.-'f.i. ""' . l,Q
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DUNYAZADE:

But how will I ever sleepSCHEHEREZADE:

Don't cry-

-{':/:;A·~ ~ ;: ~·:'; J\.Q...
DUNYAZADE:

at night?
SHAHRYA. R:

W hat's she going on about?
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• SClIEHEREZA D E :

Nothing.
I
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DUNYAZADE:

How will I ever sleep without your stories?
SCHEHEREZADE:

Nothing at all.
DUNYAZADE:

I'll never hear your stories again! I'll never hea.r about Ala al-Din
or "The Contest of Generosity" or how the Madman got rid of his
wife l I'll never hear the tale of uThe Dream" or "The Forgotten
Melody" or of Sympathy the Learned.
SHAHRYAR:

What's this?
DUNYAZADE:

Sister, your words are so sweet and gentle, pleasant to the taste.

. .... 1\_,,_('...·
SCHEHEREZADE:

Have mercy, she's just a littleDUNYAZADE:

I can't sleep withoutSCHEHEREZADE:

\ U l ":p
child.
~ ,., \ 1'I 1"... -~'· "~ -~.Q...,
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DUNYAZADE:

your stories.
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[after a pause]:
I never sleep.
SHAHRYAR

~c .

DUNYAZADE:
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0 Sister, tell us one of your tales of marvel. Tell it now!
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SCHEHEREZADE:

Gladly, and as a duty, if the great and courteous king permits.
.
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[A long pause.]
SHAHRYAR:

It is permitted.

[The knife is still at her throat.]
SCHEHEREZADE:

~.Q,, P\orf1 l)f()~~d s ·
: H" i+·fo
1

Have you heard, 0 auspicious king, of the great and glorious Harun
al-Rashid, khalifah of Baghdad, a most wise and generous rulerSHAHRYAR:

Harun al-Rashid? Of course! What do you think?
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SCHEHEREZADE:

Yes, wellSHAHRYAR:

Have I heard of Ha run al-Rashid? Is this all you have tp say to me?
_)
S€HEHEREZADE:

It is related that one night Harun al-Rashid felt himself weighed
down by a heavy depression.

10

-~\Q_ BoJw_tA \Qy)(l,if-i:\_g,J
and JAFAR, his wazir, come forward. The finger
cymbals chime once.]
[HARUN AI,-RASHID

HARUN AL-RASHID:

Brother and Wazir, my heart is heavy.
JAFAR:

0 King of Time, all joy and sorrow come from within, but sometimes outside shows may have an influence upon these humors.
Have you made trial of any outside shows today?
HARUN AL-RASHID:

d;J:,\~CJ,\~
~ (::>

di~fa \\

U ~N

I have taken up in my fingers and let fall all the jewels of my treasury; the rubies, the emeralds, and the sapphires, but not one of them
J~ft~-~..~ ~si~Lt.c:i _p~easure. nhave been to my harem and passed in review the white and the brown, the copper colored and the dark, but
none of them lifted my soul to gladness) went to my stables, but
.. _ -·· -· . - - ..... - .. -----··----.. - ...
I
not one of my countless horses could amuse me, and the veil of the
world has not lifted.]

I

!

JAFAR:

\"what do you say to a visit to the madhouse, my lord?
()1"\(DYJTC aO
C.A'
\'t ii\

[-;

01-Pc~~y,1~

slowly draws away from
tion is taken by the scene.]
[SCHEHEREZADE

SHAHRYAR,

whose atten-

To my way of thinking, the mad have a more subtle understanding
than the sane. They behold differences and affinities which are hidden from common men and are often visited by strange visions.
SCHEHEREZADE AND HARUN AL-RASHID:

fr·lJ.X10.pVS

As Allah lives,
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SCHEHEREZADE:

said Harun al-Rashid,]
SCHEHEREZADE AND HARUN AL-RASHID:

v.xJeS LLet us go at once.
SCHEHEREZADE:

~ S

r;~~'.:A~ ., \ ,I Jo.~

They left the palace and made their way to the madhouse]

. .J

[They approach the CHIEF
chains, sits in a corner.]

OF KEYS,

who bows. The

MADMAN,

m

CHIEF OF KEYS:

Cwe've had a shortage of fresh lunatics lately, my lord. I attribute the
falling off to a general deterioration of intellect in all of Allah's creatures. I am pleased to say that I can show you one madman, although, I confess, he does not seem so very mad to me.
[to the MADMAN]:
Have you been shut away for madness?

HARUN AL-RASHID

MADMAN:

As Allah lives, I am neither raving mad nor melancholy mad. I am
neither an idiot nor a normally stupid person. But my adventures
have been so singular that, were they written with a needle in the
corner of my eye, still they would serve as a lesson to the-circumspect.
HARUN AL-RASHID:

Our ears are open, and you have all our attention.

12
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[The finger cymbals chime once. As the MADMAN speaks, he removes
his chains and puts on more formal clothing, aided by his SHOP ASSISTANT.]

MADMAN:

I am a merchant and the son of a merchant. Before I was thrown

into this place, I had a shop in the market where I sold bracelets and
other costly ornaments for women. This story begins when I was
only sixteen years old and already had a reputation for seriousness,
honesty, and chastity. I never tried to make conversation with my
women customers and only spoke the necessary words of purchase
and sale; I practiced the precepts of the Book and never lifted my
eyes to any daughter of the Faith. Other merchants held me up as
an example to their sons, for I already knew how to hold myself
above desire, and I understood the proper place of women and the
proper place of men. One day, as I sat reading my account book-

.I

\nnul.vY

SLAVE GIRL:

Is this the shop of the noble So-and-So?

!Y'Odf"'OJ'i J
I
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MADMAN:

It is.
SLAVE GIRL:

And are you he?
MADMAN:

lam.
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[The sound of a shop doorbell. A timid SLAVE GIRL enters.]
.1
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SLAVE GIRt :

I have something for you .
MADMAN:

Well?
SLAVE GIRL:

It comes from my mistress, andMADMAN:

CQJU/'nt;;.Q.Q;&
Sle»t 'Cf

You may approach me, you must know the reputation of my honor.

[She approaches cautiously and hands him a note.]
SLAVE GIRL:

It comes from my mistress, and she waits the favor of an answer.
MADMAN

[reading with increasing consternation]:

"Love has filled my soul with wine and gold ... " " ... The black scorpions of your hair ... " 11 • • • Come with me to the bath, beloved, and
I will ... "What is this?
SLAVE GIRL:

It's an ode.
MADMAN:

A what?
SLAVE GIRL:

An ode. To you. It's from my mistress.

[angrily]:
Who is this harlot who writes to me?
MADMAN

~C]ll~'\CJL~

:-Ro,\JQ_ C6u .
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SLAVE GIRL:

~
t+ac!mo.;\,..J
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She waits the favor of an answer.
MADMAN:

How dare this foul woman write to me?

[He steps forward; ominous music. He tears the note and beat"s the
SLAVE GIRL.]

C~f\OlJ/\jcQ_,- -L~a!!2'.: this back to _her! S.arry this back to her, Daughter of a Thou-
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~carry this back to that pimp's bastard, your 11:1istress!

r-t ,__ --·-------· ··

~ n l('ui-

VJ1

[The SLAVE GIRL runs away; the bell on the shop door rings. The music stops. The MEN, including SHAHRYAR, applaud. The SHOP ASSISTANT gathers up the torn bits of the note and hides them under a
carpet.]
This happened, my lords, .when I was only sixteen years old, and I
tell it as an example of my virtue and purity at the time. But not to
put Shaaban with Ramadan, I will only say that the months and
years passed, and I became a man. I began to think it was time for
me to marry a wife in the sight of Allah. And I did marry. As Allah
lives, I did so.

[Extremely sensual music and drumming begin.]
One afternoon, as I was sitting reading my account book, I heard a
commotion in the street. I looked up and saw a remarkable thing.

[A WOMAN veiled from head to foot enters, dancing, with an entourage of WOMEN with veiled faces. Although they are dressed
'
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modestly, their brief, approaching dance is erotic. They stop at the
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entrance to the shop. The music ends. The bell of the shop door rings.]
PERFECT LOVE:

Young man, have you a choice of gold and silver ornaments?
MADMAN:

ac~cornY'Joc\ote.,
k .dee\ l.J_71)e.
~x-w<I

Yes, mistress, I do.
PERFECT LOVE:

Show me some ankle rings, if you will.

K~ \f(t.v'V'--)
[She sits and lifts the hem of her skirt a little.]

Try them for me. What's the matter?

[awestruck]:
I am sorry, mistress, but surely none of this will ever fit your ankle.
MADMAN

PERFECT LOVE:

Do not trouble about them, young man. I will ask you to show me
something else.

[He turns to go. She touches his arm. She is troubled.]
Tell me, is it true then, as they say at home, that I have an elephant's
legs?
MADMAN:

The name of Allah be about you and the perfection of your ankles.
Gazelles would die of jealousy at the sight of them.

16
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PERFECT LOVE

[puzzled]:

And yet you say your ankle rings will never fit.
MADMAN:

-fc£Lici t(i'],

ftifed URJ<L

Because they are too large, and far too rough, for ankles such as
yours.
PERFECT LOVE:

f QtUJ.f'\d

t4~~

Oh. I thought they were quite otherwise. Now, show me some
bracelets.

[She reveals an arm.]
I am weary today, try them for me, please. What have you seen,
young man?

[She covers herself She is ashamed.]

~~fa~+ LDLL.

I am maimed and webbed fingered, am I not? I have arms like a hippopotamus, have I not?
MADMAN

[nearly breathless and barely daring to look]:

The name of Allah be upon you and upon those white curves and
upon that child's wrist. My smallest bracelets, made for children,
will gape outrageously above each slim transparency.
[to herself]:
Then they were not right? [Aloud] Now show me some gold necklets and breastplates.
PERFECT LOVE

[She pulls her outer veil aside from her chest.]
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MADMAN:

1.1, _

Cover them, cover then1. ! Allah veil them!

~ifi~-~~ ~~~~~--~-·~PERFECT LOVE:

What? Will you not help me to try on the necklets and breastplates?

[She covers herself]
It doesn't matter. I will ask you for something else. I am rough and
hairy, am I not, with breasts like a buffalo cow? Or is the other rumor correct: that I am all bone, and dry like a salt fish, and as flat as
a carpenter's bench?
MADMAN:

The name of Allah be upon you and upon the hidden beauty and
upon the hidden fruit!
PERFECT LOVE:

Were they fooling me, then, when they told me I had the ugliest hidden things in the world? Oh, never mind. And have you any belts?

[He brings her one and lays it at her feet .]
No, no! Try it for me in Allah's name.

[The MADMAN picks up the belt and stands behind her.]
MADMAN:

Mistress, I cannot fitPERFECT LOVE:

I.

~)

I know. They say I am deformed, with a double hump behind and
18
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a double hump in front, with a horrible belly and a back like a
camel's. Is it not so?
[lowering the belt over her head to her waist as he speaks]:
Mistress, although this belt was made for an infant princess, it is too
MADMAN

large for a waist which casts no shadow, for a waist which would fill
the heart of a scribe with despair when he was making the letter S,
for a waist which should wither the branch of a ban tree from sheer
spite, for a waist which would shame the pride of a young peacock,
for a waist which would burn a bamboo stern[pulling away]:
You surprise me, young man. They have never been very complimentary about my waist at home. Now, perhaps you could find me
PERFECT LOVE

some earrings and a gold frontlet for my hair·-------~·,~·-- - ---[S_h_e lifts the veil from her face and leaves it lifted. The

MADMAN

is

overawed.]

I see, young man, you are struck dumb by my ugliness. My own father, when I was born, took one look and ordered every mirror hidden from me, for pity. So I've been spared; I've never seen myself.
But I know from many repetitions that my face is a hideous thing, a
parchment pitted with smallpox, a blind right eye and a bleared left,
a stinking mouth with broken teeth, and a pair of cropped ears. They
say my skin is scabby, my hair is broken and frayed, and that the invisible horrors of my interior are not to be named.
MADMAN:

The name of Allah be upon you and upon your great beauty, visible
and invisible.
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PERFECT LOVE:

Then you do not find me a horror?
MADMAN :

By Allah, no.
PERFECT LOVE :

ow hov0
\.-\'Cd.mCJ'l....1

You would not deceive me?
MADMAN:

-fre.o.t>u.r&. .

fb_r ~.e cl J.v:n1ll'..

Never.
PERFECT LOVE:

Alas, why does my father hate me so? For it is he who attributes all
these horrors to my appearance, and all my life I have lived as he
has named me-horrible, unwanted, and unloved. I am glad that
you seem to think I am not so! I do not think my father wishes to
deceive me; I imagine he must have a hallucination which casts an
ugliness upon all he sees. But, whatever the reason, he so hates the
sight of me that he is ready to sell me to a merchant of slaves.
MADMAN:

Who is your father?
PERFECT LOVE:

hujf{j\OuA

rro.&~

I

~f~~~-

The Sheikh al-Islam, in person.
MADMAN:

Rather than sell you, would he not let me marry you?
PERFECT LOVE :

Young man, I thank you for your offer-it is a great kindness, but

20
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you don't know what you are saying. My father is a scrupulous
man; as he thinks his daughter a repulsive monster, he would not
willingly wed her to such a one as you.
MADMAN:

/1..0,.b>.Y.:J.~-(L.

wfu . :tJ~)e..

There must be some way.
PERFECT LOVE:

\ f"r)~\'V

c:\··

Hb.drn<w. .J

Listen, you might do worse than to try to gain his consent. I don't
wish to be sold. Tomorrow morning, present yourself before my
holy father, and after exchanging pleasant greetings and comments
about the hotness and dryness of the day, ask him for my hand in
marriage. He is certain to say,

·+ \3

----:-----[s_H_E-·IK-H-AL---IS-1.A_M_·~;pr~a-ch~·s.]----------= ~
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PERFECT LOVE AND SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

ltY,'llJ) I"\.?

~·'\or.Yin~

May Allah preserve your youth, my son. My daughter is a creature
altogether helpless; there is nothing to be done for her. She is
crooked and hideous.

~~ r'eci- Looe.,
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PERFECT LOVE:

+reps

But you must cry out, "I am content! II

t-ic :~\yn: .

PERFECT LOVE AND MADMAN:

0'Y')

bn1t1...
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I am content!
PERFECT LOVE:

-~ ··\-

He will go on,

M?k1r·,:y1,. J
PERFECT LOVE AND SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

[llc)dff\~1

I thank you for that, my son, but my daughter is not for any strong
and handsome youth. She is ...
21
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PERFECT LOVE:

But you must cry out,
MADMAN:

r!2Yrci.?

I am content!

f1Jr~!L&JQJ- t
and her entourage depart. The MADMAN is left alone
with SHEIKH AL-ISLAM. They are now at his palace.]
[PERFECT LOVE

bQ.C.ko-1"'

Pd':ett.d.mi»f{,

I am content!
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

You force me to the pain of plain speech. If you were to marry my
daughter, you would be wedding the most terrible monster of our
time!
MADMAN:
SeJ/ff'\f'n.Q.IY.,j

n~

.:n.d. ,
) I am content! I am content!
. t-oue.

1-r::J...f~

SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

But, my poor boy, she is blind of one eye, her ears are cropped, she is
lame and stinking, a dribbler, a pisserMADMAN:

I am content!
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

She is disgusting and vicious, snot nosed and forever fartingMADMAN:

I am content! I am content!
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SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

She is bearded and flab bellied, she is short of an arm and has a club
foot, her left eye is covered with a film, her nose is a mass of oily
pimples, her face is one sieve of smallpox, her mouth a cesspit, her
teeth a wreck, her interior organs are one mutilation, she is bald and
incredibly scabby, she is a horror, an abomination of desolation!
MADMAN:

I am content! Spare yourself the task of description, for I will go on

C0frGu1~
~wk-~J

soliciting your daughter, no matter what you find to say of her. I
have a taste for horrors, my lord, when they are such as afflict your
honorable daughter. I can only repeat, I am content, content, content!
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

If you are determined to persist in this madness, I will give my slow
consent. But you must sign a contract before witnesses that you
0 Y'v will accept your bride with all her faults, and if you dare divorce her,
you will pay a ransom of twenty thousand gold dinars.

.

departs. Strange wedding music begins, and a triangle sounds the hour.]
[SHEIKH AL-ISLAM

·;

MADMAN:

I agreed to these conditions and would have agreed to a thousand
more. How can an obscure merchant have won such happiness? Is it
really true that I am to rejoice and take my ease with all that beauty?

[A FIGURE comes forward, limping, strangely shaped, veiled from
head·to toe.] · ·
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There was no celebration, no wedding feast, but I could not have

rllR.ri~~Q:;
l~)ite_

been happier, as I was counting down the moments until I could see
that perfect beauty in all her glory. I made myself ready and, at the
first civil moment, went bounding to my bride's bed.

[He glances under the veil; the FIGURE gurgles and thrashes about.
During the following lines, the MADMAN runs away, and SHAHRYAR,

curious, comes forward and glances at the FIGURE under the

veil. He retreats, frightened and puzzled, to SCHEHEREZADE.]
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Oh, horror of horrors! May you never see such a sight! I saw the
most repulsive, the most deformed, the most disgusting, the most
repugnant, the most grotesque creature of a nightmare. She was
worse than the description which that lovely and wicked girl had
given Of her. She was a monster of malformation, a rag so full of
horror that I should retch if I describe her even now. I had willingly,
eagerly, madly married a nauseating compendium of all disgusts
which have ever entered into the imagination of the damned! The
next morning I fled that sorrowful place back to my shop. But no
sooner was I there [dancing music of PERFECT LOVE begins] than I
saw the maiden of love made perfect, the vision of desire who had
cast me into helt come smiling toward me in the middle of her

, , . slaves .
1H~~-*[PERFECT LOVE

and her entourage approach, dancing. Their dance is

the same as before, only more aggressive, bolder, and longer. !';£.R~E~!__LO}:'.~. ~.t..r.iJ?~_ c?ff_h_t;.r_ f?_~t~rior 7Jeif..e1:.? she.. ~om.f?s_}Qr_ward. The
dance ends with the sound of the shop bell. Immediately, the trian_ _ ,,_,_ __ __gl,t;J~?l.J:Y&t_§jgzrnJiM...th e da.w.Jl]EVery.one drops fof:heflO'orexcepf
SHAHRYAR, who comes forward, and two of the dancing girls, who
are revealed as SCHEHEREZADE and DUNYAZADE. SHAHRYAR holds his
knife to SCHEHEREZADE'S throat. The WAZIR stands, holding SCHEHEREZADE'S shroud. We are back in the palace of SHAHRYAR.]
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SHAHRYAR:
~'AQ.9'.W~o.·28@ Why have you stopped?

'C:f'::f'=:Je.S S

SCHEHEREZADE :

~v'tjet,A.J It is dawn, my lord.
DUNYAZADE:

Oh, Sister, if the king kills you now, he will never understand the
Madman!
SCHEHEREZADE:

~OUC>~.Q._

Perhaps if I were to live another day-but I see from the window
59v~e.v0 that my father is already waiting with my shroud.
.
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[after a pause]:

SHAHRYAR

By Allah! He may wait another day.
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SCHEHEREZADE :

~~ Maylnotspeaktohiml
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SHAHRYAR:

J),O/\C?:£6 <~Q..

bQ~lC.
No!
~Q9.Q/ ~) Q_

[He leaves.
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SCHEHEREZADE

frantically studies her Book of Tales.]

CHORUS;

~

The king departed to sit in judgment, raising some to office and
1. lowering others, until the fall of day. But when the second night had
~~Q.
come, she said,
[SHAHRYAR
'

r·

·2·

returns and holds his knife to SCHEHEREZADE'S throat.]

f

.n--r-7'· ·,·•.. ().. ,.)

\.. ......... ·'<..~

·r
I

..)

i / ) /-.

' --· '" ~-'"'
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~J.::v\.Q9RJt/'C.~

SCHEHEREZADE:

~/ .~<z.~rV....J And standing in the entrance of the shop the woman said,

J1.i c1 c.u.O..o..

Mrxkc~J
I

-bD-•~JY""*

MWnorrv

PERFECT LOVE :

rQUID~
~
oJ~n it ~. ibridegroom! May Allah put a
~n j t IW
·-

- - - ·--·

May this be a day of benediction, 0
crown upon your happiness! May joy abide with you!
PERFECT LOVE AND HER WOMEN:

May joy abide with you and your new wife!
MADMAN:

Cll.J!..Yl~

Ricfe(t

You cauldron of pitch! You wicked girl! You bowl of tar! You are
L,.,,c)"(.,~ not the daughter of .s heikh al-Islam!
PERFECT LOVE:

()_;.o~

l\N~(wV

No. No more than you .
MADMAN:

~ ~.~ May Allah curse the hour of our meeting, may he damn the foul

f.1.rfec+ Lt>..R..
)

blackness of your soul! Why have you done this, you wanton
whore? Why have you tricked me and destroyed my life?
PERFECT LOVE:

co'..b--h ~ CIXQ,

What is all of this, Sounding Brass? Have you forgotten the ode I
Mo.f~ wrote and sent to you so many years ago, and your great virtue, and
I
my poor little slave?

[The shop bell rings. The SLAVE GIRL enters.]
C..hotlg)&

MADMAN:

P.e;\~CT L()U'Q..What?

26
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begins to sing mournfully, accompanied by music. As
she sings, all the WOMEN dance and sing in counterrythym.]
[PERFECT LOVE

WOMEN

[singing repeatedly under PERFECT LOVE]:

0 merchant, you should have listened when Perfect Love first came
to call.

[The SHOP ASSISTANT recovers the torn-up pieces of the ode and lets
them fall slowly from his hand.]
[singing]:
Love has filled my soul with wine and gold
But I keep them for you
Who has put the black scorpions of your hair
To feed upon my soul.
PERFECT LOVE

Come with me to the bath, beloved,
And I will lie, singing, on your heart.

$ t:XRI\..Q..

[PERFECT LOVE'S

song ends. She turns to go.]

!

A0.'4,.'0.CU.)fL, Farewell.
H~xrio,.yv
· · f-.._

'

QQ.Qni~Q.):.:.

~d- Lo ~

MADMAN:

Please, don't go! In truth, I repent!
PERFECT LOVE:

Too late.
MADMAN: .

•
~cJv

Pw'rr.-e c+

I see clearly now how gross and foolish was my conduct toward you

L..{fl..>-·e.

r.

90

and your little slave, how vulgar and hypocritical, how full of stupid
vanity and-and-

~:~
1-1 ~1'()Q,.yV

PERFECT LOVE:

Unfounded pride?
MADMAN:

enh-eo..-\- Please excuse me, mistress. It was so many years ago. Pardon me
ft4-fecr Love., this once, this once, please.

,

[Th; ;~;~; ~~;STA-NT kneelsi~ -;u;;licati~~.- S lowl~~ [};,Lo.Jn.j ; /~ ..QJ{)

WOMEN

kneel down. Finally, the little SLAVE GIRL kneels.]

PERFECT LOVE:

I will pardon you this once, but you must promise never to do the
like again.

I

MADMAN:

o.cg LL,( €...SC. e. 0 mistress, Perfect Love, I kneel in yo11.r protection and look for de~

• /.o..Jc!._ liverance at your hands.

( ,.

PERFECT LOVE:

I have already thought of that. Since I'm the one who caught you, it
is only right that I should set you free.
MADMAN:

But how? I've signed a contractPERFECT LOVE:

Listen carefully, and you will soon be free of that unfortunate girl.
First, you must go to the foot of the citadel and call together all the

. i1Aect Laue.

\··'\c

~\u{/)
l\'l"l f)h...)
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acrobats, quacks, idiots, dancers, rope walkers, tambourines, cymbals, clarinets, and funny men that you find there. Then you must
go back to the house of Sheikh al-Islam ...

·- ·

- - - - --[-PE_R_F_
ECTlCivE depifts; sHEuiH AL: rSLAMCDmeSfiii'WriiJ.

&Q~\(; -

are approaching in the distance.]
~\

SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

Herl Hoty\

I must say I never expected my daughter to find such happiness.
MADMAN :

She is happiness itself.
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

nu.d9{L

You see her mother was frightened by a fire and delivered her be1'1~'11·~ fore her time.
1

-Q\-6.tte<
~ kh

G{zw_)

MADMAN:

She was delivered in perfect time for me.
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

Well, I really must say that I never expected-did you hear someH·Cd~ thing?
,.....()

41!@.J\.)

MADMAN:

~wj tl'-J No.
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

Well, as I was saying-

[The FOOLS enter with great fanfare. They shout, tumble, run
about, piss on the floor, and generally misbehave.]

~91_Qj k: o.Q -· I~::> \"CV('(\,)
("'
i. k-V\ n ~. } . Q
..6
-. .Y'-o'__,r..;,
1 1 .x•.t.:;;,,...,.

H.."-c,\ n ... fr\ ,
- ·~·'·.

\
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PRINCE OF FOOLS:

Greetings, Sheikh al-Islam! May Allah's blessing be upon you! In
the name of all your new family, I wish you prosperity!

-

[outraged]:

SHEIKH AL-ISLAM

Who are these people?
PRINCE OF FOOLS

[to the MADMAN]:

0 Cousin, know that we will never, ever desert you!
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

eo-u_Jf()ti nL~ You know these people?

HooMEYIV

PRINCE OF FOOLS:

And as you have made this your new home, so it is ours as well.
Forever and ever and ever and ever!
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

re.vLO~e.

Are you the son of a quack? Are these vile gypsies kin to you?

Hoo-rn0i-rv

·J_1 _

MADMAN:

:?Because I love your daughter and her honor, I cannot deny my birth
.Qf)j~G ~ ~;)'\; and family. Blood remembers blood. Now, come on! Let's do the
.~\.QJ b·'v family dance!
FOOLS:

i ~-\- The family dance!
~0).,_;
I

[They dance madly, stupidly.]

I

I

SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

WOUtn<JL, Young man! Your marriage contract is illegal! You falsified your
H~~ parentage!

30
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MADMAN:

Let's do the family dance!

[They dance.]
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

No, we will not do the family dance! You cannot remain in the house

of Sheikh al-Islam! You cannot remain married to my daughter!
MADMAN:

app.QcmO.
~.Ql~

gu'C3~0

H~d.rnov-J

Oh, no! I have won her and will not divorce her for all the kingdom
of Iraq!
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

You shall divorce her!

I
l

MADMAN:

bticJ..::t".Q;\")
~~v

But every one of her hairs is more precious to me than a thousand

lives!

·

FOOLS:

00oi 0-AJ CJ:tt The family dance!

- ~a,,i l<l>,.J

SITEH<H AL-ISLAM

Qn+re;c:t

[pleading]:

Please. Protect my honor, and Allah will surely protect yours.

H~rntwa
MADMAN:

L'Gk:n~ea_·~Q..
~.,( lcQ )

QQ.~o:Ut..

~{"&.cLr1121vv

By Allah! I will not remain in the home of one who does not love
my family. Here, in front of witnesses, I put away your da1:1ghter. I
put h~r away once, twice, three times!
SHEIKH AL-ISLAM:

And thus an end to this unfortunate business!

31
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I
[The FOOLS and the
meet.]

SHEIKH

depart.

PERFECT LOVE

and the MADMAN

\.,QJn) ·\~ t

q

\Ct::,
PERFECT LOVE:
~ _" _,.., Shall we come together now, dear master?
li~u mO'v'-'

~ob~

MADMAN:

bhrferl L(J.,i'1 In your house or at my shop?
I

PERFECT LOVE:

1atvrr-t S

Poor lad, don't you know that a woman has many preparations beH~cl rn()y- ..) fore such things can be? We'll go to my house.
!
I

MADMAN:

)a\4uv~.1::>

PGrfect Love.

Vl ~t
M~cl

But my shop is large enough to hold us both, and if in love we burn
it to the ground, there is stjlJ the vast chamber of my heart.
PERFECT LOVE:

Your compliments have improved in quality with the years.

mty)V

I

I

.

P2J1SU'1}.t .Q..
f1',~~c+

MADMAN:

Let's hu:rry. I feel the wasted days clamor within me.

l-mJ~
PERFECT LOVE:

e><.Nnif"-Q.. Ah, ah, ah I Before the fight, 0 soldier, let me hear if you know the
M~~ name of your antagonist.
I
I

[She points to the spot between her legs. The triangle chimes, s i~N.0Jl\.?--Jilk:-?.rJ2,. ~i:,;- ·- l(,b)

----~-----n_a_l_in.. g:.: . . .t. h e da~!.1.:~:'~~!_!.:.~~~-3.'..l_:l._!~~.~~!.?~~~~till.J.we are
back in the palace of SHAHRYAR. The WAZIR stands apart, holding the
shroud of SCHEHEREZADE.]

32
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r:;)UJ\..&U..Q..h

SHAHRYAR:

.~flt?.N.-zade.You're stopping now?

J.O\at1Q)\Q.~_Q.,
\l')Of?lf1 GO!:O.b
~-' )

SCHEHEREZADE:

(',

~-::11:.Jr

(

')

itt3cvv

It is dawn, my lord. My father has returned with my shroud.

h.ufhA°"

SHAHRYAR:

-~. _ 1 _Let hi~ wait
}.~:..Y\.Q. ~ i.0)\~ f."c d...eth en die.
Q

_.ri

.

another day. Tonight you will finish this story and

[He departs.]
CHORUS:

~

.)

The king departed to sit in judgment, raising some to office and
lowering others, until the fall of day. But when the third night had

,,, (1 1...p.Q.A

~r~evv come, she said,
·--

- ~O'Q::,,Q..__0 ,at0:.J2..._

-·-·----··-·· - -··--······

LUl.Jt" 2..1

SCHEHEREZADE AND PERFECT LOVE:

,Qpt)f.JY"f\ '.:.>

f:(~(IV)V,)

qi.JJ.:SHOr....O
f.:.Vt.~
r~

. .I

Before the fight, 0 soldier, let ·me hear if you know the name of
your antagonist.
MADMAN

[guessing]:

rt t.C}'v€, River of grace?

~

)

PERFECT LOVE:

~h.\O!I')~) N 0.

~_Qc;t--&)cJ'.2.
~_dH:::ci Q/.l
McJ1ffYJ1Y\

MADMAN:

~~ lotJ€, White feather?
LlOn

_Jn

,~ .· ~·~...l(.,...

PERFECT LOVE:

.HacimOV'J No.
33
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enr~a,'l :::r MADMAN:
l..ov~ Sweet fleshy?

9'rrect

PERFECT LOVE:

No.
MADMAN:

enqctf0L

P.cr\rec'tl~

~1 ia:te

Peeled sesame?
PERFECT LOVE:

No.
MADMAN:

obl1~

Basil of the bridge?
PERFECT LOVE:

No.
I

in ~ 1?!f-

(.:. I d
~a

MADMAN:

Wild mule?
PERFECT LOVE:

You are wrong. Did your masters teach you nothing at school '?
MADMAN:

Nothing.
PERFECT LOVE
!

[approaching him]:

Then listen to the thing's rightful names. They are: dumb starling,

rriot1vc::te., fat.sheep, silent tongue, wordless eloquence, adju~table vice, sliding
t;1od nl0'10 rule, mad bite1; great shakc1; magnetic gul( Jacob's welL little cradle,

34
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nest without eggs, bird without feathers, dove without stain, cat

without whiskers, silent chicken, and rabbit without ears.
~..Q

MADMAN:

~e.ct Love, Where shall I begin?
' "

ener~.k.

Hcd5rhcw-0

PERFECT LOVE:

Where you like.
[The y come together.]
MADMAN:

shr

Then I say to the child of my inheritance: Feed the starling!

i rlfl ~

PERFECT LOVE:

Allah increase you! Allah increase you!
MADMAN:

Bow to the sweet fat sheep.
PERFECT LOVE:

Allah increase you! Allah increase you!
MADMAN:

irn F?~i:l t0l"-..::Now speak to the silent tongue.
0

PERFECT LOVE:

O\'l jY"n&'e Allah increase you! Allah increase you!
MADMAN:

[0,,_,p-fi vcXe. Now tame the savage biter's bite.
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PERFECT LOVE:

cbDfo~.:t'" A right drink, a right, a drink of delight!

0
MADMAN:

ac+1vnfe..

Now heat the bird without feathers.
PERFECT LOVE:

~('J~b

Now I am warm for all weathers.
MADMAN :

l n-\-c,')t 1c~J:Q. Now give corn to the dumb chick.
PERFECT LOVE:

A benediction! Oh, benedic, die, die!

- - - · - - ·- -- ---- ..
MADMAN:

Don't forget the rabbit without an ear. It has fallen fast asleep, I fear.

. !

PERFECT LOVE

[sighing]:

~O. de_ I hear. I hear.

!
SCHEHEREZADE:

~ $~9..(/'.Q

Life and love lived love and life together for thirty days and nights,

~C>-R~UCt-. . .J my lord,

~~ ?
i:etnect

.

S CHEHEREZADE AND MADMAN:

until a giddiness came over me, and I dared to say,

~

MADMAN:

~.u.o.Q.J:;,

I don't know why, my saint, but I can't do it again today.

P..orrf'eci · L-Ov.e
M-ackn0iv'\:J
ciihc:f~r\f s
3

6

Gw.re d

LQ;\J\>_,
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pQ.wn~

PERFECT LOVE:

But the twelfth time is the most important, the first eleven don't

H~d1r-ov-V count!

MADMAN:

Qb>'J1Ji.Q....

Yet it is impossible. Impossible.
PERFECT LOVE:

·- --- . oo
.. ~

&r1(b1rr1rvThen you must have rest, my poor, you must have rest.

jc,0?r..\Qd-

~ V-~i+

MADMAN:

When I heard that, I lay down and fainted clear away

i

[SCHEHER-

comes forward, puts the chains around his neck; we are back
in. the madhouse, wil'h MARUN AL-RASHID, JAFAR, et al., and PERFECT
~ , DJ 
RC'
l -:..0..1cl LOVE is there a.swell] and woke up in these chains, fastened to the
I

oc9 vain+ ~

EZADE

wall of this madhouse. r asked the chief of keys, "Why am I here?"

'

CHIEF OF KEYS:

o~n Y'(V You must have rest. The young woman said,
Rai-.fec.:t· WA>-Q,.,
PERFECT LOVE:

·~-f?f~CJ..bQ..., tie qi1,1s~ have rest.
[fonU.1'() 'a.\ R'tJ.<S~\,{ cJ,
HARUN AL-RASHID:

\€/(T'l-e_

MDd

Jt-{

rn£0

Rwfecf

Even if you had been chained here for madness, I would have freed
you for the sake of this st01-y. Young lady, I know the trou hie that
was between you in the past, but I take it upon myself that such a

~thing shall not happen again. The lad is well rested and ready for

anything.
PERFECT LOVE:

~

I hear and I obey. I am prepared to live with him again.

\Yarwn oO· Ro~P,J cl
37
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HARUN AL-RASHID:

..o.QwffJh

I thank you, my child. You have lifted a great weight from my

r-kx~~c+

heart.

l...(rv{_
[ HARUN AL-RASHID

and JAFAR depart.]

SCHEHEREZADE:

.l'lQ~C~

They lived together in all delight, and the practice of every virtue,
knowing days each more admirable than the last, and nights whiter

M~

r , ~~

0

1-e(-t

ecr

than the days

[s~und of wind comes u~]

until

the~ were visited by

U)Vf,. the destroyer of JOY, the separator of fnends, and died.

IY\.QCU:J...trL.t6 But glory be to he the living, who dies not, who reigns over the vis,..., 0 n n ,. . C ) ible and invisible world.
~ll"_y'\,. \~ .V'-

(J
· SHAHRYAR:

,.

~-~:<2.u c:X:~ >y Allah,
.B
·

._,) .c.}l ,.Q. t ,,~,I '.Q. <J,'t.~,0

I

will remember that story.

[A pause. Then

bfl.QA.J.Jl.R..

SP?o~9v,CJ

;
SHAHRYAR

rushes at her with his knife.]

SCHEHEREZADE:

cv¥Y king! It .is early yet!
SHAHRYAR:

~uaJl.J What of it?
I

SCHEHEREZADE:

e.f'rop\u.r·\Q

Let me make the darkness gentle for you. There will be time to kill
me with the dawn.
9· 1J ~"l. ., ...
~
t...'
'~..,~.. .!.?.J ,J:>J' .Q)l7-). _..Q....,
!

()/) 'I
)

·.,-:t_

I·
<':'.'
, 'l I.! . I.
)
" _j,>
"l·l"~
' \ f,...•, ;\. . .
v
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[Pause.]
SHAHRYAR:

Tell me, do you know any moral anecdotes?
SCHEHEREZADE:

Moral anecdotes, 0 auspicious king, are the tales which I know best.
I could tell you one or two or three from the perfumed gardenSHAHRYAR:

Begin qui~kly, for a great weariness weighs upon my soul tonight,
and I doubt whether your head is safe upon your shoulders.
SCHEHEREZADE:

Listen, then. But first I must warn you that although these anecdotes are very moral, some of them might seem licentious or lewd
to those with gross and narrow minds.
SHAHRYAR:

;

Don't let that stop you. But if you think these tales may be unfit for
~~2(- this little one [pointing his knife at DUNYAZADE] who listens-I do
.. .·-!
not very well know why-among the carpets at our feet, send 11.er
~
away at once.
SCHEHEREZADE:

(' . l

cYuo.Q_.

I think she should be allowed to stay, for "to the pure and clean all
things are pure and clean," and there is nothing shameful in speak-

ing of those things which lie below our waists.
SHAHRYAR:

Begin at once.
[HARUN AL-RASHID

and his JESTER come forward.]
39
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SCHEHEREZADE:

i () <)J.Q~t;.

.

It is related, 0 auspicious king, that a certain jester lived at th~ court

~~?.Jv'~~~_!_~~~-u_n~l-Rashid..

.

-

·--'' .

~Qf:_ddJn&

[The finger cymbals ring once. The JESTER is at the end of his joke
and may offer a different punch line if he likes.]
JESTER:

~II~ .. . and so the camel said to the merchant, "And with ~rices like
~l»I 1:& R( ~tlh~se, Y,OU won't be getting many more."

e::,-hrn -XQ__. '.;)
Ui..>~-t...Q;V

HARUN AL-RASHID

[not amused]:

You are a bachelor, are you not?

HARUN AL-RASHID:

trtw11d

~er

Yes. Well, I have conceived a keenJESTER:

Don't say itHARUN AL-RASHID:

\()Jk'\Of,LllYLQ... desire toJESTER:

No, noHARUN AL-RASHID:

see you married.

LUI it 8
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JESTER

en+reor

~T~d

[kneeling]:

King of Time, I pray you, spare me that felicity. I am a bachelor
through fear of the sex; I have abstained so that I may never happen
upon some debauched, adulterous, whoring woman. I pray you to
think of all my faults and all the ignoble qualities of my life and, as
a punishment for them, deny me the blessing of matrimony.
HARUN AL-RASHID:

cfnocX

Well, I can't help your feelings. Today you must be married.
JESTER:

sfo.OQ
i

(}.i;rnrncY(i d

It's just that I HARUN AL-RASHID:

Today!
JESTER:

All right! All right! All right!

[A modest-seeming young bride, the
HARUN AL-RASHID

.. i

JESTER'S WIFE,

approaches.

departs.]

SCHEHEREZADE:

·

For half a year, or maybe seven months, the jester lived at peace
. :~~ h "· _ . with his new bride, a beautiful and modest-seeming- llirl, but after
.:::v·10 tqevv1
o o
U
that there happened that which was fated to happen, for no man can
1

. . \
1

escape his destiny.
JESTER:

~n
~.
(j) _ !)
.
'
.-~v. . ~ ,_[:.'g) PKQ UJ\
•

.

I have been invited to go out into the gardens this afternoon to take

the good air with my friends.

41
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JESTER'S WIFE

[collapsing in tears]:

Oh, no!
JESTER:

If you want me for anything, you will know where ~o send.
JESTER'S WIFE

[bravely stifling her tears]:

No one will want you to do anything but enjoy yourself. If you take
a delight in the gardens, it will be an equal delight for me.
JESTER:

Farewell.

n.J)J;~.J

1

JESTER S WIFE:

C.~0""'.:l'l.r Farewell, my sweet.
JESTER:

Farewell.

\..)~ ·el ·~(}) \

.Q,b<:.C~{~.Q... JESTER'S WIFE:
d.Q5f.a.. Farewell, my love.

c

c

0.JLfcddS

cJoc.

\ ry:\u.0,g..o~ JESTER:

lU l-1'~. Farewell.
[He goes.]

n_

-h-o~Y-J
d,q;t..ei(

1

JESTER S WIFE

[ripping off her veil]:

Praise Allah! I've gotten rid of that wild pig for one afternoon! Now

________
rw_~~~-nd fo~ my heart's delight!

[A knock sounds at the door.]
42
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5c10..ci Who can that be? Not that dog of a husband back again, I hope.
rmxd-rt-t
[- ~·,
d c_ce:)lC
[The PASTRYCOOK appears. He is covered in flour, wears an apron,
and carries a rolling pin. Music.]

$h-olLJt.

0 my pastrycook!
PASTRYCOOK:

My tart!
I

:fl_.A.):)

•

1

JESTER S WIFE:

~hd tcJ) ~ou are earlier than usual.

I

e.x.h 1:(~ccitii
~t-e.

·. i
.-"·i
)

PASTRYCOOK:

I am. When l had prepared my dough and rolled it and leavened it
and stuffed it with almonds and pistachios, I noticed that it was still
too early for cllstomers to be dropping by. So I said to myself: Shake
the flour from your clothes, my friend, and go to rejoice a little with

your sweet!

[She leaps on him. They run around shouting and twirling in a wild'
frenzy.]

I

~ J)J The dough is rising! The dough is rising!
[There is a knock at the door. The music ends.]

~.\ro,( rV
lI
SW\°'

Who can that be I
1

JESTER S WIFE:

I don't know. Go and hide yourself in the privy while I see.

PfQwol~,fCJj ''') ~-=---. ----·- ---·-··- ~tfy~~...._fQ. .: \c l _
/

I

43'
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[The PASTRYCOOK hides. The
of long vegetables. Music.]

t)Oc d_

GREENGROCER

appears. He has a basket

O my greengrocer! You are a little too soon!

~QA"'- %"0CQA_)
GREENGROCER:

That's right. But as I was returning from my kitchen garden this
morning, I thought, You had better take your fresh vegetables, your
heroic cucumber, your exceptional pumpkin, and your embarrassing butternut to your sweet, for they will rejoice her!

ex.NI ~
l.Oi 1~e...

[They leap on each other, madly happy.]
Climb my vine! Climb my vine! Reap and sow! Reap and sow!

C[f op.Q_..
,~ l~.

[There is a knock at the door. The music ends.]

cJa5taf·t~ uf~

Who's there?

-trcP/\~.Y.A-:t ~
E} ~. .,g"W/'~

JESTER'S WIFE:

p

~
. =. ·'

I don't know I Go and hide in the privy while I see .

~~~REENGROCER [entering the privy and finding the
I

}1 W!~
J

pqbt

PASTRYCOOK]:

.

Who are you? Why are you here?
CQXJf')_
PASTRYCOOK:

f>{::Q.n=t"

I've been doing what you've been doing, and I'm in here for the
~ ~ roc.QA?>ame reason as yourself!

[They hide. The

BUTCHER

appears with a lambskin. Music.]

-+---- -- - - -- - - -·- - -
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JESTER S WIFE:

My sweet butcher!

--

.

tr-r:

BUTCHER:

My sweet meat!

I

~

~~

~ QA)

JESTER'S WIFE:

You are too soon!
BUTCHER:

I

~-Ji?-~

u;n·f-·e_

When I had finished slaughtering all my lambs for the day, I
thought, You had better take your sweet this sheepskin; it will be a
soft carpet for her head, and she will start her morning well for
you! Bleat for me!

[They begin to roll around, playing, making little farm-animal
noises. There is a lcnock at the door. The music ends.]

I

i
··

Who's that?
ESTER'S WIFE:

,

uick! Take your sheepskin and hide in the privy!
lfjt~,,.
....·--·---·· ·-·
-······ [He does so. The CLARINETIST appears with his instrument, flexing
his muscles. Music.]

-------··~-·----

I
I

M

--

tJ

--~-

-·------

.

~ i ~Cf"Y clarinet player I You are too soon!
CLARINETIST:

When I went to my rehearsal today, none of the other players had
come and so I determined to wait in the dwelling of my sweet!
Come here my little piccolo!

r·,(') (7, 11; I

\·· --· ·

. •'- -•

'
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~
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[He chases her around; she shrieks in delight.]

ex.hi I~c::tir:.,

We seem to be a little flat today, just a little flat! Come now! let's
moisten our reed!

[He catches her and starts to spank her as she spanks him in turn.
There is a knock at the door. The music ends.]
Who is that?

~Jop

JESTER'S WIFE:

Allah alone knows ! Perhaps it is my husband! Take your clarinet

c.OJ.Ain'z:h ~-\-and hide yourself in the privy !
CLARINETIST

[at the privy]:

Peace be with you, friends! What are you doing in this singular
apartment?

. St'_;.pp:.t\-:t PASTRYCOOK, GREENGROCER, AND BUTCHER:
·

' -!

I

Peace be with you, friend! Same thing as yourself!
-· ·-·· -

[They hide; the JESTER enters .]

··-·· ..·· --... ·--·--··---·-·-··. -· .

JESTER:

Give me an infusion of anise and fennel, good wife! Things are
moving! Things are moving! I couldn't stay at the garden any
longer. I had to come home to relieve my-

[He opens the door to the privy.fEverything stops.]
SCHEHEREZADE:

~()JlTC>n The jester realized at once the exact nature of his predicament. But

~0-w1 uCJ\,,,,_J
!
I

I
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what if these four lovers should turn on him and kill him to hide
'their crime'( He decided to try a trick.
JESTER

[bowing to the ground]:

0 sacred messengers of Allah, I know yoL..; I recognize you well!

~<lfl_Q_,,

You who are all white and floury might be mistaken for a pas~... O
trycook by the profane, but you are without doubt the holy patri: ·~cX.Q;\J arch Job, the ulcerous. And you, 0 saint with the box of excellent

Cf:~~~ ~

~~ r

vegetables, must be the great Khidr, who guards each orchard, who
~ ._ clothes each tree with a green diadem. And you, with the lion's skin,
1-:T surely you are Cleopatra, queen of the Nile! And you, you, 0 glorious angel with the heavenly horn, are certainly Israfil, who shall
summon us on the last day I

c.,(hfi· .

[terrified but assuming a divine air]:
You are not mistaken, 0 man! We are even as you have named us,
and we have come to earth through your privy because we wished
to enter your house and reward you for your great virtue.
PASTRYCOOK

I
'1

c~ ~~\~&AJ

bUQeJQ. BUTCHER [following suit]:
G We could find no other chamber open to the sky.

trw-~

Po.bi·1

JESTER:

~...ux.:::.~-

Since you have done me the honor of this visit, 0 illustrious saints,
will you grant me one wish?

C::ir:«!~f'qlD\_Q.A.)
uddz~

C'b.n it\e:h '-~-

Q/n9~e;r.JASTRYCOOK, GREENGROCER, BUTCHER, AND CLARINETIST:

iCJ'

~ \(

Speak! Speak!
JESTE~:

Qn?f)Cl/'Q_.Come with me to the palace of Harun al-Rashid. He will be greatly
'
obliged when I introduce four such famous visitors to him.
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[caught up in the glory of it all]:

QD,..bQ._, We shall grant you that particular grace!

[There is a little parade to the palace. Th e lovers are frightened. Some

,;'J...:b,(d.

funereal music. HARUN AL-RASHID comes forward .] · L-v.:=J9....r 1
•

hoo \(
pc.tc.::>

UX.? k_·

i~~~ "~~(.Qt\)

JESTER:

••

---

~

.

•

~W1"

0 my lord. Allow me to present to you four sacred personages: our
lord Job; our lord Khidr; Cleopatra, queen of the Nile; and the angel
Israfil, who shall announce the Last Judgment. I found them in my

bXJJ\ l..-f''U '-"

privy, my lord, and I owe the great honor of their visit to the saintly
qualities of the wife whom you so generously gave to me.

d2()/) \y\ Q+i 5t-

HARUN AL-RASHID:

Have you gone mad or are you trying to kill me?
JESTER:

I only tell you what I have seen.
HARUN AL-RASHID:

Do you not see that the prophet Job is a pastrycook, the prophet,
Khidr is a greengrocer, the queen of the Nile is a butcher, and the
angel Israfil is my first clarinet, the master of my music?
JESTER;

I only tell you what I have seen.
HARUN AL-RASHID:

Sons and daughter of a thousand shameless horns! Tell me the
tn,ith: you are the lovers of that wife of his!

~-·

11

'2J1) ' 1

(
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PASTRYCOOK1 GREENGROCER, BUTCHER, AND CLARINETIST:

Well, we .. . it seems ...
HARUN AL-RASHID:

On your knees, dogs! 0 Father of Wisdom, I grant you your divorce! A curse on all women! And you, you lovers, shall have your
eggs torn from you . I've never heard such a story in all my life!

Guards!
-

-

- -SCHEHEREZAD-:-[

'~

.

,:min;la=~-: join~he p::-:oo~;:

QJ

"'

- ..{d~ ?J5

But, quick as lightning, the pastrycook came forward, kissed the
ground, and said,
SCHEHEREZADE AND PASTRYCOOK:

J.0

. Q_J-r.

c.\JL-.

~9 '~QA)
j
1-ta-r

0 most auspicious king, if I tell you a story more wonderful still
than the story of our adventure in the house of this honorable man
perhaps you may see your way clear to sparing my eggs?
SCHEHEREZADE:

~()"\
And the honorable Harun al-Rashid said,
Shttr~
r ~yfo-0

HARUN AL-RASHID:

pC'.l.S :-r~ coo\l!t is permitted.

I (J
'.

::J),~~ dC::;,

~oJ.~etr
i.
l

f
\

i

SCHEHEREZADE:

__p _
_ ___l }\Q. treJ)(11

And the pastrycook began at once the story of "The Dream."

_

[11ie finger cymbals ring once. Tlie fo llowing mightbe staged with
the company asleep in a row on the floor, changing positions in
sleep every now and then. The various characters-the POOR MAN,
the MAN IN THE DREAM, the THIEVES, the FAMILY, and the rest-rise
from this line when they speak, cross over one another when they

'

I
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move, and sink back into sleep when they are done. They sometimes speak as a chorus, in their sleep.]
I

I

PASTRYCOOK:

f-e.~~p'L
tJ~J1~

R. SJki

\ I,

It is related, but Allah is all wise and all knowing, that one night in
Baghdad, a poor man lay down to sleep. While some in the city had
fine carpets, and some in the city had fine palaces and fine pillows

for their heads, he had only the bare floor in his little hut at the end
of a cobbled street lined with palm trees and a gray stone courtyard
I

containing a dry and cracked little fountain with a design of birds

e··-·ic..c>5lJJ~~---=u._12Qnlt1All of us are equal in our sleep, and in our sleep all of us
(\ n :::'O

I

Ll~. r ( 1'1'- 'b).O,'· l"\f./Y {o.
1\.YI .,v , 1
1

0~- OJ

may speak to God and hear our destiny revealed. This night the
· h a heavy
. heart, an d a man came to him in a
poor man 1ay down wit
dream.
MAN IN THE DREAM:

S(.Lfl)fl1Cly'\Q My poor man, know that your fortune lies far away in Cairo. Go
..and seek it there .

pen fftJ.r .

.s-h-J.n +R.vr...J

- ·R?OPmi'.11'{\./

[turning in their sleep]:
Your fortune lies far away in Cairo. Go and seek it there.
CHORUS

-I
PASTRYCOOK:

The very next morning the poor man set out for Cairo, and after
many weeks and much hardship, he arrived in that city.
[turning in their sleep]:
Night fell. He could not afford to stay at an inn, so he lay down to
sleep in the courtyard of a mosque.

CHORUS

THIEVES:

That night robbers entered the mosque and from there broke into
an adjoining house.

so
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FAMILY:

Awakened by the noise, the owners raised the alarm and called for
help.
POLICE:

The police arrived, found the poor man from Baghdad, beat him,
and threw him into jail.
PASTRYCOOK:

Three days later, the chief of police ordered his men to bring the
stranger before him.

UJU:;hcrr. .)

~J! Hcw'-.J
. . Q~

~~

CHIEF OF POLICE:

Where do you come from?
POOR MAN:

'

cir).~..Q ,0

I come from Baghdad.
CHIEF OF POLICE:

(~~11 f''nO/\f·.,._~nd what brought you to Cairo?

· ! .
POOR MAN:
Olm .CJ \ I'(\})_, A man came to me in a dream ·saying

, up

0

~f\...Q.,

I

I

POOR MAN AND MAN IN THE DREAM:

My poor man, your fortune lies far away in Cairo. Go and seek it
there.
POOR MAN:

B~t when I came to Cairo, the fortune I was promised proved to be
the beating your men so generously gave-me.
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CHIEF OF POLICE:

c.etd-·~qo~What a fool
·,

to believe in dreams! Know this: I too have heard a
(.:.>ex.n~~ice in my sleep, not just once but three times. It said,

ro-

CHIEF OF POLICE AND PASTRYCOOK:

Q_Q.....

~ N<l!v~

Go to Baghdad and find a little hut at the end of a cobbled street
lined with palm trees and a gray stone courtyard containing a dry

1nuo0.>z

and cracked little fountain with a design of birds upon it. Under

Han,t;YV

1

that old fountain a great sum of money lies buried. Go there and dig
it up.
CHIEF OF POLICE:

cknot.vn CJL,
p o: . , (Y)(JJv0

But did I go? Of course not! Yet fool that you are, you have come all
the way to Cairo on the strength of one idle dream. Here, take this.

[He tosses the POOR MAN a coin.]

j\p~~ d It will help you on your way back to your own country.
PASTRYCOOK:

'

./

The poor man recognized at once that the house and garden described in the dream of the chief of police were his own. !'fe took the
money and set out promptly on his homeward journey.
CHORUS

[turning in their sleep]:

Go on back to Baghdad, City of Peace and Poets. Your fortune is in
the garden of your home.
PASTRYCOOK:

As soon as he reached his house he went into the garden, dug beneath the fountain, and uncovered a great treasure.
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~d

CHORUS:

Rx;r~

Your fortune is in the garden of your home.

~ ct

PASTRYCOOK:

H6ru!V0

And thus the words of the dream were wondrously fulfilled.

[turning in their sleep]:
Your fortune is in the garden of your home and speaks to you in

CHORUS

P~.i..bQ..

_

1

~rrr&vv dreams.

~Q,,£,l '(§_ (=W1 darl'J

___ ____ -·--···--..--..----·----- ___

[The scene dissolves back to the court of HARUN AL-RASHID.]

o.-:i..
.._)/

. L

un~ 1

,

fu'l..e,\

HARUN AL-RASHID:

That is an excellent tale indeed, Pastrycook, if it is true. But whether

~~ c_.eo\(_it is true or no_t, I do pardon you.
1

SCHEHEREZADE:

With that the butcher came forward, kissed the ground, and said,

a.~::.c_\o,i. (r.J

$f[.(:>-9~1 1ft (]J<J

rfu uh-tJ

SCHEHEREZADE AND BUTCHER:

Most excellent king, grant me the same favor as my colleague the
pastry cook, and I will tell you an even fairer tale-a tale that may
inspire you to generous deeds.
.

--Y:·1 .rb·Y·. (
5-:1.f'~JiOv'O

E'.
Q{.

HARUN AL-RASHID:

~ti:f<c/\J It is permitted.

'de_

re._ue;. r.:
-... /)

1...)..X .

Kan.~

L
h ,.. (\; . I
f ''\..1' .,.,,; ~-'.i,

/!'.

SCHEHEREZADE:

~O~('j~N~-~! the butcher bega~ the tale of "~h~ ~~nt:~~-of G~-=o:~C,~rDµ_?
[The finger cymbals ring once.]
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~h-CjlJCJ.t P +::r .

SCHEHEREZADE AND DUTCHER:

It is related-but Allah is all wise and all knowing-that there w:as
..k.11·pdt\.)('). once in the city 0£ Baghdad a boy and a girl who loved each other

1-brun~/ klr..J{Ktrom infancy.

[chanting and dancing as children]:
Cool is the night in the Rabwah Valley
Where the rivers give and the breezes carry
It's ringed with flowers where we'll marry
- When evening comes, the moon will yield
Silver to work in the carpets of her fields,
And every single night we'll sing
BOY AND GIRL

I

eight, nine, ten.

[The BOY and GIRL are a little older now. They repeat the poem with
.,...
·
c...)
growing sophistication, ending with:]
•

\1

i· (r. (1 1 __.,) (.

,r

... eleven, twelve, thirteen.

'

'-~~ '
i_, ).1 · Q · :

I

t _.·' I

.

\

\

[They repeat the poem, more slowly, with growing intimacy, and
end with:]

IOYYIOA'I co_
'1._)_
·- ()'"''0
}

... fourteen, fifteen, sixteen.

cHf-~ ·
(j

'[They are grown now. They are about to kiss.]

dt

BUTCHER:

-J~· lurcl~.;;rl~~~~-

But as they grew, the fortune of the boy's family rose while that of
l.t~.-(Q~l~''O/§
C~.f '"'J
the-girl's fell.
l.{,
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GIRL:

Beloved cousin, have you heard? My father and mother are forced to
marry me to a sheikh that I've never seen. Beloved, had you heard?
BOY:

No.

~'-Q.

\~

GIRL :

I must leave tonight.

I

BOY:

Then you must go now. It's growing dark.
GIRL:

hC!h.11t:eJvv What do you mean? It is midday. Can't you see the sun?
$-J'/
·1

BOY:

f:1"n.c..Q_

No. It's growing dark.

C2:i1rL
I

GIRL:

. 1. ri~:ti.iorJ'Vhat do you see?

~,I
BOY:

(Jj)ff\:)

Cf:J\ r\

Nothing. The sun wakes in your eyes, and the moon sleeps in the
hollow of your throat. I've heard that you are going and I am growing blind from grief.
GIRL:

'1t1.P..Q(b/(l'.Q_Say what's in your heart.

~~
!

.
BOY:

.....i-...:.•. ln.O
.
A desert.
I U:~~ ·~J\A.")
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BUTCHER:

And so she said,

~ o.Q _, ----

· - --- -·---·-·

BUTCHER AND GIRL:

rn.o.JU(L

\-brurrv ,o..J

As the poet says,

0-.Q.
[with music]:
When you passed on by my tent door
I said goodbye to all the world,
Forgetting how to love forevermore
When you passed on.
GIRL

If you come back the way you went
I pray you take my body up,
And set it in a calm grave near your tent
When you come back.

If your dear voice recalls the tones
The sweetness of the way you said my name,
Kneel down, dear love, and say the same;
I'll answer with the clicking ?f my bones.
Farewell.

[She travels to the home of the wealthy
sing, alone.]

SHEIKH.

The

BOY:

Farewell cheeks of surface silver,
Golden wrists with copper bangles,
Lake hair lying in black angles.

'"' ' \
·,T. ~ \!v~·
n (:·:m"'\

/')

.'/C?CV. .h:.. 6

BOY

begins to

119-

Dreamif are pictures in the book of sleep
And no more mine
And no more mine forever.

L---'------ - -·
I
[The SHE.IKH enters. The

GIRL

is crying beneath a blanket.]

SHEIKH:

wQ.EfJVO Surely my new bride weeps as young girls do, because she has left
~ r-e_

her mother. Happily, this does not last long. A kind word will cure
her.

[He approaches the GIRL.]
0 light of my soul, why do you destroy the beauty of your eyes?
Dear girl, if you are crying for your mother, say so, and I will fetch
her to you instantly.

[She only cries.]

If you are crying for your father, or one of your sisters, or your
nurse, or some pet animal, such as a rooster, a cat, or a gazelle, tell
me, and you shall no longer be separated from your desire.

[She cries louder.]
Is it the house itself for which you weep, the house where you were
young? I'll take you back there at once.

[revealing herself}:
My-lord, I do not weep for my mother, my father, my sisters, my
nurse, or my pets; and I beg you not to insist that I tell you the
reason.

GIRL

efih-et~

~JLi U"-.J

, .....

··\,, ,, '> ~-- J···
/,·J'/:
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SHEIKH :

Fairest girl on earth, then I know what it is; you cry because I am repugnant to you.

().~O ~

:cl\Q9.x]..__)

01QJ100-):].
(?Jr\

GIRL:

No, by Allah, I have no aversion to you. It's something else.
SHEIKH:

What then?
GIRL:

My grief and tears are for a dear one of my house, a cousin with
whom I grew up, a cousin who loves me and whom I love. 0 master,
love's roots are in the heart, and if love is torn away, then the heart
is torn away also.
BUTCHER:

The sheikh lowered his head and reflected for an hour.
SHEIKH:

Dear mistress, the law of Allah and his Prophet (upon whom be
prayer and peace) forbids one Believer to snatch even a mouthful of
bread from another by force . How then could I snatch away your
heart? Rise up, my bride of a minute, and go with my full consent to
your cousin. Give yourself to him and return here in the morning
before the servants are awake. From now on this is how we shall
live. You are as my daughter.
GIRL:

~ - A- b.1-essing be upon you.
[Music as she travels.]
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BUTCHER:

She left that good man's house, glowing in the night in her happiness and her wedding jewels, but she had barely gone twenty paces
when-

[jumping forward]:
By Allah! My lucky night! Nothing for six weeks and now a wedROBBER

ding guest in all her jewels!
[He stalks her as she counts her steps under her breath. Then he attacks.]
Give me all your jewels, or I'll smash you to the earth.

[He sees her face.]
As Allah lives! You are the richest jewel of all. I'll have you whole.
Dear mistress, I will do you no harm if you are complacent, and I
can promise you a most blessed night if you come with me.
GIRL:

Oh, no!
ROBBER:

I swear I will neither hurt you nor rob you if you give yourself to
me freely. But you must stop that crying!
GIRL:

Just when everything was going so well!
ROBBER:
I

inWlodoJJ.,

What's that you say?

Q1rl O
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GIRL :

Just when everything was going so well, and I was going to the
home of the one I love!
ROBBER:

What wedding were you at?
GIRL:

My own! My parents were forced to marry me to a sheikh I'd never
seen, but I've loved my cousin since infancy. When I explained this
to the sheikh, the good man let me go.
ROBBER:

He let you go?
GIRL :

Yes, he told me to consummate a marriage with my cousin and return to his house as his daughter.
ROBBER:

12'/JYt JJV\...Q..

Girl

He did that?
GIRL:

Yes.
ROBBER:

He let you go, just like that?
GIRL:

Y.es. But now I have fallen into your hands. A thief is not like a
sheikh. [Despairingly] Do with me as you will.

60
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/',,°5f'-\:Mr,.olo.~to--

ROBBER

\_.)t.

Where does he live, this cousin whom you love?

Gn fi-~
I

QflO.tt1-.fL
~Qp0

[sighs]:

GIRL:

In a room on a garden in such and such a house on such and such a
street.
ROBBER:

Dear mistress, no one shall ever accuse a man of my profession of
interfering with the course of true love. I will now lead you to your
cousin's house, as you might fall in with some vile thief if you were
to go alone. The wind is for all, the flute is for one, and that one is
not I.

'

:i

.Q

Oi. ~

tVN.tri )

BUTCHER :

So saying,· he took the girl by the hand and escorted her, as if she

' ll.p~·id ha~::.:~~~-~~:_up to..~~e house of her beloved.
[Music. They travel. The
and covers his eyes.]

GIRL

_- T(V:t

approaches her cousIN from behind

BQY:

By Allah! I can see! Who's hands are these?
GIRL:

Beloved?
BOY:

Who are you to speak to me in the voice of myGIRL:

Your cousin.
~

·-·-··
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BOY:

Cousin l What have you done? How have you-?
BUTCHER:

She explained to him all of her adventures on this strange night-

\~JY\ o.v t'VJ411 l} .

[ SHAHRYAR

Rosh id
Cl~o,hLcto~~a;
ex+ol 8ff=hicl
~~'1-~0f\J

inducJL Gir I
I

is impatient and signals SCHEHEREZADE to get on with it.]

BUTCHER AND SCHEHEREZADE:

but nothing would be gained by repeating it in this place.
BOY:

What a generous man, this sheikh! Great deeds inspire greater
deeds. Cousin, there is only one thing we can do. I must return you
to this saint, untouched.

I

~

~~

ad~

.0 rrt>

GIRL :

What?
BOY:

Cousin, do you agree?
GIRL

[nodding]:

In the face of such virtue, what else can we do?

[Music. They travel quickly to the SHEIKH.]

LO~

e
0.Jj1\

'1::.o't

OJ~a~_q~ ~(S ~
I

SHEIKH:

Children, don't tell me why you are here-I have already guessed.
But you must know this: when a Believer has claimed his wife to be
the daughter of his flesh and blood, no power can give lie to his

12..5

words. You owe me nothing, my children. I am in bondage to my
oath.
'.

d

.
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BUTCHER:

_

_(1p.f'l)XC)~_i_f~LQJI i-f +1

-P'O/nt ~ \: ,, So saying, that good man gave his house and all his goods to the
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two of them and went to live in another city.

[The SHEIKH departs. Then the BUTCHER, the ROBBER, and the LOVER
line up in front of SHAHRYAR.]
SCHEHEREZADE (to SHAHRYAR):

Now, Prince of Time, let us stop and consider. Who was the most
generous? The lover, the thief, or the husband?
SHAHRYAR:

They're all idiots.

·'• .:·
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SCHEHEREZADE:

Then we'll judge for ourselves.

[She holds a handkerchief over each one's head. Everyone claps for

his or her favorite and encourages the audience to vote as well.]
Was it the lover? The thief? Or was it the husband?

[She gives the handkerchief to the winner, which is usually the
SHEIKH. The finger cymbals ring, and we are back in the court of
HARUN AL- RASHID.]

HARUN AL-RASHID:

That was an edifying tale indeed. I pardon you, Butcher.
..- ..
l

·. r.

.
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SCHEHEREZADE:

At that, the greengrocer came forward, kissed the ground, and said,
SCHEHEREZADE AND GREENGROCER:

~l fhl,ic\.

~YJ-~v

No disrespect to my colleagues the pastrycook and the butcher, but
I too have a tale, concerning a Kurd and Persian, that may delight
your honorable majesty.

a

HARUN AL-RASHID

[wearily]:

It is permitted.
SCHEHEREZADE:

·~ 1--·~;
' I,

.
.

And the greengrocer began his tale of "The Wonderful Bag."

["The Wonderful Bag" may be improvised anew for each performance (see "Improvisation in 'The Wonderful Bag,"' page 133) or
played as follows.]

KURD:
What are you doing trying to walk off with this bag as though it belonged to you ever since you were born?
PERSIAN:

0 Mussulmen, save my goods from this wretched unbeliever who

wishes to make off with my bag!
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KURD:

My bag is known and well known. It is universally acknowledged to
be my bag!

[The KADI enters.]
KADI:

G.d.t:n.J. :JL

r

.1.rd ~ ~r\.uorv--J

Hold on here! Who is the plaintiff and who the defendant?

[He takes the bag from the PERSIAN.]
PERSIAN:

Allah increase the power of our kadi and judge! This bag is my bag.
I lost it and found it again in the street today!
KADI:

When did you lose it?
PERSIAN:

I lost it yesterday, and I could not sleep all night for thinking of it.
KURD:

May Allah lift up and honor our master the kadi. I lost that bag two
weeks ago and have not slept for thinking of it since.
KADI:

b

The truth can be uncovered soon enough! Whoever is the true
'· ..:.>'f)') ff)(}J)B <'.'.. .~wner of the bag sha.ll best be able to describe its contents. Each of
::ef'\....,\
you give a list, and whoever's list is closest to a true inventory of the
contents shall own the bag and everything in it.

to.rd 9

KURD:

0 Kadi, there are in my bag two crystal flasks filled with kohl, two

silver sticks for putting on this kohl, a handkerchief, two lemonade
glasses with gilded rims, two torches, two ladles, a cushion, two carpets for gaming tables, two water pots, two basins, one dish, one
cook pot, one large knitting needle, a rice jar, a pregnant cat, two
donkeys, two bedroom sets for women, a linen garment, a cow, two
calves, a sheep with two lambs, two racing dromedaries, a lioness, a
female bear, one couch, two beds, a palace with two reception halls, a

kitchen with two doors, and an assembly of Kurds of my own kind
all ready to swear that this bag is my bag.
PERSIAN:

0 Kadi, let me say that in this bag are only a ruined pavilion, a
house without a kitchen, a large dog kennel, a boys' school, some
happy young men playing dice, a robber's lair, an army with captains, the city of Basrah and the city of Baghdad, a fishing net, a
walnut, four chess players, two long swords, two hares, a blind man
and two far-seeing men, a ship with sailors, a Christian priest and
two deacons, twelve untouched girls, and a kadi and two witnesses
ready to bear witness that this bag is my bag.
KURD:

I ought to add that, in this bag, besides the things I've mentioned,

r I cLl (JJ __{lQ_
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there are he~dache cures, spells and enchantments, coats of mail and
armories filled with arms, a thousand rams trained for fighting, a
deer park, men who love women, boy fanciers, gardens filled with
trees and flowers, vines loaded with grapes, apples and figs, shades
and phantoms, newly m~rried couples with all their marriage fresh
about them, cries and jokes, twelve disgraceful odors, some friends
sitting in a meadow, banners and flags, a bride coming out of the
bath, three · Indian women, four Greek women, fifty Turkish
women, seventy Persian women, the land of Iraq the Earthly Paradise, two stables, a mosque, many hammams, a hundred mer-
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chants, a plank, a nail, a red-haired man playing the clarinet, the
city of Kufah, and-may Allah preserve the days of our mater the
kadi-a shroud, a coffin, and a razor for the beard of the kadi if the
kadi does not recognize my rights and say that this bag is my bag!
KADI:

5~· .w1n cJL.
\OJ.rd~
("J)J\.)
'")_\ -\' r.)/V

As Allah lives, either you are two rascals mocking at the law and its
representatives, or this bag is a bottomless abyss or the Valley of the
Day of Judgment itself. Let us see what is in the bag.

I
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:
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'

[He empties it onto the floor.]
(0-~'(_,
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A little orange rind and some olive stones.

~f:u.rd PERSIAN AND KURD [variously]:

e,_b~

D .fPJl)..1bf-1\ll right, it's yours.
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RASHID.)

HARUN AL-RASHID:

That is possibly the single most absurd story I have ever heard.

[The triangle is struck.]
SHAHRYAR:

This is the most absurd story I have ever heard as well. That bag is
barely the size of your head! Who could believe so small a space
could contain ...

[Here

SHAHRYA.R quotes ~
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SCHEHEREZADE:

But in our heads, my lord, we do contain all the images of the universe'

I

bQcu>t

SHAHRYAR:

,;3J,p, hQ)t9....,,-ae\Q_, Impossible!
[He contemptuously mutters an item from the lists-the most ab. J~ 1
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So, go on. What is your next tale? I hope it is more reasonable, or
you shall soon lose your own wonderful bag.
[He points at her throat with his knife.]
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SCHEHEREZADE:
.
1
0/V

Hamn al-Rashid said,

(}p\~~CHEHEREZADE AND HARUN AL-RASHID:

r:}

(f)OJ5at is possibly the single most absurd story I have ever heard!
Gf\.l2Qfll '()

cf ~~~

HARUN AL-RASHID:
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SCHEHEREZADE:

With this, the clarinetist came forward, kissed the ground, and said,
SCHEHEREZADE AND CLARINETIST:

.sRetfu~tt%? \0 P1 ince of Time!
1

CJ.Q . f~.tCb_ear it

I have a story even more absurd-if you will

HARUN AL-RASHID:

It is permitted.
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[The finger cymbals ring.]
CLARINETIST:

Perhaps you have heard, Harun al-Rashid, of the noble but most
unfortunate Abu al-Hasan and his historic indiscretion at his own
wedding?
HARUN AL-RASHID:

No.

[Wedding music begins.]
CLARINETIST:

Know then, my lord, that there was once a great merchant, Abu alHasan, a man of exquisite refinement, of perfect and complete manners, who, in his middle years, decided it was time. to take a wife.
n
,
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[A WOMAN sings the following as the MEN perform a little dance,
led by ABU AL-HASAN, who is very vain and serious. The BRIDE is
brought in by the WOMEN.]
WOMAN

. c1JY\A rno1P-
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[singing]:

Rise up and sing the season, Abu al-Hasan is getting married.
A rich merchant, and a gentleman, see how perfectly his form is
carried.
So dignified and somber, with elegance beyond comparing;
His steps could teach a ship to sail, his glances warm the very air.

[All the WOMEN join in, singing.]
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And, as they say, a glad wife is like a golden almanac
Whose rose-scented leaves are delicately pointing back
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0 WOMAN sings
.
[The
alone.].
To the wedding season, where the breeze of benediction carries;

irr1o~1 cc~l
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So rise up, sing the season, Abu al-Hasan is getting married.

[Music continues.]
CLARINETIST:

\ !ICJ~.
The lovely young wife took her seventh and last tour of the room,
~
. ~ ;~)JtU.~:.'t\C~bu al-Hasan came forward with a slow and dignified step into the
Wr.J , '
· chamber, and to prove that he was a man of gravity and good man_ _ _.n_e.._r§~he__Yi~.!lL!Q...Leceiv~ the wishes of the old women. !But at that
moment [music ends], with a belly full of heavy meat and drink, he
did something that he did not mean to do, may Allah preserve us all
from doing the same!

[The CLARINETIST bends over behind the bowing ABU AL-HASAN and
produces a large fart noise. When he runs out of breath, .he is followed by at least two more performers doing the same. In the middle of this, the WOMEN shake their jewelry to try to cover the noise
and say the following lines.] --if Q. J )'.'.)\'( rn.
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WOMEN:

I think it's just-just marvelous how-just how-just how marvelous all this-all this wedding-is.

[They fall silent. The fart continues. Finally, it ends. Long pause.]
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ABU AL-HASAN:

Excuse me.
[He tiptoes away; with each step comes a little fart. The WOMEN
strike up percussive instruments and begin the following chant.

The various travels of ABU
pany of MEN.]

AL-HASAN

are illustrated by the com-'

WOMEN:

Oh what an enormous fart!
Shouldn't have eaten those chickpeas.
Al-Hasan you better fly far
Shouldn't have eaten those chiekpeas.
Fly on out of here, al-Hasan,
Get out of town as fast as you can,
Get on a horse while you can,
Shouldn't have eaten those chickpeas.
Ride to the coast, al-Hasan.
Oh what an enormous fart.
Dive in the sea as best you can.
Oh what an enormous fart!
How could you be so indiscreet?
Shouldn't have eaten those chickpeas.
Pistachio nuts and almond creamNow you've got to swim to sea.
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Get on a boat and row row row;
Shouldn't have eaten those chickpeas.
Sail as far as the Malabar Coast.
Shouldn't have eaten those chickpeas.
Load up a camel, join a train;
Go through the desert with a caravan.
Oh what an enormous fart!
How will you ever live it down?
"". () 11"1'."(\.. ]
~·

Go over mountains, find a town,
And live there for ten years.

[The WOMEN now become ABU AL-HASAN S FRIENDS in India. One of
them plays a little tune on a zither.]
1

FRIEND OF ABU AL-HASAN:

Al-Hasan, why do you look so sad?
ABU AL-HASAN:

l have lived here, in India, for ten years. I've been happy, prospered.
But I long for my native homeland. For, as the poet says,
ABU AL-HASAN AND FRIENDS:

Ah, the Ganges
Ah, the Ganges
Silver river men put first;
How can an Egyptian sate his native Egyptian thirst
Save in the smile of the mild Nile?
Save in the smile of the mild Nile?

___j
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ABU AL-HASAN:

I can resist the solicitations of my soul no longer. I must return
home!
CLARINETIST:

With that, the noble Abu al-Hasan packed his bags and traveled
home, over treacherous mountains filled with lions, snakes, and
ghouls. Until at last he reached a hill that overlooked his native
land. His heart swelled at the sight.
ABU AL-HASAN:

Ah, how beautiful is my native land! No doubt I am assumed dead

and long forgotten. I shall travel the streets in disguise, lest my poor
old father see me unexpectedly and the shock prove too much for
him.

[He passes by a MOTHER and her CHILDREN.]
FIRST CHILD:

Mother, what day was I born?
MOTHER:

Why, you were born on the twelfth day of Ramadan.
SECOND CHILD:

And what day was I born?
MOTHER:

Why, you were born two weeks after the great sandstorm.
THIRD CHILD :

~!l'r And, Mot.her, what day was I born 1
73
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MOTHER:

Why, you were born in the year, and on the day, that Abu al-Hasan
let his fart.
ABU AL-HASAN:

My fart has become a date on the calendar? It shall live as long as
there are palm trees!
CLARINETIST:

With that he turned and fled, and he did not cease his flight until he
was back in India, where he lived in the bitterness of exile until his
death.
CHORUS:

t:llah pity h~~ - ___

_

.
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[The triangle is struck. SHAHRYAR, SCHEHEREZADE, and DUNYAZADE
come into center stage rolling with laughter. They imitate the fart
noise, by themselves and on each other. The WAZIR comes forward
with the shroud, hears the laughter, and departs, puzzled. Then
they stop. SHAHRYAR raises his lcnife to SCHEHEREZADE, but then he
kisses her. While they kiss, SCHEHEREZADE takes the knife from him
and passes it to DUNYAZADE, who then waves the audience away
and covers her eyes.]
DtJNYAZADE

[whispering]:

Intermission. Intermission.
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Dramatic Action Analysis Moods
Unit Title and Summary of Action

Mood Adjective or Metaphor

Unit I

horrifying, altered, shattered

The World ofShahryar
The Chorus and Shahryar entice the audience.

Tempo adagio
Unit 2

Wazir's World Changes

sinking, drowning, spinning

King Shahryar dominates his Wazir.
Tempo moderato
Unit 3

.

Scheherezade's Destiny

straight, tall, shining

Scheherezade obstructs her father.
Tempo Allegro
Unit4

Wedding/Funeral Procession

heroic, an odyssey, pilgrimage

The Chorus inspirits Scheherezade.
Tempo adadio
Unit 5

Sister Conspiracy

learning to skate on an outdoor

The sisters ensnare King Shahryar

pond

Tempo adagio
Unit 6

The Plan Unfolds

a bull fight, a starting pistol

Scheherezade intrigues Shahryar
Tempo presto
Unit7

The Bored Khalifah

reflection, mirror

Harun al Rashid demonstrates humanity towards the Madman.
Tempo moderato
Unit 8

The Madman's Tale

blindness, deafness, closed valve

Madman condemns a person (Perfect Love).
Tempo presto
Unit 9

Perfect Love
Perfect Love entices Madman

a kitten with a ball of yarn
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Tempo larghetto
Unit 10 Perfect Love Circles

fly fishing, cat and mouse

Perfect Love tempts Madman.

Tempo andante
Unit 11 Perfect Love Pursues

sunny, skipping, playing tag

Perfect Love woos Madman.

Tempo moderato
Unit 12 Perfect Love Ensnares

a lowering noose, baiting the trap

Perfect Love enraptures Madman.

Tempo allegro
Unit 13 Perfect Love Executes

closing the paddock

Perfect Love traps Madman

Tempo presto
Unit 14 Madman's Wedding
Perfect Love exacts her revenge on Madman.

pulling out the carpet, ass over tea
Kettle

Tempo largo
Unit 15 The Threat Test

tentative, hesitant, speculative

Shahryar warns Scheherezade

Tempo adagio
Unit 16 Revenge is Sweet

sweet and sour, bitter, poisonous

Perfect Love scorns Madman

Tempo moderato
Unit 17 Forgiveness is Sweeter

divine, devout, submissive

Perfect Love forgives Madman.

Tempo moderato
Unit 18 The Foolish Divorce
Sheikh al-Islam dismisses Madman.

Tempo prestissimo

chaotic, offensive, invasive
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Unit 19 The Arousal

pulsating, deep red, juicy

Madman wins Perfect Love.
Tempo adagio

Unit 20 Examination of Position

inquiring, invigorating, probing

Scheherezade investigates Shahryar
Tempo allegro

Unit 21 The Name Game
Perfect Love educates Madman.

throbbing, aching, yearning,
Breathless

Tempo adagio

Unit 22 On Top of Last
Madman satisfies Perfect Love.

dominating, gyrating, grinding,
sweaty, steamy hot

Tern po presto

Unit 23 Relationship Fatigue

thirsty, unsatisfied, lusting

Madman disappoints Perfect Love.
Tempo largo

Unit 24 No One is Perfect

tolerance, springtime, renewal,

Hamn al Rashid reconciles Madman and Perfect Love
Tempo mod era to

Unit 25 The Shaping of Shahryar

tipping of the scales, pendulum

Scheherezade cultivates Shahryar
Tempo presto

Unit 26 A Fear of Destiny

shot gun wedding, acquiescent

Jester reveals himself to Harun al Rashid
Tempo adagio

Unit 27 Self-fulfilling Prophecy
Jester's Wife cuckolds Jester.
Tempo andante

disingenuous, devious, doubleDealing
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Unit 28 Fated Knock 1

tarty, raunchy, unbridled

Jester's Wife ravishes Pastrycook
Tempo moderato
Unit 29 Fated Knock 2

raw, unrestrained, rough

Jester's Wife transports Greengrocer.
Tempo allegro
Unit 30 Fated Knock 3

uninhibited, meaty, lusty, purring

Jester's Wife stimulates Butcher.
Tempo presto
Unit 31 Fated Knock 4

rampant, bawdy, sirens, squealing

Jester's Wife rouses Clarinetist.
Tempo prestissimo
Unit 32 Fateful Moment

urgent, slippery, prickly

Jester purges himself
Tempo larghetto
Unit 33 Confronting Fate

smug, resignation, relieved

Jester baits Pastrycook, Greengrocer, Butcher and Clarinetist.
Tempo adagio
Unit 34 Jester's "I told you so".
Hamn al-Rashid champions Jester.

victorious, bemused, cat with a
Mouse

Tempo allegro
Unit 35 Begging Forgiveness

frantic, panicked, shiver

Pastrycook prostrates himself to Harun al Rashid
Tempo allegro
Unit 36 The Dream
The Poor Man is rewarded by the Chiefof Police.
Tempo andante
Unit 37 Seeking Pardon

whispering, precious, poignant
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Butcher requests Harun al-Rashid's pardon.

anxious, desperate, concerned

Tempo presto
Unit 38 Growing Up
The Boy grows to desire the Girl.

naive, innocent, children playing

Tempo allegro
Unit 39 Fortune's Change
The Girl cannot marry the Boy.

devastated, broken, shattered

Tempo adagio
Unit 40 Goodbye
The Girl leaves the Boy.

weary, helpless, grieving

Tempo larghetto
Unit 41 Generous Heart

touching, generous, benevolent

The Sheikh adopts the Girl.

Tempo allegro
Unit 42 Challenge Fate
The Robber protects the Girl.

smiling, thankful, a sunny day

Tempo moderato
Unit 43 True Heart
The Sheikh honors his promise to the girl.

joyous, precious, heartening

Tempo adagio
Unit 44 Generosity Test

celebratory, festive, fun

Scheherezade honors the most generous (the lover, the thief or the husband).

Tempo allegro
Unit 45 Seeking Liberation
Greengrocer seeks liberty from Harun al-Rashid's punishment.

uneasy, apprehensive

Tempo presto
Unit 46 The Wonderful Bag
The Kurd competes against the Persian.

competitive pissing contest, combative
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Tempo presto
Unit 47 Absurdity brings relief.
Harun al-Rashid releases Greengrocer from punishment.

sparkling relief, jubilance

Tempo moderato
Unit 48 Release Me
The Clarinetist seeks exoneration.

restless, nervous, eager

Tempo allegro
Unit 49 The Historic Indiscretion
The women attempt to overlook Abu al-Hasan's indiscretion. damning, unforgiving, scolding
Tempo moderato
Unit 50 The Shame
Abu al-Hasan runs from the women.

Tarnished, farcical, ridiculous

Tempo allegro
Unit 51 An Auspicious Day

humiliating, disheveled, defeated

Abu al-Hasan is trapped by his past.
Tempo allegro
Unit 52 Laughter Liberation
Scheherezade extrapolates the knife from Shahryar.
Tempo adagio
Intermission

dangerous, tight-rope, tantalizing
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Ideas of the Play
Mary Zimmerman's The Arabian Nights is a play about the power of the
individual to change their circumstance and affect change in the circumstances of others.
An individual who can use the wisdom and stories of their elders can transform the lives
of those who are willing to open their hearts those the stories.
The opening sequences of Mary Zimmerman's The Arabian Nights identify the
ideas of the play. Scheherezade, the play' s protagonist, begins by stating, "You who are
sad, oh be comforted; for nothing endures, and just as every joy vanishes away, so also
vanishes every sorrow" (Zimmerman 6). At the moment she is speaking to her father, the
Wazir, but she is also addressing King Shahryar, the man whose disposition she is
compelled to change. Night has fallen on King Shahryar's life, "The world darkened for
him, his soul grew sick" (4), a heartbreaking betrayal has altered his view of the world
and he has become murderous tyrant. Scheherezade's words to her father are to remind
him of the transitory nature of life, there is both night and day and they continuously flow
throughout the course of time. King Shahryar's bitter heart has brought a constant
darkness to his kingdom. Scheherezade's story of Perfect Love describes his diminished
vision as "a hallucination which casts an ugliness upon all he sees" (20).
At the end of the play the ensemble stands and declares, "the nights over Baghdad
were whiter than the days" ( 130). Shahryar exclaims, "Scheherezade, marvelous girl, you
have lifted the veil from my heart" (122). King Shahryar joins all the story characters in
the dance of the every day; he has reconnected with humankind. The stories told by
Scheherezade have lifted darkness from the kingdom because Shahryar was able to open
his heart to the wisdom of the ancient tales. Scheherezade has succeeded. She has
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preserved her life, her sister's life, and changed the lives of the people of Shahryar's
kingdom.
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Reviews
Mary Zimmerman's The Arabian Nights was first staged almost twenty years ago
by the Lookingglass Theatre Ensemble in Chicago and presented in venues from Hawaii,
to New York. Performance reviews are, for the most part, enthusiastic: '"Arabian Nights'
is a celebration of the salutatory powers of storytelling" (Brantley 1994). "But most of it
is enjoyable, and the overall arc exerts greater pull as it advances" (Evans 2010). "There
is much here that is fresh and to be admired," (Polkow 2009). "Zimmerman has a genius
for building stage spectaculars from the most basic, old fashioned materials" (Hurwitt
2008). "Zimmerman embraces comedy but doesn't shy away for the moral core beneath
the stories Scheherezade tells - making the most of an entertainment form as old as
language itself' (Gilbert 2010). "This is a wholly accessible, earthly, whimsical, sensual
show with none of the narrative pretensions or precious stagings that often afflicts this
type of work. (Jones 2009).
Many reviewers preface their comments with the caveat, "the best-known stories
from later editions of the collection that Westerners all know and love are nowhere to be
found" (Polkow 2009). Referencing that The Arabian Nights by Mary Zimmerman does
not include the stories of Aladdin and the Forty Thieves or The Adventures of Sinbad.
The most common critique of the work is the play's ending with the air-raid sirens and
people rolling off stage, "This doesn't fit with anything that has gone before and destroys
the conciliatory mood of the final scene (Evans 2010), certainly a cautionary note for
anyone taking on the work. One reviewer did make mention of the length of the first act,
"The show sometimes seems unwieldy in the early stretches; a little tightening wouldn't
hurt" (Evans 2010), suggesting that pacing or timing could be a problem.
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More than one reviewer described the production as "a Chinese puzzle toy"
(Brantley 1994) because the script layers story upon story. Zimmerman's use ofrecital,
song and movement to open up one story, then another and then another; with the chime
of a finger cymbal the whole story evaporates and a new story begins. The reviews, in
general, rated the performances as three of four to four of four stars. This is a good
indicator that warts and all the production makes for an entertaining and rewarding piece
of theatre.
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Biography of playwright, Mary Zimmerman
Mary Zimmerman has been creating theatre professionally for almost twenty
years. Mary is the daughter of two university professors, her father a physicist and her
mother a professor oflinguistics. Their home was Lincoln, Nebraska (Jones). Mary came
to Northwestern University in her freshman year as a comparative literature major. Two
weeks into her course of study she transferred to the Department of Performance Studies
as an Acting major (McArthur.org). Mary continued at Northwestern completing both her
MA and her PHD all within the Performance Studies Department. It was while
undertaking her graduate work that she moved from performing to directing. She cites her
thesis performance, a 45-minute solo based on Proust's housekeeper, Celeste Albaret, as
the most critical step in this development. Mary is now a professor at Northwestern
University in the Performance Studies Department.
In the fall of 1992 the unknown graduate student, Mary Zimmerman, collaborated
with her college friends and The Lookingglass Theatre Company of Chicago's 4th season
to produce The Arabian Nights (Jones). Zimmerman describes her approach to theatre as
"creating adaptations of nondramatic texts". The Arabian Nights like most of Ms.
Zimmerman's body of work are all based on pre-existing text or collections of texts.
Other classical texts scripted into plays by Mary Zimmerman include: Jason and the
Argonauts, The Odyssey and Ovid's Metamorphosis (Zimmerman).
Ms. Zimmerman is the recipient of a 1998 MacArthur Fellowship, the 2002 Tony
Award for Best Director and ten Joseph Jefferson Awards, including Best Production and
Best Direction. She is a member of the Lookingglass Theatre Company of Chicago, and
an Artistic Associate of the Goodman Theatre.
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Biography of Composer, Bryce Bennett
Bryce has been interested in music for almost all of his life. As a boy he studied
the piano. During high school Bryce played saxophone in the marching band as well as
both the jazz and concert bands. Bryce's first taste of theatre came in junior high when he
was cast as Joseph in Joseph's Technicolor Dream Coat. That experience sparked an
interest in performance. Bryce joined a touring hand bell ensemble, a jazz choir and
formed a band with his buddies from junior high. A band he still plays with today, over
ten years later.
After high school Bryce attended the music programs at Vancouver Island
University and Capilano University. He found the struggling to pay for University and
the devotion required to excel as musician overwhelming. After four years he returned to
Chilliwack. Bryce, though he continued to play with his band began working at daycare
and afterschool care programs for special needs children. Bryce took his own positive
experiences with music and theatre and began staging a summer musical with the young
people in his program. Inspired by the delight of the young people he works with, Bryce
has returned to school to complete a Sociology degree and then plans to pursue Music
Therapy, specifically music therapies for young people with special needs and other
challenges.
Bryce has volunteered as a stage crew and played in the pit band for other UFV
Theatre Department productions but The Arabian Nights is Bryce's very first project as a
composer and music director.
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The Arabian Nights
Theatre 199
Learning Outcomes
Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to:
Describe the process of creating and running a theatre production, from first
auditions and production meetings through to the final set strike.
Demonstrate competence in executing the tasks required for their particular roles
in a production
work effectively as a part of an ensemble and/or production team
communicate clearly and behave professionally in rehearsal and performance
settings
employ effective strategies for problem-solving in the development and
performance of a theatre production
identify and investigate appropriate research resources for their roles in the
production (i.e. electronic and print sources, interviews, visual and film materials
document research findings in written work (i.e. project reports, journals, postproduction documents)
synthesize and incorporate critique effectively throughout the rehearsal and
performance process
follow proper safety and security procedures for live theatre production
Student Evaluation
20%

Journal
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20%

GOTE Sheet and Script Analysis (actors); Production Documents (production
crew)

30%

Primary Project and Report

10%

Reflection or Self-Critique

20%

Participation (includes completion of practicum hours; demonstration of
teamwork, reliability and professionalism)

Course Content
Depending on a student's role in the production, she or he will contribute a minimum of
60 hours participating in all or part of the following four phases of the production
process:
1.

Pre-production (3-4 weeks): research, production organization, auditions etc.

2.

Production Preparation (7-8 weeks): rehearsals, production meetings, workshops
for voice, dance, singing, fight choreography, make-up, costume fittings, safety
and security workshops.

3.

Performance Run (2-3 weeks): participation in the run of the performance,
including audience talk back sessions.

4.

Post-Production (1 week): reflection on what was learned; recommendations for
future improvement.
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Rehearsal Journal
September 6, 2011
Casting is complete. The casting meeting took a bit longer than expected. There
was a great deal of discussion regarding the department's policy on casting a student who
failed a class in the previous semester. This conversation did not include me, but did
concern a young man I had cast. He was not successful in his Voice class in the spring
semester, however he did attend summer semester with no difficulty. The UFV Theatre
Department had just (5 days prior) adopted a casting policy, which stated a student's
academic standing is to be considered, whereas the prior casting policy specifically stated
a student was to complete a semester successfully after a semester with an unsuccessful
completion. At the end of the day I was permitted to cast the student because he worked
hard at auditions, moved well and is passionate about singing.

L

The casting calls went out and all students have confirmed their roles. The crew
meeting is to be Thursday, September gth and we are set for our first production meeting
and read through next week.
September 14th, 2011
Read-through, and lots of energy! The Theatre Students Association had their
Annual Student Ice-Breaker Event just prior to our gathering for read-through. Lots of
running around, activities and food, a little bit like having a birthday party for ten year
olds and sitting down to watch a movie later. For some reason we do this every year and
it is funny describing this on paper because it does draw into question the logic. It makes
for an energetic reading of the first half and little crash and burn for the second. To
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combat this I provided pomegranate juice, dates, figs, apricots and lemon squares for an
interval snack.
The section of the play known as "The Confusion of Stories" is going to poise a
challenge. SM Gabe and I thought we had a plan to execute the telling of six stories
simultaneously, we were wrong. It was just "confusion". A review I had read from a
previous production praised this scene, so I know it must work. Obviously some thinking
will need to happen before we get to block this.
The "Fart" story (Clarinetist's tale) had the cast and audience absolutely crying
with laughter. That made me wonder how many individuals had actually read the script
before they had auditioned. I suspect not everyone. I loved how the end of the play
sounded with all the characters of the play telling the story one phrase at a time. It makes
an impact, the fact that the storyteller does not finish the story. All the characters from
her stories do, it is powerful. We learn at the end of the play Scheherezade has given life
to three children but more than that, every character from every story is given life as well.
I had not thought about before.
With the exception of young actor Tim, all the voices seemed to be well-suited to
their characters. My friend Tim is a young man with a great deal of talent, but he is
always acting and adores being the center of attention, always. He is playing Harlin alRashid and a Sheikh. He opted to use a Richard Nixon voice for the Sheikh, which
solicited much laughter but impersonations are not quite right, for me. No doubt we will
be having a talk, maybe Tim had a good reason why that works for him.
Met with the designer after the read-through, he and I are working out details
before the design review next week. The carpenter and technician do not start until next
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week, which is putting us behind in this area. I am not anticipating this being a problem
as the set needs are not onerous. Late night.
September 15, 2011
We met for first rehearsal. We are working through each scene blocking. I began
with a 30 minute warm up which included breaking the group into smaller sub-groups
and then assigning pages for blocking. The sub-groups were assigned a task, to tell the
story of those pages in three slides, a beginning, a climax and an end. It turned out to be a
great exercise. The groups were given 15 minutes to work out the slides and then present.
This exercise did focus everyone on the evening's work. Everyone was thinking about
storytelling and body positioning. As an added bonus, it was fun! We will do this again.
This was definitely a rough blocking rehearsal. Good things included: getting
actors on their feet, working with the text, discovering which movements they need to
accomplish, and working through how to move into and out of a scene. The not so good
things included: the set design is not taped on floor, there are many bodies to find places
for and people were already flagging by rehearsal's end. I believe that as we continue we
will all get better. Some carpets are better than others, a poorly laid out carpet makes for
a tripping hazard, an issue that clearly needs to be addressed before Sunday's rehearsal.
Bryce, the music director sat in on rehearsal to watch for where music needs to
happen. He was able to provide the rhythms we needed for transitions. The cast members
Serkan and Bertan (twins from Turkey) were able to offer pronunciation tips.
Jay, the show's designer will need to bring me a ground plan tomorrow. We need
to make some decisions about carpet placement, basket/prop placement, the ottomans
need to be built and rehearsal pieces need to be found. I need to provide the actors with a
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place for each of the items in the floor plan. This needs to be a defined, coordinated,
choreographed effort, it is not fair to leave this chance - items need to be set - what was I
thinking?
Overall, it was a good rehearsal and it was nice to be rehearsing - I love rehearsal.
Everyone was very respectful of each other, listened, and worked. We accomplished the
pages designated and were done a little early. YEAH!
September 18, 2011
Began with some viewpoints, walking and loosening up, exploring tempo and
rhythm and then adding vocalizations. The men and women were divided into two groups,
the women to work on their Perfect Love song and the men to roughly block the Prince of
Fools scene. We began with exploring what skills we have to work with. Kyle, Serkan
and Bertan all have many physical skills they are willing to share. Bertan walks on his
hands, they can all tumble, and Kyle can juggle. Theatre grad, my son William came to
share some of his passion for circus tricks. We designated activities for areas of the stage.
Orchestrating mayhem is interesting in that it needs to look spontaneous but needs to be
safe and controlled. A couple of the young men I am working with get a little carried
away. It became apparent that I needed to remind everyone that this was a scene and that
we needed to communicate with each other in order to perform for the audience. There
are many people in this scene and everyone needs to be exactly aware of what everyone
is doing and where they are performing their antics.
The women and Bryce came to join us. We added them into the scene, which now
included a pyramid of ten actors. No one was comfortable being on top so we added
another character, Jasmine (a stuffed child mannequin) who will enter the scene by being
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tossed from a carpet into the Sheikh's arms and then placed atop the pyramid. Bertan will
cross the stage on his hands and Kyle will cross the stage in a tumbling line. Serkan will
do a forward roll between the Sheikh's legs. We will use the finger cymbals, a drum and
call and response between the women and the men to fill the space with sound. The group
will fall silent and spring into mayhem when the Madman calls for the family dance. All
in all it was a very productive rehearsal. I think the ensemble was feeling energized about
how such a chaotic scene could come together. I can also see that in ensemble
collaboration such as this play how the Director's role is to continually evaluate the work
and make sure it fits into the entire piece. William would love for the whole play to
mayhem, juggling, snake charmers and noise - obviously that cannot happen. I am
wondering about a couple of things. The women seem much more tentative than the men
at leaping forward with ideas. I see them working out something in the back corner, but
they do not always bring it forward to be shared. I will need to encourage them to be
more forward and take some risks.
To work the seduction and sex blocking for Perfect Love and the Madman, I sent
the rest of the cast home, so that Rachael and Spencer could work the scene out in a more
private setting. Only Gabe, the stage manager and I remained. I was very impressed with
Rachael and Spencer. The first go through was a little shy but really only a little shy. I
remember a tip Brenda gave me. Make the touching your idea, "why don't you trying
stroking her cheek". I went with that and they went to work. The scene might need some
position adjustments when the ensemble gets into place. I would not want any audience
person to miss the beautiful way those two can move their bodies. I am anxious to see
how the scene comes together when no scripts are in hand. Spencer is a terrific physical
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presence but he has some voice issues. He is a word slurrer and a mumbler; maybe he just
needs to slow down. Rachael gets a little quiet. Because they are exploring a number of
positions, I am going to need to set when they move and when they speak, or their
provocative language will be lost. A solid day's work done.
September 201h, 2011
Wow, the third week of classes and someone is already sick. Tim/Hamn al Rashid
did not make it to rehearsal last night and is missing class this morning. Tim is not a
young man that looks after himself particularly well. I watch Tim closely as he is a
student who has reputation for falling behind and then not doing well in his classes.
One of the carpets we have is bunching up and becoming a tripping hazard that
needs to be addressed before tomorrow's rehearsal.
Last night we worked through to the beginning of the Butcher's Tale. The Jester's
Wife is very vigorous in her sexual activity and this is where we noted the carpet
bunching difficulty. This tale was fun and again I am pleasantly surprised with
everyone's ability to just jump into the scene. I am looking forward to when the scripts
are gone because there is nothing quite as awkward as a sexual encounter that involves
turning the page! Scheherezade seems hesitant or timid about inserting herself into scenes.
I will need to think of a way to build that convention and empower her to take that on. I
have her and Dunyazade in the privy while all the other characters hiding, but that was
my suggestion. She rolled with the scene after that and Rae (Dunyazade) just looked
delighted to be watching the story from this perspective. We have been only rehearsing a
week and maybe Kat (Scheherezade) has just not quite landed in the world of the play yet.

J
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understand the story and that the story is much clearer when the actors tell the story and
then perform their part of the story.
I am also finding now that we are well into the rehearsal process and some actors
are working with their characters, that there is starting to be some resistance to my
suggestions as a director. The process I have chosen to follow is that I listen to the
objection. We talk about how the scene works within the context of the storytelling
conventions we have already established. I ask how their work on the scene "tells the
story"? We look over the scene again, I consider the actor's thoughts and we arrive at a
solution. Shahryar is my biggest challenger in this respect. That is a good thing; I am
thrilled he is so engaged with the material. I hope I can help him to tell his story with
clarity. He is a mutterer, especially when he is emoting.
In the script the Mock Khalifah needs to tear his robes and expose his scarred
back. I am not sure we are going to be able to rip an expensive robe every night and then
return to his other character King Shahryar. We worked with this over and over in the
blocking. I considered miming and narrating the sequence. I considered other robe
options. Then Josh thought he could slip his robe off to his waist and expose a scarred
back. I thought tearing his robe off would be tearing at the robe to get if off because the
woman's song compels him to expose himself. I think Josh needs to connect with that
song so that it makes sense to take his robe off. When we get to working without a script,
I am hoping we can find that impulse and then no costumes will need to be destroyed.
September 29 1\ 2011
The Confusion of Stories has been somewhat clarified. I understand that no one in
the audience will get to hear all the stories. Each story will be told to a section of
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Colleen did not like the music provided and opted to experiment with movement without
the music. At first the company moved about the playing space by performing an action,
of their choosing that they perform every day. The goal was to take that action down to
no more that 5 movements or gestures and to repeat their sequence. Because the cast size
is so large this proved to be too much. It was too cluttered. Colleen and I settled on 5
actions, which the company could replicate. We chose eating a plum, washing a face,
reading a book, flourishing a scarf - no fifth action was selected. Everyone worked on
clarifying their movements and not embellishing them. We did not prescribe a start or
finish time and encouraged the company to explore, then move about and to accomplish
each task in their own tempo, pattern and rhythm and then to find a way to complete the
task with the whole group. Surprisingly, it went pretty well. Colleen is thinking some
music needs to happen as it is the Dance of the Everyday and music will assist the group.
I agree. Some company members need more coaching moving specifically to clarify each
of their four actions.
Sunday, October 2, 2011
My father passed away yesterday and I let my cast know at our meeting today. I
made arrangements with Bryce and Colleen to take rehearsal for me on October 23 as
that is the day my family is looking toward as a memorial for my Pops. I am feeling very
tired, the last number of weeks has been very difficult. His heart surgeon assured us that
he would be successful in performing the needed by-pass surgery. Two surgeons before
had said my father was not a good candidate for multiple by-pass surgery. His health was
too compromised. My sisters and I had to hold our breath and stand by my parent's
decision to proceed and a surgery date was scheduled. I had been rehearsing until 10 pm
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or so in the evenings, getting to bed around 11 :30 pm and getting up at 4:30 am to drive
for 90 minutes to visit my Dad in the hospital and then driving to work for 10:00 am. We
had so hoped his heart surgery would give him a new lease on life. He was so great the
first couple of days, and then on Friday morning when I arrived to visit, things were not
looking so good. My mother, my one sister that lives close by and I sat outside his room
for hours while they worked to stabilize him. We took my mother back to my sister's
house ano I went back to the hospital. They let me sit with him. I sang all our favorite
songs, the songs he sang while gardening, songs we sang in the car, our favorite
.musicals ... I just kept hoping he would come around. My two other sisters were driving
down from the interior of the province to visit on Saturday. I called my sons to let them
know the nurse said things for Papa did not look good. My son William joined me at the
hospital by about 2:00 am, Saturday. He died at 3:30 am. My good thought is that my
father really hated getting old, and he really hated the idea of being an invalid so maybe
his dying freed him from his aging body.
It is Sunday and it is rehearsal. We have not spent enough time on music. This is a

problem and I need to resolve it. Step One: we are having an extra rehearsal next
weekend to get some folks established with their songs. Step Two: Bryce brought CDs
with the music for the entire show for everyone to learn and to familiarize themselves
with all the music. We still need another day of catch up. Bryce noted that Sundays were
to be for music. Scheduling run-throughs on Sundays has eroded some of that music time.
But Sunday is a day that both Colleen and Bryce can attend.
We quickly blocked the last portion of part two and then did a run through of the
second half. The ending of the play is problematic. Not sure exactly what the problem is,
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maybe they need to share an objective? Or have the same intention? Whatever it is, the
rolling, the blowing leaves, the sands of time are more like a jumble of unintentional
comedy. It appears rather contrived and unnatural .. . this needs some pondering.
Mary Zimmerman did a couple of clever things in the second part that I failed to
notice in reading the script a zillion times. The Second Sage is the same character as the
Greengrocer and he has a couple of lines demanding Sympathy the Learned reveal her
favorite fruits. This was not wasted on Spencer the actor and he makes it very funny. I
also missed how Dunyazade, Azizah and Scheherezade, Aziz's mother work together to
teach Aziz empathy and the meaning of love. It is very powerful. I really love the impact
of how Scheherezade's characters and family all stand for her and narrate the end of the
story. It takes the stories from the individual into the realm of the universal. The play
lands very nicely on the realm of the universal. What I would like to get to is a desert
wind coming in and blowing Scheherezade, her father and sister, Shahryar and all the
story characters into infinity. They become grains of the desert sands, sands of time and
are blown to all corners of the world and settle as a new collection of stories, just waiting
to be discovered and retold. I wonder how to make that concrete and actable?
October 3, 2011
We have now blocked the entire play and it is time to get down to scene work.
This evening was Sympathy the Learned, The Mock Khalifah, Aziz and Azizah. Aaron,
the Third Sage in Sympathy the Learned was amazing. He came to rehearsal with two
different tactics; a physical embodiment of character and the result was very enjoyable.
He has a bit of a reputation for being a little lack luster on stage. He was amazing tonight;
I hope he can sustain it.
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Kirk, the first sage is an interesting character. He is over 30, he has never been on
stage before and now he is at school enrolled in a BA program with a Theatre minor. He
makes many beginner actor mistakes, but he is learning and is very easy to work with.
Kirk is always working to milk the laugh and I am trying to encourage him to think about
telling the story and not to focus so much about being funny. I wonder if I am beginning
to sound like a one hit wonder. Just tell the story! It is very difficult to negotiate three
different ~haracters, and then being so new to acting! Kirk is doing fine, however and he
is having fun.
Sympathy/Becky is a lovely young woman and has obviously done her homework.
She has some pronunciation mistakes but she does know what she is talking about which
shows that she has looked up the facts she lists in her speeches. She tells me that the bat
is really a symbol for Jesus, though we both know a bat is not a bird as Sympathy names
it. We wonder whether Batman was then some extension of a Christ myth ... hmmm the

things that a little research brings up. I cast Becky because she is smart and would do the
work, she has not disappointed there, now if we can get some fire in her acting we will be
cooking. I am guessing she will bring a delightful and sweet quality to the story.
The Mock Khalifah story is coming together. We worked out a physical score and
some percussion rhythms for the two boats. It is pretty good. Each boat has a boatman
poling, with each stroke the occupants of the boat rock back and forth in unison and then
each boat has a distinctive sound. We let some strokes just happen without speech, it is
strange and eerie, and everyone did a great job contributing to this episode.

Josh/Shahryar/Mock Khalifah/ Azizah is beginning to feel the part more, I can tell
because he wants to explore the role more. We spent some time experimenting with how
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to connect with women with just a look across some distance before ever getting within
physical proximity. As soon as one climbs on top of someone and projects their voice
into the floor, I cannot hear want they are saying when I sit in the audience. I think we
may have a solution, by maintaining a distance, a rhythm and tempo and then, at the last
moment, closing the distance and speeding the tempo, heightens the moment to a climax,
I hope. I am discovering that we need to carefully repeat some actions, altering them to
keep it in}eresting and then continue to try to see new things within a scene. It is very
challenging, and then there is the finding the right words to help motivate the actors.
WOW! I know why everyone in the world is not out there directing plays. It is hard work.
It is still fun but it is hard.

October 51h, 2011
We worked with The Confusion of Stories this evening. It was a great way to get
the Stage Manager and Assistant Stage Managers involved in the rehearsal. We all took a
position around the theatre, our scripts were in hand for a line call and everyone was
instructed to take notes on clarity of speech and clarity of action. We got to work the
section about six times and we all moved around the space to listen to different stories. I
gathered information from each stage manager as to what and whom they had heard. lt
was a great way to give the performers specific notes on what we saw and heard. The
Prince and the Tortoise is an interesting story because for a good portion of the scene the
Prince as the Narrator is all my himself, all the other characters are in other tales and then
suddenly his carpet is filled with characters included Rachael as the magnificent tortoise.
Eli and Rae are very loud, they speak child very well and roar around and
between all the other stories with great flourish. I wonder whether I should try to have
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them focus on the center audience? But then they are a story that everyone in the theatre
can hear when the story happening in front of their section disappears. I need to work
with the Princess Budur story and Cassie and Kyle more. Kyle just loves to act and he
gets all up close and personal with Cassie, and then I can hear and see nothing. We need
to explore and problem solve it.
We worked with the show ending. We tried a couple of different endings, moving
speakers !nto better positions so that they aren't blocking everything. We tried different
ways of dissolving. I think we are close. We are now rolling off in four directions, but we
still had problems with some people feeling (and looking) very awkward. Fortunately, we
have more practices scheduled for the ending. I wonder at what point does one abandon
the writer's brilliant ending and find a closing that works for my students? I should just
have faith!
We were also able to work the opening sequence this evening with the ottomans.
Yeah! We played with the carpets that have been brought in and eliminated a couple of
the more problematic carpets. Yeah. I think we have nailed down the arrangement of the
carpets and are awaiting one more from the set designer. I am hoping that Jay will come
work with us on finalizing the set dressing. How many pillows do we have to use, what
are the baskets, urns etc.? We work all the elements almost every night we rehearse and it
would be awesome to know what the final pieces are, precisely, until that changes too, oh
theatre!
October 61h, 2011
This evening was all about movement. I played percussion and Colleen worked
through a number of items. We looked at the family dance and opening sequence for the
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Jester's tale. Colleen did not care for the pyramid previously blocked and had her own
suggestion that was worked on. I am not sure I agree that the alternative is as great as the
pyramid was, but it is safer. That is a good thing. Colleen is quickly learning what I have
been finding in rehearsals. Our young men are extremely excited, they love to embellish
and they love to one up each other. Similar to my broken record, "Tell the Story",
Colleen has a broken record, "refrain from embellishing". When you feel the urge just let
it pass.
Next the Fart Travel scene and song was tackled. I worked with the women on
gestures and hand movements for their song while Colleen worked with the men. I think
we have that sorted out. Clarity was the aim. To assist with that I have to remember to
note Bryce about slowing the tempo, we practiced with his temp and it is just too fast.
Not only are the women having trouble with line delivery, the men are struggling with the
travel score. Brilliant Ali also had the suggestion to add a couple of beats with no words
to the music to allow the men move more slowly and bring the women's words into
stronger focus. Everything before was a bit of a mumble.
Lastly, the Perfect Love dance was looked at. The floor riser is now in place and it
is meaning some dance adjustments need to be made. Some women are twirling with
veils and we need to be sure we are far enough away so that no on nicks their ankle or
worse. Kyra has been helping the women with spotting and turning. This is beginning to
pay off though we have a plan B if that piece of the choreography needs to be adjusted.
The veils and size of the fabric needs to be looked at. The fabric needs to be able to make
a veil but then they need enough cloth to make a show while they are spinning. Ahhh!
Theatre, It is all about negotiation and compromise.
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October 91\ 2011
It is Thanksgiving weekend in Canada. Bryce was available to give interested

folks more time with their music. Three cast members agreed to meet this afternoon and
one guy thought there was a rehearsal. It is too bad more could not make it. I agreed to
work with the schedule to find space for Bryce to play with us. He is coming October I ih
for an extra rehearsal. It sounded as though Bryce was very helpful for the three who

.

were able to make it. Some people even worked on Chorus songs. This will make
(hopefully) rehearsals go a little easier as more people will be familiar with those tunes.
Bryce had been asked to slow a song down and used part of the time to experiment with
that note, having Kyra sing the song until we reached a tempo she and I agreed was close
to what we had set with Colleen. It is all well and good to play percussion, but I am
crappy at remembering the tempo - the number one reason I am not a professional
percussionist, ha! Ha! - My timing changes every different day. I downloaded a
metronome onto my phone, obviously I needed to calibrate that to the beats and I should
have communicated that information to Bryce. That would be a something else new I
have learned. I agreed to reschedule a work through rehearsal to give Bryce the
opportunity for more music rehearsal time. We are doing that on October l 71h and I will
move those to the Sunday evening October 161h - hmmm will there be squawks with
that? Maybe I will look again before making a final decision.
October 101h, 2011
Okay it happened, that rehearsal where you say what the fuck! We have been
progressing, making small steps every rehearsal and hit the Thanksgiving Break, a day

off and it is like no one has looked at a script in a week. The lines are a struggle, the
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focus is non-existent and the energy is dialed way down. OMG! Our goal was to tackle
the Perfect Love scene and the beginning of The Perfidy of Wives.
Madman/Perfect Love is a long scene. For blocking we divided it into smaller
chunks and tonight we were to knit the pieces together. It was more like ramming a
square peg in a round hole. The Madman does not have his lines, Hamn al Rashid does
not have his lines and Scheherezade does not have her lines. We worked at reviewing and
tuning the blocking. Cassie, the slave girl is jumpy. We need to work out a beating but
she automatically and inconsistently reacts every time Spencer raises his hand. Spencer
cannot even reliably hit his own hand for a slap sound without Cassie, the slave girl
reacting by grabbing his hands or something. In the end we settled for a raised hand from
Spencer and a backing away and fleeing from Cassie. No violence, which really is just
fine. The script says it happened and that is really okay. I worked with Perfect Love and
asked her to think about being move overtly sexual in her tactics to capture the Madman.
I think this will work better. We know that Perfect Love does not believe she is the
hideous creature she describes. We can believe that she tells the Madman she is a
manipulation to trap the Madman. This does not diminish the impact when the trap is
sprung.
After we got through this run, I sat the group down. We reviewed the next couple
of weeks of rehearsal and I let them know my goals. These are rehearsals to work and to
explore scenes but our work will be superficial if we are not good with the lines. I
reminded the cast that they need to be working with the scenes before they arrive at
rehearsal so that they are ready to go exploring. I am confident that many of them will
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The second part of rehearsal went much better. It was apparent that many people
used the break time to review the scene, they were much more energetic and confident in
their attack. We had a couple of discoveries. Scheherezade and Dunyazade make pretty
cute doors for the privy. They are standing in front of the privy when that story comes to
life and then become a fixture in the house. It was a pretty elegant solution. The whole
thing came about with the two actresses goofing around and I spotted them from the
comer of my eye. We were able to make it a something. The four people standing on the
ottoman/privy is funny and crowded. I love it. After the last rehearsal of this scene I
asked Eli, the Jester, to try a different attack as the Prince of Fools and the Jester seemed
too similar. I wondered what happens if the Jester is not funny. Eli made him a thinlipped Englishman and a total misanthrope. It works.
I have been wondering why Mary Zimmerman chose to use the Powys Mathers
version of the Arabian Nights when so many scholars have rated it as one of the least true
to translation versions. I emailed her and she responded that she loved its use of language
and poetry. I will share that information with the cast, as I am sure that will help them to
continue to discover the poetry within the text that they have been given. She also let me
know that she wrote on this in her dissertation, which means I have still more avenues to
explore in a diminishing time frame.
October 12, 2011
Theatre Department melt down. Our department is to play host to playwright
Tomson Highway in a little over a week's time. Tomson Highway is coming as part of a
three-way sponsorship between three departments, English, Theatre and Aboriginal
Access. The event has been sold out for weeks. Box Office Manager, Rick many years
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ago directed a Tomson Highway play, The Rez Sisters. The cast from that production has
been brought back together for a staged reading as part of Tomson Highway's visit. We
have two spaces available for rehearsal and there was some miscommunication today.
Arabian Nights was originally to move from our theatre rehearsal space to the studio
rehearsal room. Production Manager told me to go ahead and continue to use the theatre
for rehearsal. The Rez Sisters could use the studio as they are only eight people and we
are almost three times that. She forgot to inform Rick, there was a blow up and our
rehearsal began on a not so good vibe.
This is not the only impact on The Arabian Nights. Rick has been so busy with
Tomson Highway's visit; the publicity for The Arabian Nights has not been implemented.
A poster design I approved in July has been stalled with Marketing and Communications
as there is some issue with permission for an image. I have been unsuccessful in
scheduling a meeting to perhaps use another image. From my research I have collected
some older images that are probably in the public domain, but the University's marketing
department will only speak with Rick and Rick has been unavailable to work on this. I
sent Rick an email with copies to Production Manager, and Department Head to try again
to get this ball rolling. With a month to go we are almost out of time.
Rehearsal was better than Monday night. Most notably the cast has had a look at
their lines. We worked on the stories of the Pastrycook, the Butcher, the Greengrocer and
the Clarinetist. The Clarinetist/ Abu al Hasan's Fart went very well, but then we had
spent some time with Colleen the Thursday prior on the movement. The Greengrocer's
tale features the twins and they too have been doing some work. Their pronunciation on
many words has improved but we still have a ways to go. The scene's pacing becomes
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very slow when they work so hard at the English words. This is hard, as I have to find the
words to precisely communicate to them what I think we need. The nuances of speech
often get lost in translation. I give a note and they are very literal in attempted to put the
note into practice. I need to be precise in my word choice. I am thinking I need to tell
them that I have notes but please, we need to go over them after I have thought carefully
what I need to say. I would like to experiment with some of the speech in Turkish back
and forth and some in English. The Butcher's Tale needs some attention. I have a slot in a
couple of weeks to work through the rough spots and it needs to go there. Kyle is a young
first year student with a great singing voice and great moves but he is working very hard
at acting and gets into acting voice trouble. I think this needs some coaching without the
whole group there. He, Cassie, and I need to try some "just tell the story exercises" and
find a way to communicate the narrative without acting. The same problem comes up in
the Pastrycook's Tale as Kyle is just trying too hard to act out the scene. I am hoping that
in working with him on the Contest of Generosity he will transpose that information into
the The Dream story also. If not, we will break that down as well but really I think Kyle
will get it. He is a smart lad.
October 13t\ 2011
Sympathy the Learned was so encouraging. WOW, it was great to see such
growth in character for the three sages. Tim/Harun al Rashid was attentive and so eager
to watch Sympathy defeat the most learned men in his kingdom. The pacing was all a
director could ask for. Eli the young man playing the brother has obviously been thinking
carefully about character. He is developing some very nice rituals and movements to his
score. Aaron knocked my socks off with his energetic attack of Sympathy and really
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carefully about character. He is developing some very nice rituals and movements to his
score. Aaron knocked my socks off with his energetic attack of Sympathy and really
launched into a war of words with Becky/Sympathy. Becky has made Sympathy a very
believable young woman. She is confident, polite and respectful. She has a wonderful
quiet but strong demeanor and that really gives Sympathy a powerful presence over the
louder and self -righteous men.
The Mock Khalifah/Aziz and Azizah are also beginning to take shape. Josh, the

.

actor playing Shahryar/Aziz is a man who thinks. He definitely runs the risk of becoming
very inside his head. The young man does like to think and is very committed to his
assertions. He often disagrees with and challenges my notes. This is not a bad thing,
discussion is a healthy exploration but I am finding that it erodes rehearsal time. I have
suggested that Josh stop by my shop before rehearsal and we could discuss our character
thoughts but he has not. Obviously I need to schedule that appointment, as he needs
something more specific. I am not thinking Josh is wrong or way off track, it is like he
has a little broody dark cloud over his head. His broody darkness is shutting down his
ability to communicate the story beyond his body. Aziz and Azizah became a rehearsal
where we worked on this. Tell the story; use an action verb and color with a metaphor.
Breaking everyone's work down and putting it back together seemed to really help, the
players felt that they had a something to work on in rehearsal. This break down really
improved the quality and clarity of the lines. The students all submit their scene work in
an acting class this way but I am finding that not all of them put this into practice when
they are rehearsing. Some do formalize the work, some think through a scene but do not
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October 161\ 2011
A long day today, we began with a hair and make up workshop. The Costume
Designer, Jay Havens also wanted control over the hair and make up looks. We usually
have a student take on Hair and Make up Design. Jay's assistant, Margo was to bring a
sheet with each performer's hair and make up design to the workshop. She did not
understand that was what she was supposed to do. This was difficult because as Head of
Wardrobe I had been trying to reach her by email and phone all week to touch base with
her. She had not returned any of the messages left for her; this raised a red flag for me. I
was not confident she was even going to show up and was pleasantly surprised to see her
at 10:00 am this morning. We had no paper designs to work from, so Jay, Margo and
Haley (make up crew) got to work recreating the designs worked out in a prior meeting.
Pictures of the actor's faces were taken once the make up design had been approved and
then the picture was posted on the make up mirror as "the character look".
The first runt-through of the entire play, with music was a reasonable success.
The running time seems pretty good. Many people have worked on their lines and scripts
since last Thursday's rehearsal. The focus on the day was music, movement and how
those are working together. It was a day for the choreographer and the music director to
take notes, and for the three of us to look over where this play is. It was a day the actors
to feel the entire work in their bodies and observe how they transition their various
characters throughout the entire body of work.
Previously, he cast was given a cd with the music. Some people had learned their
songs and others I am not sure had even listened to the ed. I suppose one of the life skills
that students develop working on a play, is that there is an expectation of self-directed
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learning. Bryce and I had already tinkered with the rehearsal schedule so that Bryce could
come tomorrow night and work exclusively with the music. Whew. Some folks arrived
ready and able to perform their songs. Yeah!
The music was too loud and I took many notes to take to our technician. Bryce
needs a monitor so he can hear accurately. I think all those issues can be resolved. I am
not sure about some of the music. I prefer more live percussion. Bryce tells me the
singers need the melody and that is probably true. The violin is a lovely effect. It is being
used for tension. Some pieces were indeed very moving. But it is sometimes too loud and
very pitchy.
Colleen is reasonably happy with where we are. She took some notes on areas she
would like to massage. She would like an opportunity to work with the people sleeping.
She would like to tune up the end of play dissolve and off stage roll. She had thought that
people needed to move more slowly and more varied. I agreed that could be more
interesting. The boy and girl in the Butcher's Tale need some structured movement. I
think that will help them. Cassie has more experience than my very green first year boy
but he is not shy and Cassie is very shy and reserved. I find she takes no responsibility to
find solutions in her scenes. She waits for direction and then takes the note as something
she will consider. I wonder what more needs to be provided, obviously, she and I are
having a communication break down.
The wedding procession in Abu al Hasan could be a little more than what I have
provided them with so far. Colleen asked me many questions about Muslim weddings
and I could not provide her with any specific information. I will go home and look into
my research or go home and dig for information for next Sunday's movement day. I have
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either forgotten or overlooked that detail but either way I was unable to provide Colleen
with the specific information she was looking for. We did both agree that the women's
chorus becoming a group of crones' greeting the groom did work. The groom presenting
himself to the bride's elder women for acceptance after the wedding is a cultural practice
in some parts of the Middle East.
Octoberl ih, 2011
A night filled with music, singing and working through the awkward bits. The
opening number begins with a solo drum, setting the stage then ensemble members pick
up a percussion instrument and begin adding to the sound. It ends with a big bang on the
drum, a pause, then a rapid patter on the drum while everyone moves into place, another
bang and the chorus begins. Bryce did some coaching on specific sound patterns for the
percussion instruments. We have agreed that moving in arcs and swirls will be how we
flow from one scene to another, like sands swirling in the desert or the patterns on the
Persian carpets.
We did a lot of work on the "Family Dance", getting the call and response "heys"
and "hahs" cemented, loud, proud and confident. The cast did not like part of the
choreography presented to them by Colleen. They preferred the original pyramid they
had created. I let them experiment with that.
Bryce was very happy with the evening's work and felt a huge burden being lifted
from him. The cast also left the rehearsal feeling much more confident with their songs
and the music.
I did spend many minutes of this evening explaining to people why they had to be
there. Bryce and I worked hard at putting all the chorus pieces to the first part of the
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Bryce was very happy with the evening's work and felt a huge burden being lifted
from him. The cast also left the rehearsal feeling much more confident with their songs
and the music.
I did spend many minutes of this evening explaining to people why they had to be
there. Bryce and I worked hard at putting all the chorus pieces to the first part of the
evening and running the solos later. But it was not until we were immersed in the work
and it became evident to me that their presence was indeed required. I was faced with
some antsy "why have I been called folks". It is mid-term time and many people have
fallen behind in their studies and are experiencing panic. I was able to get many people
home early.
A Muslim wedding is a ceremony of a contractual agreement between the
groom's family and the bride's family. Traditionally the ceremony takes place in the
bride or the groom's home. The family gathers and a contract is signed, an Imam may say
a prayer over the couple. The ceremony is really dependent on the culture. I have not
found specific historic information on Persian or Iraqi weddings. The modern wedding
often sees the groom and his family arrive at the bride's house. There is a rectangular
table in the center of the room with chairs all around. The bride and groom and their
pa.rents sit on the chairs. The family members attending either stand or are seated on
chairs surrounding the table. Papers are signed and a celebration happens.
October19th, 2011
There is some frustration beginning to fester between the stage management team
and Jay, the designer and myself, the director. From day one Gabe, the stage manager, set
up a table in the audience seating. The table is called the production table and I believe it
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dress rehearsals I have noted that some directors have tendency to block the play for the
people sitting in the center section (the location of the production table), as ifthe theatre
were a proscenium and not a thrust. I do not know why this is, it just something I have
observed. I had hoped that the stage management team would also move about the space.
There have been times that they have noted line and or blocking problems and brought
them to my attention. I would be great to have their eyes in different seats.
My problem with the production table is that the whole stage management team

.

sits behind that table. They sit perched, looking down on the stage floor and are
constantly evaluating their peers and my decisions by nodding or shaking their heads. It
feels a bit like the Emperor's box at the coliseum and we are getting the thumbs up or the
thumbs down. They get stuck behind that table at rehearsal and if a prop or costume piece
is missing in rehearsal we have to stop and wait for either them to climb from behind the
table or for an actor to go looking for the missing item. I asked Gabe what he thought
about his assistant stage managers not being able to run for a missing scene element. He
smiled a nice smile.
From the get go I had asked that the stage management team participate in our
group warm ups. I feel it is part of ensemble work that everyone, if only for 10 minutes
participates in an activity together. At UFV should a stand in for an actor be required it is
usually an assistant stage manager who is asked to undertake that role. As the show is an
ensemble piece it seemed logical to me they participate. They ignored those requests.
Jay has spoken with the assistant stage managers about set and props on a couple
of occasions, asking them to send him notes as to what props and set pieces are being
used and which ones have been struck. He has not had a response. The Props young
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usually an assistant stage manager who is asked to undertake that role. As the show is an
ensemble piece it seemed logical to me they participate. They ignored those requests.
Jay has spoken with the assistant stage managers about set and props on a couple
of occasions, asking them to send him notes as to what props and set pieces are being
used and which ones have been struck. He has not had a response. The Props young
woman told Jay that wasn't her job on one occasion and just walked on by. It was head
shaking really.
I could go on, but that would be ranting. I spoke with the Production Manager and
she has agreed to come to rehearsal tonight and maybe a new direction or path can be
blazed.
I am not sure much changed at rehearsal tonight, the table is still up and the four
of them are sat there watching. Yikes!!! Does this really mean that you can lead a horse
to water but you can't make them drink? Maybe I am not being assertive enough? Or is
that going to make things worse. At the end of the day I will be turning the show over to
this team and they need to have the confidence of the cast and crew behind them. I do not
want to drive a wedge between them and myself. What to do? Our assistant stage
managers often from auditions and the people fulfilling those crew positions are often
people who were not cast. I know the young woman working as the costume ASM was
very disappointed she was not cast, in fact somewhere in the gossip circles over the
summer she had the impression she was a shoo in, my office is right next to the student
lockers and I often overhear things (Theatre students are all that quiet). She is actually
missing rehearsal this evening to attend the read-through of the January production. She
was cast in that show and has been very vocal about how disappointed she is in the role
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Rehearsal was good. The Confusion of Stories just keeps growing, people keep finding
new things and adding to their stories. It is so much fun to watch the cast bite into this
rather unconventional piece and each find their way. The Princess Budur story is still
struggling. Bertan and Serkan, the genies, start the story. They bring so much energy and
then they leave. Cassie and Kyle are clearly getting frustrated with so many notes and lets
try something else. Maybe I should leave them alone and see how it looks in the bigger
picture.
October 201h, 2011
Prior to the start ofrehearsal there were call backs for As You Like It, the
Department's March production. The cast and crew were somewhat distracted by that.
Casting goes up next week. We will then be able to we all applaud and grieve for all
concerned and get our heads 100% back to the task at hand.
Eli plays two characters in the first half of the play, the Prince of Fools and the
Jester. And then in the second part of play Eli plays Sympathy the Leamed's brother. He
has done a wonderful job of creating very specific personae for that role. He has used
stage position, gesture and repetition to create this character. Because this character has
no voice, Eli feels it has been easier to find that individual. The Prince of Fools and the
Jester are proving difficult, while the character archetypes are similar, the scripted
characters are not. Eli is often cast in comedic roles having played Trinculo last spring.
Some of this has been hard for him not to revisit. I left him with a question, what if the
Jester is not funny?
Tim, the man playing Harun al Rashid has impressed me greatly. He, at the
beginning was a question mark for me. I understand that he has dropped the Theatre
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Design Class and is in survival mode in his Directing One class, but he has been a very
committed actor for this project. Somewhere over the rehearsal weeks he stopped the
Richard Nixon voice and found the voice of Sheikh Al-Islam, still ridiculous, but more
like an overzealous father and less "pay attention to me because I do clever things". That
demonstrates maturity to me. Tim has embraced the pattern of movement, swirling in and
out of alternate characters. He uses his height as a great asset and is consciously working
at not slouching. He is attentive and actively listening at all times. I am amazed at his
progress.
Tonight while working on the Perfidy of Wives Eli brought a dry British(?)
accent to his Jester. The Jester came across as quite the woman hater, a great
improvement. This gave Tim all a new path of responses and man oh man that breathed
much life into that scene. From there Madison, the Jester's wife, took her feigned desire
for the Jester to new heights and her lust for her various suitors took on new vigor. Then
her disappointment at the return of her not so amorous husband was just precious.
Three weeks to go and lines are still a problem. A good result for the evening,
Stage Management and I have come up with plan for lines. The whole team is going to
track the number of correct lines delivered; we will tally and offer a prize to the best
statistic. We will begin next Monday at the run through of part one.
October 23rd, 2011
I did not have to miss rehearsal today; my mother and my sisters changed the date
of my father's memorial service to yesterday. It has been very emotional. Friday my
sisters and some of my cousins went out for dinner to get caught up on our families. My
father was the last remaining member of his family of seven brothers and sisters. We
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have many cousins who came, plus all my parents many, many friends. I gave the eulogy
for my Dad on Saturday. We toasted bagpipes, baseball and socialism - my Dad's
passions. We sang Woody Guthrie songs; some Johnny Cash and my sons sang Dr.
Hook's Cover of the Rolling Stone, a song he often sang to my kids when they were little.
We then hoisted a scotch or two to Sandy Robertson. We all had breakfast together this
morning, and my cousin Yvonne is going to stay with my mom a couple of days. Thank
you, Yvonne.
This afternoon was our Tomson Highway event. A talk and piano recital from the
playwright, a staged reading of his plays, The Rez Sisters and then a banquet, all for free
and sponsored by the Faculty of Arts. Our publicist was very busy with this event and has
not yet put his mind to publicity for The Arabian Nights, now less than 3 weeks from
opening. Gulp! I realize that I am so fortunate in many ways; there is a whole department
to support the production where as many of my CWU classmates have only themselves.
In this instance, I went out and had a banner printed with the poster image that had just
been finalized two days ago because the Department Head's son, the Arabian Night's
Stage Manager had asked his dad why we had no posters yet. Yeah! Gabe, some times
these things work in your favor. I hung the banner in the lobby for the sold out staged
reading and our department's publicist was unhappy I had stepped on his toes.
Colleen and I put our heads together over the dinner break to plan the evening's
work. One of the tasks on the list was the "Family Dance". I told Colleen about the cast's
discussion regarding the pyramid and that I had allowed them to go back to their original
blocking. She let me have IT!!! She was not pleased about that decision, WOW! I took
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full responsibility for allowing that to happen and apologized and apologized again. She
stormed off.
Rehearsal time arrived and Colleen returned, requested that she have another go at
the cast and get them to commit to her choreography. I explained that I just needed
everyone to be committed to a decision and that in the scope of the play this was a tiny
detail and not worth all this heart ache. I would never have explored any other options
with the cast had I even anticipated Colleen's hurt. Lesson learned, big time.
I explained to the ensemble my mistake and that we would give Colleen our
hearts and souls and know that she was working with many more years of experience.
Colleen did an excellent job at explaining her reasoning for her choices, and gave specific
and detailed notes to accomplish a "foolish" look and praised and praised and praised the
student's work. I am not convinced that we had 100% buy in but I think we are more
around 80% and I guess that is what we will live with. I will say Colleen's positive
reinforcement of the actor's work did much to bolster their confidence and then
commitment to the action. Her goal was to make it look like the group was setting up to
do something spectacular but then all they accomplish is to make a funny face, the big
build up and the punch line is nothing happens. Maybe when the converts talk to
naysayers we will get more converts. Hopefully.
It was all in all a good rehearsal night, despite being there all day and so many ups

and downs. The Chick Peas song found a wonderful moment. Bryce explained his
inspiration for the tune. He wanted to be something village women would do and made it
a call and response song like a traditional North African chant. I recalled a story from,
Clarissa Pinko la Estes, Women Who Run with Wolves and her story of the old aunts at a
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wedding. The next thing that happened was Rachael pulled her shawl over her head and
started smacking her lips, hunching over and looking gnarly and old. Colleen started
shuffling her feet and gesturing. She suggested singing in ugly voices and soon all the
women were following suit and we had a village of archetypical hags scolding Abu alHasan, a perfect finish to the day and a very difficult weekend. It was nice to finish with a
laugh.
October 241\ 2011
Our stage management team joined us for a Viewpoints warm up. I was heartened
to see them moving about the room, interacting and contributing some new and
interesting ideas, movements and energies to explore. Gabe led us all in a couple of
games, we all laughed and rehearsal was off to a good start.
Our goal for tonight was a run of part one. I stopped the opening choral piece to
work the attack of the lines, trying to get the delivery in synch. I think everyone's
confidence was boosted by this exercise. Beginning well is important. In discussion it
seems that sometimes people are afraid to start, we talked about strategies like meeting a
gaze and beginning. Maybe sometimes you will start and everyone else will follow you.
Going forward with courage will serve everyone well, and once the expectation was laid
before them, they all seemed understand and accept the challenge of being ready. I am
sure when the tech is added the ensemble will see clearly when to begin.
The procession to Shahryar's palace went exceptionally well this evening,
particularly the swirl into Scheherezade and Shahryar's knife tableau. Josh is becoming
convincingly menacing, he is now translating his brooding into something more active - I
wonder if he changed his verb? It is amazing to be able to see progress. The Contest of
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Generosity was the most significant change in tonight's run. Bryce spends some time on
Sunday with the Rabwah Valley song, which seems to have us in a better place to start
the story. The Butcher and Scheherezade have really begun to tell the story together, the
Butcher is telling a story but Scheherezade is telling the Butcher's story, the two women
have obviously made this connection and worked this out together.
I honestly believe that working in Viewpoints has helped us find many of these
moments together in the play. I am beginning to note many instances of different
characters repeating a gesture, or following a pattern or a rhythm or even just listening to
each other and hearing what is being said.
The line winner was Spencer, the merchant from Perfect Love. I was pretty
impressed as he was quite the paraphraser and significantly stepped up his game to win
that prize - significantly! Ali and Dylan have always been very accurate and ifl was a
betting person I would have picked one of them.
I sent most of the group home early and kept Gabe, Shahryar, Scheherezade and
Dunyazade to work on their transitions in and out of Shahryar's palace. They all had lots
of questions and suggestions. We tried many things and made some good discoveries. I
had to disagree with Josh about the time in the script in which Shahryar has a change of
heart. He believed he should soften his attitude toward Scheherezade at the opening of
the second part. I need him to continue to be threat until much later, page 122:
"Scheherezade, marvelous girl, you have lifted the veil from my heart". Josh's rationale
was that he has lost his knife. That makes some sense, but in my mind Dunyazade and
Scheherezade could just go home if they were not compelled in some way to stay. I think
a case could be made for Scheherezade wanting to remain in the palace of Shahryar
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because she would like to prove to him that every woman in the world is worthy of his
trust. But I really feel the tension in the play comes between the physical mortal threat
Shahryar presents and the courageous intellect Scheherezade confidently exerts - it is the
yin and yang, the fire and water, the male and female. I am not so sure Josh agreed with
me 100%. He did give it a go in working the transitions and I praised him generously
because I thought it made both characters stronger. I think we ended the evening with
him liking that.
Kat and Rae are responding very well to the idea that Scheherezade and
Dunyazade are co-conspirators. I am concerned that Dunyazade gets a little too childlike
at times, the world of the play does allow her to age three years or so. That should take
her from fifteen to eighteen. This gets mentioned in notes and Rae pulls it back but then
the ten-year old creeps back. She does play a couple of characters that are young but this
aging thing is very tricky for an actor.
Other than that, I think we resolved or tidied up the transitions. Josh, Kat and Rae
all contributed some ideas and solutions. I think some stronger decisions were made. The
opening of the second part, having them enter one, two, three on the diagonal filling the
stage looks strong. Yeah for higher education, it always makes me smile to use the
improved lenses going to school has given me.
October 261h, 2011
Life is weird. This afternoon while working on costumes in my shop my son
William calls. He wonders whether or not I have time to go out and purchase him a
birthing pool. He and his partner Lisa were due to have a baby on November

li\ the day

after opening. I thought that was a good day. But new baby, apparently, disagree. So after
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work and before rehearsal I went out and bought a birthing pool, which is for the
uninitiated a large blow up pool with fairly rigid walls. I had said, when the baby was
coming on November lih, I would come and run errands and feed people etc ... during
their home birth adventure. It was now my job to deliver a birthing pool after rehearsal
and then who knows what.
Rehearsal was a run-through of part two. I let the ensemble know what was
happening in my life after rehearsal and I did not know what that would mean for
tomorrow night's rehearsal. Thursday was to be the final music and movement rehearsals,
I had contacted both Colleen and Bryce to see if my being absent was going cause them
any difficulty. That was all just fine, and we do not miss a rehearsal even if I should be
missmg.
Stage Management had permission to correct lines during the run. I am hoping
that actors will hit their scripts for Sunday's run through. Many parts of the show are
really beginning to gel. I notice that when many things start to really work well, the
couple of things that are not so good are really not so good. Aziz and the Girl in the
Garden are not so good. This should be sexy, maybe even a little creep? But I am having
a devil of a time loosening up Josh and Cassie (who has taken to calling herself Arabian
Barbie). We spent some time together at the end of the run. We played with the lines,
with different voices, with touching, with no touching, experimenting to find a more
familiar way for these two actors to interact. I hope it was helpful; Cassie was able to get
some passion into her scorning Josh (Aziz) at the end of the story. That is some progress.
It is hard to say how hard to push. This is hard, and even though this is a project towards
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my education, it is also a project for all the students who have agreed to join me.
Tricky!!!
I write this from the couch at my son's home. The pool is blown up and we have
run a hose from the laundry room and are filling it with water. The pool is big enough for
four adults to lounge with cocktails. I am a bit distracted for journal notes.
October 2ih, 2011
I am still with my son and Lisa, his partner. No rehearsal for me tonight, things
have not gone according to clockwork. We are now at the hospital. Thankfully the
midwife made the call to move to the hospital at about 4pm this afternoon. Lisa has been
laboring away for almost two days now. She is a trooper. Her mother has joined us at the
hospital, as has my husband. They are giving Lisa something to stop the labor so she
might sleep and we are worrying away in the parents lounge. Stan, my husband is going
home and I am sleeping on a couch until I am called.
October 28 1h, 2011
Baby girl was born at 5:00 am this morning. Everyone is good! Labor started in
earnest again about 2 am. Lisa's energy was flagging towards the end but it all happened.
It has been a dream of mine to watch a child be born and that dream has come true. Wow

and now my son's life is more different than he ever expected. I smile.
We set levels for light cues this morning beginning at 9am. No sleep for me. I am
absolutely in love with the saturated color palette Sandy has chosen for the show. I had
mentioned that it might be interesting to up light the pillars, and she was able to
accommodate that. I am very happy with the look; I sure hope Sandy likes it. The set
elements are very near completion. It certainly is an exciting part of the production when
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all the designer's get to put their work up together and have a look at it. What works,
what does not work. I am very fortunate to work in a system that usually means that a
director provides a production team with a concept and color palette. From there the
designers work together with the director to define and refine that information. For the
most part we have been able to produce shows with strong design. Sometimes things get
out of hand, but that seems to happen more often when the director veers from the chosen
path and makes decisions at rehearsal that do not get communicated to all the areas. I
think we have managed to stay the course. At least judging from what I have seen as we
move through the scenes. One of my favorite moments is the Mock Khalifah with the
boats on the river. I think it is beautiful.
This is Sandy's first lighting design. She has worked as an assistant light a couple
of times for our previous productions. Sandy is the Production Manager at UFV. Many of
us have pulled double duty on this show and we all do it to exercise our creativity. Sandy
has done a sensational job and I look forward to dress rehearsal next week to watch it all
come together.
October 30th, 2011
Full run day but we are doing it without Kyle, he is sick. Gabe let me know that
Kyle texted him just as rehearsal was to get underway. Stage manager Dylan is filling in
for him, it is good thing he has been warming up with the cast (not really). We began by
running through the music with keyboard and today the violin and guitar were added.
Colleen was on hand to watch the movement and dance pieces; she brought me up to
speed on what they had worked on the evening I was away. While everyone was
preparing for the run I went to call Kyle. There are always concerns when casting a first
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year student that they do not understand the commitment we are asking them to make.
Theatre is a huge commitment and sometimes young folks who were a really big deal at
their high schools have a hard time coming to university and being with students who
were all a big deal in their high schools. Kyle gets many notes and I am worried he is
feeling discouraged. Kyle tells me he was sick with the flu and was hoping that he would
be better for tomorrow.
Being part of an ensemble and watching with intensity required is hard; we made
this the focus of notes tonight. I had stage management note where fidgeting happens,
who are the good listeners and who are struggling to sit. The run was pretty good overall.
I gave some time at the end of rehearsal to allow the ensemble to voice their complaints
about sitting and watching. We were able to work some things out. We were all able to
agree that active listening was a great contributor to the energy of a scene. I had the
ensemble sit and watch a scene while the players played and stage management posed as
watchers. The ensemble made some corrections and suggestions to help the watchers be
more comfortable and watch more mindfully. I think some actors were pretty surprised at
what is taken away from a scene when everyone's energy is dissipated throughout the
space and then how the focus changes when everyone is watching the scene. Many of
these cast members have been in our Shakespeare productions so I am a little surprised
that some of them had no idea how much the scene can change. Ali, the actor playing the
Butcher asked everyone to take this focus to tech night on Wednesday, I guess she had
been feeling frustrated as well.
The violin was a huge distraction as we worked on where she should play. Took a
note from Terry and we experimented with having Leanne (the violinist) move down the
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stairs away from the backstage when the violin was too loud. It needs some tweaking but
the strategy is going to work. Leanne was clearly nervous, this being the first time she has
played for everyone. Mistakes were made. She will be just fine, by playing more and
gaining confidence. This is where Bryce really shines, he calmly reassures all the singers
and now the violinist that it will all be there on the day.
October 31st, 2011
I am starting to get tired.
Sound review this afternoon, because the majority of the sound cues are live it
was decided the production would not require a sound designer. I agreed to this and our
technician, Mark Sutherland, said he would gather the couple of cues we needed, wind
and an air raid siren. I have always believed that the magic of theatre comes from the
collaborative efforts of many artists. Most of the time this has worked for me and I
marvel at the ideas others contribute. Sometimes the idea needs to be reworked to fit
other criteria, but the ideas are good and we brainstorm them to get it to work.
Mark and I do not seem to speak the same language or something. I sense that
when feedback was given that he disagreed with regarding the suggested change and he
took it personally and somehow felt underappreciated. This makes working with Mark
hard for me, I like to try numbers of things before settling on the final decision. Prior to
today Mark and I have listened to wind and air raid sirens, none was perfect. That day I
was definitely feeling Mark's frustration, I felt a little stupid because I could not pin point
what did not work for me. I settled. Now that we have been working the timing, sound
levels and necessary nuances to the wind sounds, I feel like I have not done my work.
Maybe I should have insisted on all live cues? I wonder if Mark read the script because
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he seemed to have no understanding that the wind needs to be different in different
scenes. To make the situation more uncomfortable, the sound operator is a student and he
was waiting for Mark and I to come to an understanding.
I would have thought that sound review would take an hour and a half. Enough
time to for the Stage Manager to get the cues in the prompt script, set some levels and
check that the sounds work in the space. We needed double that time. Glitch number one,
the music cues we going to play through the house system, the pre-show music,
intermission and post-intermission, and closing and post-production were on Bryce and
my laptops, iMacs. The PC in the booth and the iMacs would not play together or
communicate and we had to re-format and burn discs. Got that done. Then setting the
levels for pre-show music became an issue. Mark wanted to set the level very low, I
wanted the level to be louder. Mark made a comment that the level should be very low
and I asked if we could listen to the piece and settle on a level based on the loudest parts
of music. Mark said we did not have time, I needed to pick a level and we could make
adjustments at dress rehearsal. We moved on. Mark seemed to get very frustrated with
my descriptions of wind, and what I thought the wind should suggest. He did not think
that I would be able to find wind to fit each of my specific requirements in this lifetime.
We moved on. I got smarter by the time we got to the air-raid siren and we brought in
Sandy and Jay and asked Gabe to give feedback on the three different clips we had. The
fact that I was not giving the feedback seemed to lessen Mark's bristle to my suggestions.
Thank goodness because after three hours and with rehearsal pending we needed to have
a firm and happy finish.
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The actors were rolling in as we were wrapping up and were very receptive to the
air raid siren cue, they gushed and bubbled at Mark with how great and chilling the air
raid siren was. Mark was happy. Yeah! It is important to bring happiness and
appreciation to the people you are working with because happiness brings enthusiasm and
enthusiasm breathes life energy into a project. It is hard to work with colleagues. There
are many things that are great about working with Mark, but I do find that he is not one to
take his time and ponder. He likes to plough through things; after all there is the next cue,
and the next show and the next season to build. He does not like to go back. He mutters
under his breath or rolls his eyes when he disagrees with a decision. Sometimes he puts
up his hand to make a suggestion, and sometimes the suggestion is helpful. To his credit
however I have seen him come back to a director or a designer and say "you know when
you made that decision, it was the right decision after all". I guess I am questioning
whether I am up for the task of tech night? I am feeling second-guessed and that is not the
fault of Mark ... it is being tired and needing to keep going.
November 2nd, 2011
Jay in putting finishing touches on the set, he just painted a clear coat on the floor.
The floor is an ice skating rink. The actors are all barefoot and that is an advantage but
when the carpets get placed on the floor they become "flying" carpets. We hauled the
rosin box out and had the actors use the box, but it was the carpets that freaked me out. I
decided to proceed because we were just setting tech cues and would be stopping and
starting. Instructions were given to please, please sacrifice speed for safety and that
everyone was to proceed with caution. There were a couple of moments when the carpets
slid and we stopped the action before carrying on, but because the intention was to set
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cues and run the show as a full technical rehearsal the next evening we got through the
night. Jay thought that he could add another wash of color over the floor, as he was not
happy with the coat he had just put on. We could see roller marks and sections were
cloudy. The hope is that the new color wash will eliminate the slippery sections and put
the traction back.
I must say I did have some problems with tech and the changing and setting of
cues. The evening seemed to be mostly about the Theatre Technician and the Lighting
Designer tweaking light cues. My opinion in those changes or whether I thought they
needed to be changed did not seem to be part of the conversation. It was most unpleasant
and I really was aware of the inside of mouth from biting my tongue. I need to talk to
Sandy and Mark tomorrow, I am truly unhappy with how things went. It is looking
amazing! But there were more than a couple of times I found myself stopping their
conversation over the head set and felt I was an unwelcome commentator. At couple of
points I asked for a cue to be put back to what had been set to at our light cueing session,
and in public, over the head set for all students to hear my choice was belittled by Mark.
This was hard to deal with as between trying the watch the scene from the audience, look
at the entire context and then be on top of the head set decisions - it took all I had to not
return the unnecessary editorial comments. At one point, sadly, I did fire back we are
keeping it because it is in the script and I am trust the playwright has some idea that this
will work.
I seem to have totally misunderstood the purpose of the tech night, based on my
interactions with Mark this evening. My idea of tech was more of a paper tech, allowing
the stage manager to get the cues in the prompt script readied for calling. Then we walk
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through the calls to make sure that everyone gets the information they need to perform
the task they need to, music cues, actor cues, set cues, etc .... Then the stage manager
can tweak whatever she/he needs to in order to achieve the timing. The rehearsal seemed
to be more about lighting levels and fixes for the light designer and the Theatre
Technician. I am guessing to save their time. They will not have to return early tomorrow
to make their fixes. Probably a good budget saver, I was just unprepared.
The cast was very responsive to the lights and sounds. Again the looks are pretty
much all a person could ask for. We did get to spend some time with Bryce and Gabe
working out the live sound cues and their calls as well as what each of them needed to get
the timing and levels right.
The slippery carpets were a bit of an issue again and it was truly a good thing we
had already decided to go to a cue-to-cue format. Gabe calls the cues beautifully and was
exceptionally accurate in his timing. He has a calm, clear, commanding voice. His stand
by cues and go cues were almost perfect. From that stand point; the show seems to be in
extremely competent hands.
November 3, 2011
Mark came in this morning with flowers, saying that he hoped the flowers would
put me in a better place because he felt that thirigs had not gotten off to a good start
yesterday. I thanked him for the flowers. I then said that I was most unappreciative of his
head set comments. He was quite flabbergasted and upset that I would be angry about his
remarks. He immediately let me know I was overreacting, that his intent was nothing
more than his attempt to make the show the best it could be. I told him that I truly, in my
heart believed that everyone working on a show worked with his or her whole heart to
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make the show marvelous. I in no way believed that his intentions were otherwise. I
explained how I had felt and that I had already spoken to Sandy. She had explained to me
that reworking light cues and making adjustments is exactly what happens all the time at
tech. I told Mark that this project was an educational instrument for me as well as the
students and I really needed to know why things were changing, as I might have to
answer questions to my graduate committee on choices. I really felt I had been left out of
the decision making process. Again Mark was clearly hurt by my remark. Almost
everything about working in a collaborative process is a check mark in the good box,
when two people miscommunicate or just do not understand each other it is a mark in the
not so good box.
The end of the show cue is not working. I did not think the light cue demonstrated
worked, it was a flash, a strobe and I was looking for an overall whitening of the set. The
whitening, I am told by Mark is not possible with the instruments we have. He thought
what he had worked out was great. Sandy and I agreed that we needed to find another
solution. It is really hard to work out a solution when the person who knows best how to
work the technology does not share your vision. Mark asked that I leave it with him and
Sandy there would be something for the evening's rehearsal.
Jay put another wash of color over the clear coat and that seems to have solved
the skating rink problem!! The cast was very excited as they arrived for Tech 2 and were
running through their bits. The run through went well. There were some live cues still
being tweaked and improved on. Bryce and Leanne are working out violin things,
keyboard things and now because the crazy director has entrances at that location, they
have to sort out curtains and actors. Overall the evening was good, the cues were
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excellent and the atmosphere was much more relaxed. The end of the show was better, no
strobe but a flash oflight and then a bump up of the light level. I am still not certain this
is exactly perfect, but it has to do.
The end of the script is hard. It needs to be just so, the performers need to be
precise and fully committed to their intentions and even then ... some of the audience is
just not going to get it. I wonder if I am going to be okay with that? Dress rehearsal is
next and there are three of them to work out some final details.
1

November 4 \ 2011
Dress Rehearsal # 1
The focus of dress rehearsal #1 was cues and costumes. A number of notes were given
regarding live and recorded cues, live cue levels, sound cues for movement ... the list
seemed endless. The lighting and set notes were few. For the most part Stage Manager
Gabe did a great job calling the cues. The technician had moved the monitor for the
musicians because he was concerned that where it had been placed was not safe. But
neither, Bryce or Leanne, the Music Director and musician, could hear themselves. Bryce
was slow on the called cues because of that. The trick is that the musicians are seated
with the actors and turning up the monitor meant the audience was hearing conflicting
noises. Small adjustments were made, Leanne agreed to page a curtain for actor's
entrances and I think we have cleared up most of the concerns. Colleen continues to
tweak curtain call. Leanne is concerned that her violin will get knocked in the mayhem,
so it was agreed that she could pass it off to a stage hand before coming out to curtain call.
Jay spend a fair bit oftime with the running crew and the assistant stage managers
going over the set pieces and props layout for the opening sequence. That was very
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worthwhile. It was a good beginning to our rather theatrical start. The cast was obviously
very excited about it! Their energy was really up for this section.
It is funny being the Head of Costumes as well as the Director. I probably notice

many more things than a Director should and every note I take is a note I am going to
have to execute. Overall the show looked great, Jay is pleased with how things are. But
we are not yet perfect. Some of the women' s veils are less showy than others; some
adjustments could be made there. Spencer, the Madman needs an adjustment made to his
final headpiece, somewhere it has gotten smaller and is not sitting on his head. Abu alHasan' s costume needs to come up a notch or two . In getting ready for tech week, setting
cues etc., I have not been getting all in all the necessary costume hours. There are many
hems, closures and small fit issues to attend to. I guess I will be heading into work early,
early on Saturday.
November 5, 2011
Dress Rehearsal #2
The focus on this evening was to cement the cue adjustments we made last night, to look
at the costume improvements and to add hair and makeup to the evening. Kat,
Scheherezade came early this afternoon to have wedding henna applied to her hands and
feet. She was pretty excited about that. Bonus for me, the artist doing the henna is the
girlfriend of a long time friend of mine. Kim did henna and my friend Jenn helped me
power through the notes. Yeah, all the adjustments got completed for this evening. Even
better, before getting to work this morning I did a cruise through Value Village looking
for a couple of pieces to improve our look and I found the most amazing men' s wedding
coat and couple of saris with outstanding bling. The coat will go to Abu-al-Hasan. It is a
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The focus on this evening was to cement the cue adjustments we made last night, to look
at the costume improvements and to add hair and makeup to the evening. Kat,
Scheherezade came early this afternoon to have wedding henna applied to her hands and
feet. She was pretty excited about that. Bonus for me, the artist doing the henna is the
girlfriend of a long time friend of mine. Kim did henna and my friend Jenn helped me
power through the notes. Yeah, all the adjustments got completed for this evening. Even
better, before getting to work this morning I did a cruise through Value Village looking
for a couple of pieces to improve our look and I found the most amazing men's wedding
coat and couple of saris with outstanding bling. The coat will go to Abu-al-Hasan. It is a
good omen when you are able to find the items you quest for. It is nice to feel the
universe is working with you.
The makeup could go up a notch. Jay and I decided to take everyone's look away
from real but not quite a caricature. We want to see evidence of eye make up on every
character because they are "characters" in a story, but we are not looking for a fantasy
look. Tonight's makeup was tame. A few of the fellas were dealing with masculinity
issues, and were very reluctant to execute the designs as presented. I say the makeup was
tame but one young man did go a little crazy. He is a red head and very fair. Nial plays
the pastry cook, Jafar and others. The makeup designer thought we should darken his
look. Nial took that note to heart, and darkened his beard and eyebrows. It was so hard
not to laugh right out loud. Neither Jay nor I did, but Nial looked so funny and there was
no time to take it back before opening night's curtain. At notes we talked it over with the
Margo the hair and make up person and with Jay the hair and makeup designer. Next we
talked to the actor, Nial. Nial was not convinced that being a red head was right, but I
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should roll with the wind until they reach another body or an edge of a set piece ... their
final resting place. We should fade to black and as the music comes in people, should
begin standing for curtain call. Colleen describes it as a collective feeling. It is tricky
because people need to be comfortable and I am sensing some anxiety in the cast around
when to move. Colleen's note was that we should error on the side of being too long.
That is a good note in that the actors just want to move, being still is very hard. At notes
we discussed all this. Gabe is doing a very good job of watching and calling all the cues,
this part is pretty good. I think the actor's need to feel confident in their actions and thus
the notes I gave were positive, affirming and upbeat. I am assuming that practice will
bring confidence and confidence will bring consistency.
November 7t\ 2011
Dress #3
Last Dress Rehearsal and front of house sat and watched. It is always amazing, no
matter the production, no matter the audience numbers, to watch how an actor's
performance grows with audience response. Many years ago I remember writing a
research paper on the audience's role in performance and I still marvel at the element of
magic that exchange of energy brings to a production.
The costumes are all but done. The new wedding coat for Abu-Al-Hasan is
fantastic. The bumps made to the make up intensity are pretty much perfect. The set is
done and looks fantastic. The lighting design is beautiful. I am so thankful for everyone's
talents and hard work.
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Colleen was able to attend this evening and gave some great notes on the ending. I
think everyone is feeling committed and confident. All her other notes were also very
positive and really kept the group uplifted.
Bryce and Leanne have been working very hard to make the changes and
adjustments to the music. The levels have been the most challenging. Leanne and Bryce
have been meeting well before call time to work out levels for the violin pieces. That has
been great. Bryce is leading vocal warm ups and everyone is having a lot of fun with that.
They start with a group sing a long to pop tunes as the cast begins arriving and then once
everyone gets on the floor they get to their oohs and ahs and mahs and hahs. Gabe then
takes everyone for a group physical warm up. It is so great to watch everyone come
together.
Wednesday and Thursday nights are preview nights. Friday night is Opening
Night and I think we are ready. It will be interesting to see what happens next.
November

Ii\ 2011

Audience numbers have been disappointing. The first preview was about 75, the
second preview 25 and Opening Night was 150. Shaw Cable came to shoot a spot. We
shot this spot a week before. It included Scheherezade, her book, and a dance. The
producer of the segment had scheduled us for about 15 minutes of time. He was
captivated by the beautiful women, the lighting and the music and ended up spending 45
minutes with us. The 3-minute spot began running the day of our first dress rehearsal.
Really, not many people watch community cable, but the spot is good, it is alluring.
Normally the director is asked to do a radio interview with a local radio station the week
of opening and tickets are given away all week. I was not asked to do this. I am not sure
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why, honestly I have been so busy it was not until Opening Night that I had even realized
that this did not happen. The hosting of the Tomson Highway event in October did delay
the usual poster blitz. But there has been time since; I fear that our Box Office Manager is
getting tired. He has been working the last two years past his 65 1h birthday e and I think
he is having trouble keeping up the pace. I hope should this ever be me I will recognize
when it is time to go or someone will tell me, "Heather your best before date has past".
The students are very proud of their work and have been doing a great job of
promoting the show. Now that they have had a couple of audiences their confidence is
blooming and they are even more excited to get their friends and family out to the show.
The audience's have really enjoyed the experience and have been most enthusiastic about
contacting their co-workers and friends. There is a buzz and we will see what happens.
I am writing this in my office during a show and I heard a commotion in the
audience over our monitors. I left to go to lobby to find out what is happening. The man
playing Abu-al-Hasan, among other parts, Kirk is a second year student in our program.
He is returning to school after working for a number of years, Kirk is in his mid-thirties.
He works in helicopter sales and is a huge soccer buff. He plays and coaches the sport.
This is Kirk's first time on stage ever. Well, it would seem Kirk's soccer buddies are in
the audience tonight. The soccer buddies went out for dinner and some drinks before the
show. In talking to Kirk after the show, he was absolutely mortified. Kirk reserved front
row center seats for his friends, that was both a good thing and a bad thing. According to
Kirk many of the guys had never been to a play before, and then they come to this show!
Not only was there talking amongst themselves in not so quiet voices in the front row on
the floor of the stage, there was an overly enthusiastic response to the Perfect Love scene
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and three guys got up and left to go the bathroom but not before trying to engage poor
Kirk in a conversation who was in the wings awaiting his next entrance. That was a first
for us at UFV Theatre. The House Manager and I intercepted the group after their pee
break and sat them down in the lobby to wait for intermission. At intermission the group
of them decided to leave. It was something else, really.
November 191h, 2011
Our Thursday night show was a talk back night, a night when the audience is
invited to stay behind and ask questions of any of the performers, crew, designers or
directors who are able to make it. It was indeed a magical night of theatre. One man stood
and identified himself as newly retired and new to Chilliwack. He was absolutely moved
by everything he saw on stage, and his sharing that with the cast and crew was an
immediate and compelling testament to the power of live theatre. I was so thankful to this
man and for generously sharing his thoughts and feelings. It was truly a treasured
moment for our students to comprehend that what they do as artists gives something more
than just an evening's entertainment to an audience. The students all got to reflect on
their process and the everything they knit together to create their performance.
My friends from Central, Mary and Weston came to the show on Saturday night.
Mary flew in from South Carolina on Friday night and she and Weston drove to my
house on Saturday morning. We had a great visit and headed to the theatre for a tour and
then dinner before the show. We arrived in Chilliwack at 4 pm, an hour and a half before
call time. I am touring Mary and Weston around our space and we walk into the theatre.
In the theatre is the Stage Manager Gabe, with an Assistant Stage Manager, Natasha and
Spencer, the actor who plays the Madman. I am surprised to see them there. I realize I am
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watching Gabe directing Natasha and Spencer in the Perfect Love scene. I look at Gabe
and he explains that Rachael called him; she had no voice and was too sick to perform. I
was more than a little perturbed that Gabe had not thought to call me. He had made the
decision to put Natasha on stage and now was coaching her through the blocking. I
cannot even describe my feelings at that moment. Gabe is our Department Head's son
and his very confident in his abilities. I let Gabe continue what he was doing and told
Natasha that I would explain the situation to the dressers. Natasha is the Costume ASM
and in charge of the dressing team. I would explain things to the Dance Captain, Kyra
because Natasha would need coaching there too. At call time everyone was called to the
theatre to be briefed. The performers were most forthcoming with suggestions of how to
handle the choral work, the movement and some of the blocking. We made a list of what
needed to be reviewed and it all happened.
At the end of the evening I pulled Gabe aside and said that I would never secondguess him in front of the cast and crew. I did not want to undermine his role of stage
manager but he really needed to have informed me first of Rachael's phone call. As
Director, I needed to be part of any decisions. I then double checked that he had both my
cell phone and home phone numbers and told him to please call me tomorrow with any
information he might have regarding Rachel's situation.
Sunday we have a matinee and I have a friend coming out from Vancouver, we
are meeting for brunch and going to the show. I arrive extra early because I am not
exactly trusting in Gabe that is unfortunate. Natasha and Spencer both arrive before 11 :30
am, about the same time and I see them in the parking lot. I have heard nothing on my
phone. I see Spencer talking on his cell. My phone does not ring. Spencer and Natasha
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cell phone and home phone numbers and told him to please call me tomorrow with any
information he might have regarding Rachel's situation.
Sunday we have a matinee and I have a friend coming out from Vancouver, we
are meeting for brunch and going to the show. I arrive extra early because I am not
exactly trusting in Gabe that is unfortunate. Natasha and Spencer both arrive before 11 :30
am, about the same time and I see them in the parking lot. I have heard nothing on my
phone. I see Spencer talking on his cell. My phone does not ring. Spencer and Natasha
come into the green room and explain that Gabe called; Rachael will do the show. No call
to me from Gabe. The cast and crew begin their preshow business. Rachael arrives, she
has a very deep voice and is still pretty cold symptomatic. We talk about not kissing, and
I get her a collection of hankies. I sit in my office typing, listening and Gabe makes a
routine call over the PA, then I hear a funny voice making a PA announcement and then
another funny voice. I go to the Stage Manager's booth to find Gabe and Natasha getting
set to make another funny something over the microphone. I stop them and say that this is
not professional behavior. It is important to make announcements over the PA which are
routine and can be relied on and to take that lightly is not being respectful. I then told
Gabe that I could not recall such a thing ever happening, and I would very much
appreciated hearing his calm, reassuring voice telling the cast and crew the call and that I
was not op. for any silly high jinx.
Sunday night I received an email from the Department Head that I was to attend a
brief meeting in his office on Friday. I replied that his email seemed rather tense and did I
need to know anything or bring anything to that meeting. There was no response.
November 25 1h, 2011
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It is done. I will save the reflections for the self -evaluation and a post mortem

sometime. It is a very emotional day. The parts have all been cast for all the main stage
shows this year. For many graduating students The Arabian Nights will be their last show
for UFV Theatre. I think there are three of them and they each have taken their time to
acknowledge that moment. As a director I have been very proud to share in this moment
with them.
We have had a late start to every show of this final weekend! The walk-ups have
been all the way through the lobby and at times out through the doors. That is incredible.
Audience's reception has been electric and I think the cast and crew are really working
the buzz that comes with that.
Friday's meeting with the Department Head begins that he has been made aware
that I have acted in a way that is disrespectful to students. I told him I didn't understand
and he said he was not prepared to be specific. He then said that today's students are not
the same as past students. Children are brought up in a much more sheltered environment
and are not accustomed to the style and tone I bring to the table. I was furious and I am
sure my face displayed that in all its red glory. To me it seemed that Gabe did not care for
my speaking to him as I did, which to me was very measured and controlled, given how
angry and disappointed I was at his clear lack of respect for me. I realized at that instance
that it would be stupid of me to speak further; I felt that I was dealing with a parent/child
issue not a Department Head and department member issue. I said no one is perfect and I
probably could deal with some situations better. I then said it was really unfortunate that
no one ever calls an individual into an office to say they are doing a really good job.
Wouldn't that be nice for a change? I also mentioned that my thesis chair would be
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Brenda was coming and he wanted to lend me support and meet Brenda. It was a very
kind gesture on his part. He was the only department member to make that gesture.
The show went very well. The cast has been very consistent in their performance.
Gabe has done an exceptional job keeping everyone sharp. His warm ups have been
energetic and focused. After a game and some viewpoints variations (my request) Gabe
and Bryce do a vocal warm up. Bryce brings his guitar to the circle and they finish with a
sing a long. Both cast and crew participate in the sing a long, it has been a great team
building exercise. Brenda seemed to genuinely enjoy her evening. She met briefly with
the cast post show. Brenda did a super job of complimenting the young people; they were
very appreciative of her comments. Brenda is to forward her notes.
The final two shows were completed with good houses, great performances and a
real sense of ensemble, commitment and passion for the project. It has been a magical
journey for everyone.
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
THEATRE ARTS GRADUATE PROGRAM
THESIS PROJECT/ PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
STUDENT-

Heather Robertson

UNDER CONSIDERATION IS DIRECTION OF: Arabian Nights by Mary Zimmerman

EVALUATOR'S NAME: Brenda Hubbard

TITLE: Professor

PLACE OF PERFORMANCE: University of Fraser Valley, Department of Theatre
DATE OF VIEWING: Nov. 25, 2011, 7:30pm
DESCRIPTION OF PERFORMANCE VENUE: The University of Frazer Valley is a small
complex of buildings on Yale Road, which originally housed a community college and is
clustered in the downtown area of the farming community of Chilliwack, BC. The buildings look
to have been built in the 1990s and are mostly one story, attractive and somewhat nondescript
upon first viewing. It has the look of a community college, which it once was.
Typical of schools that serve a commuter population, there are parking lots around the perimeter.
After parking, I walked toward the theatre, under the boughs of trees and an attractive arbor with
a lovely Shakespearean Garden lining the path. The transition from industrial space to theatre was
successful. As I entered the hallway to the theatre lobby there were wonderful displays of the
renderings of set designs and photos from previous productions that demonstrated artistic mastery
of design rendering techniques. I thought, "This is place that values the art of theatre."
The lobby itself was large and lively with many people of all ages milling about, chatting and
enjoying the preshow conversations, refreshments and excitement. It was lovely to see a theatre
quilt hanging on the wall, high above the box office, indicating "15 years of theatre." I was also
happy to see that there was a display with photos of the actors and staff along with bios on one
wall of the lobby. When I see this in a theatre setting it always indicates to me that the artists and
staff are valued. The dverall feeling in the lobby was that this is a university that really loves to
create accomplished theatre and an audience that was very happy to be there.
As I entered the theatre, I was immediately transported to another place. A lovely Middle Eastern
display of artifacts and peacock feathers was found at the end of the entrance aisle and coupled
with the lush and expansive classical music of Scherezade let me know I was entering another
world. The music conveyed to me a kind of epic or operatic feeling of the Middle East as
interpreted by those of European descent. I found this curious but effective.
Rounding the corner into the small thrust theatre I was further conveyed into another world. My
husband and I both mouthed, "wow!" as we took in the stage picture. It was really stunning in
rich jeweled tones, a textured, colorful and sensual delight. Artfully arranged in the center of the
stage were a variety of rolled up rugs, ottomans, pillows, brass vases, baskets and other Middle
Eastern objects of art. The stage floor appeared to be painted a teal blue color and the teal blue
velvet grand master curtain, tied back with lovely golden tassels, continued this rich teal color
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treatment. There were tall, elegant and stately columns in the upstage area, painted in a alluring
manner.
The thrust theatre, seating approximately 150, was designed in a style reminiscent of the art deco
period with wall sconces, and railings around the voms in a pattern and sty le suggestive of a deco
look. The walls of the house were in a warm stone and the palette of the space blended well with
the colors of the set, lighting and costume design.
The eye displayed gradations of other colors and as the eye traveled upward on the eye there was
a beautiful and evocative cut-out piece conveying the classic Arabian mosque or dome hanging in
front of the eye. There were also a large variety of lanterns hung from the grid above the stage,
but resting on the stage and hanging over the audience. Many of these lanterns began as part of
the stage picture of the objects arranged center stage. When I saw their cords and cables I
suspected they would rise up and become lighting fixtures above the stage once the play began. I
was not disappointed. As the lights shifted and the play began, the lanterns ascended up in one
smooth move above the stage and their glow just added to the atmosphere, theatricality and mood
of the play.

\

DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT:
What came across to me as the message of the play was the notion of how our stories serve to
save us from the brutality of our more base natures as human beings by illuminating our foibles
and failings. The production highlighted the idea that a rich ancient culture and the cultivation of
epic stories are what make life beautiful and give us wisdom. The fact that the women were the
story tellers also highlights both a reverence for the feminine and the power of such to save the
masculine from its more violent nature. The ending of the play, when the air sirens sounded and
the people of the play fell to the floor was an interesting conceptual choice. I must admit that I did
quite understand it at first. I was so caught up in the storytelling that when the air raid siren
sounded and the actors fell to the ground I was caught off guard and unclear what was going on.
When I discussed it with my husband he found it to be one of the most compelling moments in
'the play. He told me it said to him that this ancient culture and its stories run the risk of ruination
against the contemporary war machine. The bombing of Baghdad came to mind and the first
Desert Strom attack in the Middle East. I could certainly see this but the ending came so abruptly
that I wondered if the other audience members got this notion. I was glad for an explanation.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ACTUAL PRODUCTION DIRECTION AND/OR REALIZED
DESIGN OF SETS, PROPS, COSTUMES, LIGHTING, SOUND:
As the performance began the stage was filled with actors in the traditional storybook costumes
that one typically associates with Arabian Nights. Bejeweled veils, silky and gauzy fabrics, long
adorned and painted coats, turbans, exotic men with dark chiseled beards and women with
flashing eyes. The music and dancing filled the stage with acrobatic moves, sensual belly dancing,
and the rugs were unfurled, the set pieces established the Arabian world teeming with life. It was
a feast of the senses in every way and one could feel the audience sitting forward in their seats in
excited anticipation.
The only element that slightly detracted from the success of the production is related to aural
experience of the viewer. There was a use of recorded music in the preshow that was a bit too
loud at times and made having a conversation before the show difficult. There were several
recorded sound effects that were meant to suggest wind (in the beginning) or air raid sirens (at the
end). The ones meant to suggest organic sounds like wind read to me as canned and digital and
took away from the organic sensuality created by the other design elements, live music and other
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directing choices. And the air raid sounds at the end seemed too quiet to convey the drama of the
moment.
The director incorporated several choral speaking moments that were less than successful at times.
Choral speaking is very tricky for an audience to comprehend and often comes across as a
monotone drone of voices. In this production, the setting up of important information came in a
choral recitation at the beginning of the play that was hard to follow. The trick to good choral
work is to orchestrate the vocal variety and nuance needed to convey the information.
Unfortunately, that was missing at times and as a result I missed the greater meaning of what was
being intoned. However, as the play went on, the other choral moments, using fewer speakers,
were more successful.
The use of live musicians on a synthesizer, drums, and violin was mostly excellent and added
greatly to the overall sense of spontaneity and sensuality of the production. In particular, the
drums and cymbals were very effective to underscore the dancing. Actors playing finger cymbals
and triangles were delightful in underscoring the dramatic meaning or punctuating a dramatic
moment. However, the levels of the synthesizer and drums were sometimes too loud making
dialogue inaudible, particularly when the actors were facing away from where I was sitting. The
night I saw it, the violin was a bit out of tune.
The other aural elements that were lacking related to two of the women's voices. Their vocal
quality did not match the beauty or sensuality of the women who were costumed in the most
sensual, jeweled veils and gowns, telling sexy and amusing stories. But their vocal quality was,
on several occasions strident and unpleasant. While a director for a thesis production, (who is
also building the costumes as the wardrobe mistress) probably does not have the time to deal with
this, the voices did occasionally detract from the dramatic feeling of the moment. In another case,
the third of the scholars to have his robe taken was difficult to understand due to poor articulation.
Gratefully, the bulk of the production was well articulated, audible and nuanced in the aural arena.

HOW DID THE PRODUCTION DIRECTION OR DESIGN IMPLEMENT THE IDEAS
EXPRESSED IN THE CONCEPT STATEMENT?
Heather's blocking, use of picturization, use of diagonal, levels, line and eye focus, and pacing
was outstanding. There was never a time when the visual storytelling was not exciting, evocative
and compelling. The first act of 80 minutes in length flew by and that was due to the skill of the
director. The most successful elements of the production related to how unified all the design
elements were, the appropriate use of spectacle and music, the energy and vitality of the
performances, the staging and the ensemble feeling among the group. Heather used the thrust
stage to its best advantage which was greatly aided by the use of voms. Her use of the aisles was
mostly effective, although on one occasion it blocked the main action for too long.
There were a few choices that I might quibble with. For example the Jester's use of a British
dialect and his choice of his hands behind his back as a physical characterization which lacked
motivation. I also found the blond actresses lack of physical expression too static to sustain the
energy and passion that the other actors conveyed so nicely. In addition I missed the uncovering
of the treasure moment which I wished Heather would have revealed to the whole audience. But
these are small criticisms.
The one thing that I found so very appealing about the production, in addition to the other things I
have already mentioned, was that Heather found a consistent way to clearly tell the stories and
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direct the "sty le" of the play. The comedy was fun, the approach consistent and overall it was one
of the best thesis productions I have ever seen.
I suppose it only fair, in deference to those students who work without benefit of a professional
production team to assist them, to add that she had the benefit of a very skilled team of designers
and musicians and choreographer. She also had a wonderful theatre space. But working with a
team adds additional levels of complexity to the management of a production as well. So, while
having that team to back her up clearly provided benefits, it also made her management of the
project more complex. In addition, I think it astonishing that Heather accomplished this while
undergoing the challenges of a death of her father, births of two grandchildren and a health
challenge. This signals to me what a true professional she is, to have pulled off such
accomplishment under such duress. Bravo my friend!!!!

APPROPRIATENESS OF CHOICE OF SCRIPT FOR ABILITIES OF PERFORMERS,
AUDIENCE, VENUE, AND/OR ACADEMIC SETTING?
Heather told me that she chose this play because she felt it might be appealing to the Middle
Eastern members of her community and provide a new glimpse into an ancient world. I loved that
it celebrated an ethnic influence in her community that is not the dominant one. I would be
curious to see how the Middle Eastern people of the community regarded the production?
I think it was a very successful choice for a university on many levels. A large cast permitted
maximum involvement of students, working on a challenging and evocative design gave both
designers and cast an "ethnic" and storybook theatrical experience. Becoming acquainted with
these ancient tales was exciting for all.

WITHIN THE CONFINES OF THIS PARTICULAR PERFORMANCE VENUE, WAS
THIS PRODUCTION SATISFACTORY OR UNSATISFACTORY?

Highly satisfactory.
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Self Evaluation
Audiences loved The Arabian Nights. Some even went as far to say it was one of
the best productions ever staged at UFV Theatre. The Box Office Manager told me it was
now one of his top ten productions. I am proud of this. This project represents my second
main stage directing credit at UFV. Most directing projects for me have been festival
pieces and community theatre. The wonderful thing about having the opportunity to
direct on the main stage at UFV is the fabulous production team our department has
created. The team consists of performance and technical faculty, staff and students. It was
my great joy to bring Mary Zimmerman's The Arabian Nights to our audience and truly
the production's success was the result of everyone's work.
The Arabian Nights included three things I have never done before. The cast of
nineteen is the largest cast I have ever worked with. I have never worked with either a
Choreographer or a Music Director. Not only was a music director new for me but also,
we were including original music for the songs in the script. I had been encouraged to
pursue The Arabian Nights as a thesis project because it was a challenging project for the
identified reasons and the opportunity to investigate a subject I really knew little about.
The size of the cast and crew was not easy. At UFV, productions are cast and then
a crew meeting is held. Students identify on their cast forms backstage jobs there are
interested in undertaking if they are not cast. A show's crew is often comprised of
members who did have successful auditions. That brings an element of; if I had been cast
I would have done it this way. Because I am not part of the usual cycle of show directors
at UFV I was also under a fair bit of scrutiny. I often caught tale ends of comments
between my stage management team either in favor of a directorial choice I made or
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questioning the choice. I suppose I should have addressed that group directly maybe
asking them after a rehearsal to share their thoughts with me. I was cautious because the
Stage Manager's father was our Department Head. I had applied for a teaching position
in the Winter Semester and that would require the Department Head's approval. As a
sessional instructor for The Arabian Nights the cast and crew did complete an evaluation
of my performance. Four individuals scored me as low as they could in a number of
areas: instructor competence, communications and availability. The other scores in all
areas and by all the other participants were fair, good and excellent. The resulting
tabulation meant an average score of 3.9. I learned that an instructor who falls below 4.0
is then called to the Associate Dean with their Department Head to review the results and
develop a strategy for improvement. Simply put, it was an awful situation.
I believe the scenarios with the stage management crew really become toxic later
in the rehearsal period and through the run of the show. It was the last week of our run
and just after I had spoken to the Stage Manager about not notifying me of a sick cast
member that the Department Head, at his request, administered the performance
evaluation. Because this was my thesis project I had many friends and family coming to
support the project. I attended all but one production and that one I listened to over the
monitors while catching up on paperwork. This is not usual at UFV and in reflection I
wonder if the stage management team was resentful of my presence. Maybe they thought
I was not trusting of their abilities.
The scheduling and management of all the other areas were not as difficult as I
had imagined them to be. I very much enjoyed being challenged by my collaborators.
Colleen the choreographer and I did bump heads a couple of times. She voiced her
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opinion. We talked, sometimes we thought about it overnight and we came back together
to work out a solution. I am a great believer in two heads are better than one. On a
couple of occasions Colleen objected to a choice Bryce and I made, again we were all
able to hear each other's concerns and make the necessary accommodations in our work.
Jay and I have worked together on many projects and are in a regular habit of evaluating
our work and deciding what improvements are necessary. In all those other areas of
theatre everyone is very clear that it is the work we see before us that is being judged not
the individual. I am aware that in dealing with performers, especially young performers
that great care has to be taken in offering a note. I believe the actors and I, for the most
part, worked together really well. Often after we had discussed the evening's notes I
would have a private conversation with an actor wanting suggestions or clarification or a
sounding board for other things they would like to try. During my work day actors would
stop in to my office for a conversation, I am confident that these moments occurred
because of our good working relationship.
The research I did paid great dividends. It was amazing to have the geography,
history, and social customs all together and ready to present to every one on the design
and production teams. We did add more information as our journey proceeded, but to
have that information available from the very beginning established a very solid
foundation. The foundation put everyone on the same creative canvas and was key to
maintaining design integrity throughout the production process. We used the research to
answer every challenge we encountered in Mary Zimmerman's script. I believe that in
basing our decisions in factual research we are able to bring an element of reality to the
story we were telling. For me, one of the strongest components of our production was the
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high production value. That production value was, in part because of the concrete
information everyone had to grow their ideas.
The passion the ensemble developed for the production was probably the
strongest component. I

a~

still hearing students who were part of the performance

ensemble talking about The Arabian Nights as their best on stage experience they had
ever had. Passion is that Dionysian element in art that grabs hold of an audience and
resonates inside them. That is the effect many audience members spoke to me of. This is
not something a director can conjure, it is a magical connection that occurs between the
playwright and the performers and the audience. The director and designers provide the
palette, but it is the performance and the audience that generates that electricity. It was
wonderful to have a part in creating that moment people.
My thesis chair, Brenda Hubbard, was able to attend a performance on the final
weekend and offered a thoughtful critique of the work. I greatly value Brenda's
experience, especially her ability to clearly identify auditory issues. I will pay much more
attention to quality of the voice, recitation and orchestration. Admittedly, what I brought
to my cast was from my experiences at CWU. I have no vocal training myself, and could
probably benefit from even an experience with a community choir. The choral
component was not something I overlooked at rehearsals; we did devote much rehearsal
time to articulation of each word, the attack of phrases and volume. I am guessing I was
not looking for the right solutions. It would be nice to try such a project again after or
with some additional vocal coaching.
Brenda's comments regarding the recorded sound elements of the production are
also well taken. If I were to do it again I would have done all live sound cues. It seemed
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too daunting a task at the project's beginning to build all the music and created the sound
cues. When we got the cuing and I did not care for sounds that the Theatre Technician
had created, we had already locked heads on the light cues. I deferred in the name of
workplace harmony. My instinct was to go entirely live, but I had some personal issues to
deal with in August and just did not have the time. The sound levels themselves are really
an issue for me, my hearing is probably dulled from working with machinery and
Brenda's note underlines the necessity to get feed back from others on levels.
My classes at CWU served me well during the production process. I have worked
professionally at UFV for more than thirteen years in wardrobe and designing costumes
and sets but returning to school really underlined for me the importance of telling the
story and creating pictures. I was most proud Brenda commented on our use of
picturization, pacing, levels, diagonals, line and eye focus because all those components
were lessons I took to heart and felt created great effect. Whether it was a design class, an
acting class or a directing class the message, "just tell the story", really hit me and
continues to resonate with me. How often do we wander down a path because technology
permits so many different possibilities to play with and our job is really, most simply, to
tell the story? Again, that was the mantra I took to every meeting and every rehearsal and
was so proud to hear that the audience leaving feeling that they had been told a great
story.

Wendy Atkinson,
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Production Cost Projections - Arabian Nights
Evening Performance Dates and Times : November 9-12; 17-19; 24-26; - 7:30 p.m.
Matinees: November -

noon; November 20 and 27 -

2 p.m.

Production Manager: Sandy Tait,

-,
1.

Royalties

r

5.

Performance Royalties

I·

2,275

I-

Scripts

2.

Total

$2,675

Sound

Publicity

Costumes (including rental/clean)

3,600

I

Graphic Design/Supplies

~:iecs/Handb;;,~

2,000
l'
·--f

i

150
100
------{
100

~-1----

Special Effects

-•--

Radio ads

'

---

0

Newspaper (plus $1,800 sponsorship)

'

Set

·- ------------400
Lights

1--

~

I•
~

Production costs

2,500

Make-up/Hair

200

830

Props

400

400

Cast and crew

150
'
---!---~

- - - - - - - ·- - - - - - - 500

Signage/Banners

400

Mailout postage (from 2708)

900

Total
6.

Personnel

$5,600

-

---

L. _

Mailout s~pplies (from 2708)

55

Wardrobe Salary & Benefits
(from 2708 - part-time salary)

2,400

~

Photography/Web Video

80

Choreographer

1,000

~
~

Other (lobby display, plaques,
mount poster, video, etc.)

80

Music Director

1,000

1-

,.
t

13.

i

Box

~ffice

_

POS bank Machine

Total

-· - p;o:::(~200)

L.
I-

~--+-·

Envelopes

4

Body

(fro~

Total

-,--

Ticket Printing

~

~_-$6,845 ·•--~S~e_c_u~_i;Y_ _ _ .__ _ _ __

·r

340

7.

Opening Night Reception

125
120

8.

--_----:t --;;-

9.

200

$21,100

I

l
i

~

--I

_ _ ,_ _ __J
Total

$400

j

Total

$600

I

Concession

$585

I

-~

500

Other Honoria (musicians)

, ___
Total_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I•

16,000

Regular Salaries & Benefits

r-·-~

- J1

Other

·-...

2708)

Total

I
I

Total

300

$550

I~=---====--~~__,___- -

- - - - - - - -----·-+-----·---II
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Heather Robertson

Arabian Nights, by Mary Zimmerman
Appendix B

"'1

Name:____. _, - ·

·--~-:... -.

_ _ _ __ Area:_ _ _ _ __ _Head:_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _Phone #: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Audition•: September 7 & 8

Readthrough: September 14

·-

First Production Meeting: September 20

~

September/October, 2011
Sunday

Monday

August - begin designs for Arabian Nights
NOTE: Designs include set, costumes, sound
props & poster
4

5

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

August 30

31

SEPTEMBER 1

2

3

8

9

10

16

17

New theatre student
orientation: 3:30 p.m.
8

7

Labour Day Holiday

Classes begin.

Auditions
Arafll!!D Nlghg
and ~!Ill fb2a1
7 p.m.

Season video this
week
11

12
Callbacks
(time TBA).

design~eview

Fabric shopping this
week.

25

---·-...-

14
Icebreaker: 5:30 p.m

Casting meeting
9a.m.
Arabl1n Mlgbll

- · · - - - - - - ·· - - - - -

1--· -· ..18

·--

13
Callbacks
7p.m.

19
Staff meetings begin
Workstudy meeting
9:30 a.m.

20

2e
Staff meet - 9 a.m.

27

Auditions
Ara!ll111 tjlg!!11
and ~1111 Pb2!1!1
7p.m.
15
I

Ailllll1a Mights
Readthrough - 7 p.m.

----

-

21

Arabian Nl!lh!I
Production Meeting
4p.m.
·-

Crewmeetlng

--- - - -·-·- -·
22
23

-------28

--

29
Blueprints complete
Begin Designs

C1ll eh!!ll!I
2

9
Am~li!!! til11bll
video this week

18

3
Staff meet - 9 a.m.
Begin <XJnstrucUon.
Arabl!!n ~lgb!.I

4

10
Thank1glvlng Day
Holiday
17

Staff meet - 9 a.m.

Afll.Yttll

auditions - 7 p.m.

24

OCTOBER1

30

TIJ:H1!l!1!2!ll
Workshop: 3-5 p.m.
Show: 7:30 p.m.

5

6

7
Department Meeting
9-11:30

8

11

12

13

14

15

18

19

20

21

22

Ar11bl1n Nlghg
Production Meeting 4p.m.

Cel!P!:l2!!!
Readlhrough- 7 p.m.

A[l!b(!!n Nlgbll
Production Meeting
4p.m.

Mailout, signs, and
posters up Arl!llln
~.

AllLWiJl

auditions - 7 p.m.
23

A!li1Mll. callbacks

24
Staff meet - 9 a.m.

(time T-BA).
Arlll!l!!D Mlgbtl,
Makeup wor1<shop
Run Act II
30

-

6

'.

13

-

A!lblgn Nlghb
Production Meeting 4 p.m.

A!!l.iY!!1

-

November 1

Staff meet - 9a.m.

~rabl1n Hlgh!l

Arabll!n Nl11!!1!:
Sound cuesS-noon;
LX Flx-1-4

SCMP complete.

27

Arabian Nlghg
sound review
(time TBA).
Paint Floor.

callbacks - 7 p.m.
31

Head
shot&-3:30-4:30
Pot Luck: group photo
5 p.m. sharp!

28

25

2

3

A!)bla!! Nlghg
Tech-6p.m.

-

7
Staff meet - 9 a.m.
Dress 3
(with h11lr & makeup)

8

14
Staff meet - 9 a.m.

15

Arabll!! Nl11b!I
Preview 1

Ara!ll!n Nlgbt1:
Preview 2

Arabian Nla!.J!! IBA
Keep~.

16

17

·--- ---·-- - .
·----···---Reheartals: Monday, Wednesday, ThurS<lay, 7-10; Sunday- Hl p.m.
Evening P1rform1ni;n; Novtimbur

Matinees: November 23 - noon: November 20 and 27 - 2 p.m.

-~

-·~

LX Cues
9-{l

4

Arabll!J Hlghlf
Tech- 6 p.m.

10

9

Lobby display
finished.

28

Arabian Nlghll
Hang & Focus.
9a.m-5p.m.
Program copy in.

Ar111ll1n Mlgbll

S.t Strlka: November 27 - following Matinee.

29
LX Cues (if needed)
9-noon

5

DepL Mt 10-11:30.
Hair/makeup set up
5p.m.
Dress 1

Dress 2
(with hair & makeup)

11
Remembrance Day
A!]blan Nlgbl!
Opening Night

12

18

19
Ae1l!l1n
_., Ml11bll

~12;

A[i!l!ill! N(gbtl

Ar11i!llD Mlgbll

17-:Z1\l 24-26; - 7:30 p.m.
Final Production Meeting: November 29

--

Dead Man's Cell Phone

by Sarah Ruhl
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ame: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___Area : _ _ _ __ _ _ Head: _ _ __ _ _____ Phone#: - - - - - - - - - Auditions: August 29 and 30

Readthrough: October 19

First Production Meeting: November 15

November/December, 2010
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

3Q

31

NOVEMBER1
Arabian Nights

Staff meet-h.m·
LX tix: 9-Mon

Heacfshots i. ~:30

Group shot .
6 p.rrr·SHARP ..
Potluck ·

: Wednesday

2

3

Arabian Nights

Sound cues 1-4 p.m.

. A! You Lllst it ·

,..

· Thursday

Arabian Nights
Tech-6 p.m.

Tedl - 6 p.m.

j

· Friday

Saturday

; 4 ·Dept. meeting· 10. • 5
Set up hair/makeup
Dress 2
5 p.m.
(with hair & makeup)
Dress 1
. Lobby display finished.

I
·1

ci8W·meetlng.- &p.rn...

I

--· ·-1

8

7

6

Dress 3
(with hair & makeup)
13

' 14

Cell Phone
fabric shop this week.

'

I

22

19

Arabian Nights

Arabian Nights

Begin designs.

. 23

24

I

Arabian Nights
Feedback forms in.

Cell Phone
Production meeting 4p.m.

I

I

Arabian Nights

(talk back)

Arabian Nights

I

I
I

..

•

j DEC~"'BER1
_,

' 30

i 2s

• 25

Arabian Nights

Final yoga.
, Cell Phone video this
week.

I

STRIKE

18

As YQU Like It

I

I

! 29
Matinee - 2 p.m.

17

Cell Phone
begin construction

(talk back)

7

Arabian Nights

Preview 2

Arabian Nlahts

22
Staff meet - 9 a.m.
Final dance class.

Arabian Nights

Arabian Nights

16

Cell Phone
Blue prints finished.

t

Matinee - 2 p.m.
(talk back)

l 12
11
Remembrance Day !
Arabian Nlghla
Arabian Nlght1
Opening Night

10
Arabian Nlghll
Preview 1

: 15

Staff meet- 9 a.m.
Arabian N!ghll
matinee noon
(photocall)
Cell Phone
Production meeting
4p.m.

20

9

Arabian Nights
TBA - KEEP OPEN

j

,3

Department meeting

·!

9-11:30 .•

~-----~--~~- ----+------~ ;~-----~-r--------;..-1---------i---,.--=---=----1

..

5

ce11ebr·
~il<J· rev ·.w
this week.

~ched.ufircos.fu!Tl!I
· parades.

..

t•

t.jaket1p worb~op

14
rea~ thro~h ·- 7

21
.C'el! Phone

JANUARY 1
HAPPY NEW YEARI

l.X cues lr needed

v

u

BOXINc,; DAY
2

u . . . nrla11 \A./orlnocrbv Th11rc:rbv

u

C'-lll Phone
Tech
6 p.m.

Cell Phone
TBA - KEEP OPEN.
Al_'(QyJjj\jjl
Production Meeting 4 p.m.
7 nm .

As You like It

Design review-1 p.m.
Cell Phone
Tech
6p.m.

C!!llPhQn!!
Preview 1

s

I1

Set up hair & makeup
5 p.m.
Dress# 1

i

l

Dress # 2
(with hair & makeup).
Lobby display finished.
,....-..._,

14

13

12

11

10

CLOSED
5

4

-

24

___x._M_as ~~:~-12-:30~-

Prod. Meeting 4 p.m.
Pot Luck
Group photo
5 p.m. SHARP

~ttnrl~v

23·

22

CLO SEP

. 3

STAT

Classes begin.
Dress# 3
(with hair and makeup)

19 . . . . . . . .

S::,S_·

9-noon

STAT

9

8

P.alnt nocr:

LX fix:.

- ,-. . +--~~-~-:--1__sou_hd_~~~ P~·
l

Cell. Ptio~·

'hillltl ah.d rl)C~ .,

Pitiiiram eopy If\.

Exarm end.
CG!I Phone

MERRY C~RISTMAS!

p.m.

sare 'f'_.S. -.3
Pro<!, meetiog - 4

19

~---

10 .

16

SCMP com~let~."·

~Ire

18

...

_ MallQ~~ sign$,~~~·
up. ,

15

Al YOU Like It

9el1·fih0Ptt1,.:·

DlsRll!Y. head shots._

D-"' ........

13

9

8

••

Final stli~..- 9·a.111..

Cell Rhone

~

7

; s!Sffmeet-,.. 9a:nt
~lka1 yogS:J p:m.

·

12

11·

8

~ diiy of classes'i'

Cell Phone

Cell PhQne

Preview 2

Opening Night

Cell Phone

Evenlna Performances: Januarv 11-14. January 1S.-21 - 7:30 p.m. (possible holdover January 27, 28)

Appendix C

The Arabian Nights by Mary Zimmerman
Rehearsal Schedule Draft #3
Director:

Heather Robertson

Stage Manager:

Gabe Kirkley

Bring water bottle, script, pencil to all rehearsals. Wear t shirt, tank, shorts, yoga pants or sweat
pants and bring a hoodie or sweat shirt. A wrap skirt, robe, tunic, and hat will be provided as
rehearsal costume. Be prepared to go bare foot.
Warm-ups are at 6:30, if you are late just quietly slip in and join us.

Wednesday, September 14th, 2011
6:30 pm

7:15 pm
7:30 pm

paper work
measurements, photo
schedules
contact information
introductions
Read Through

Thursday, September 15th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm up

Company
Chorus
Company
Shahryar, Wazir, Scheherezade, Dunyazade

7:00 pm

pages 3-10

blocking

7:45 pm
8:00 pm

break
pages 10-24

blocking

Scheherezade, Harun al Rashid, Jafar, Chief of Keys
Madman, Slave Girl, Perfect Love, Entourage (Kat,
Rae, Cassy, Rebecca, Kyra, Ali, Madison), Sheikh alIslam

9:00 pm
9:15 pm

break
pages 24-29

blocking

Wazir, Scheherezade, Shahryar, Dunyazade,
Chorus, Women, Slave Girl, Shop Assistant

Sunday, September18th, 2011
warm up
1:00 pm
1:30 pm
2:30 pm
2:45 pm
3:30 pm
3:45 pm

Opening Sequence
break
pages 29 - 33 blocking
break
pages 33 - 37 blocking

Company
music Company
Company
Madman, Perfect love

Monday, September 19th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm up
7:00 pm
pages 37 - 39 blocking
7:45 pm
8:00 pm

break
pages 40 - 49 blocking

9:00 pm
9:15 pm

break
pages 50-53

Wednesday, September 21
6:30 pm
warm ups
7:00 pm
pages 54-63
7:45pm
8:00 pm

blocking

5
\

if you are called for evening otherwise a night off
Perfect Love, Madman, Chief of Keys, Harun al
Rashid, Scheherezade, Dunyazade, Shahryar, Jester
Harun al Rashid, Jester, Jester's wife, Pastrycook,
Butcher, Greengrocer, Clarinetist
Pastrycook, Man in the Dream, Chorus, Thieves,
Family, Police, Chief of Police, Poor Man, Harun al
Rashid, Scheherezade, Shahryar

2011
blocking

Company
Company, Scheherezade, Butcher, Boy, Girl, Sheikh,
Robber, Shahryar, Harun al Rashid

break
pages 64-68

blocking

Company, Scheherezade, Greengrocer, Harun al
Rashid, Kurd, Persian, Kadi, Harun al Rashid,
Shahryar

pages 69-74

blocking

Company, Clarinetist, Harun al Rashid, Abu Al
Hasan, Friends, Woman, Bride, Children 1,2,3,
Dunyazade

9:00 pm
9:15 pm

Thursday, September 22"d, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
7:00 pm
Pages 3-10
movement
procession
8:30 pm
8:45 pm

break
page 27

movement

Company

Perfect Love, Women

Sunday, September 25th, 2011
Company
1:00 pm
warm ups
Company
1:30 pm
music and movement
Part One
work through
OFF BOOK (at least sections)
Monday September 26th, 2011
6:30 pm
7:00 pm

warm ups
pages 75 - 92 blocking

if you are called for evening otherwise a night off
Dunyazade, Shahryar, Scheherezade, First Sage,
Harun al-Rashid, Jafar, Sympathy, Second Sage,
Third Sage,

I

Wednesday, September 28th, 2011
6:30 pm
7:00 pm

warm ups
pages 93 - 99

7:45 pm
8:00 pm

break
pages 99 - 109

Company
Shahryar1 Scheherezade, Harun al-Rashid, Jafar
Masrur1 Old Boatman, Mock Khalifah
Company, Mock Khalifah (Aziz), Jafar, Harun al
Rashid, Masrur, Azizah, Chorus, Other Woman,
Aziz's Mother, Girl in the Garden, Women,
Scheherezade,Shahryar

Thursday, September 29th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
7:00 pm
9:00 pm

Company
Company
movement and dance
Company
Confusion of Stories
blocking
Pages 109 - 122

Sunday, October 2, 2011
warm ups
Company
1:00 pm
1:30 pm
music and movement Company
show ending
work through
Part Two
OFF BOOK

Monday, October 3, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
7:00 pm
8:15 pm

8:30

all players with lines
Sympathy the Learned
break
The Mock Khalifah/ Aziz and Azizah

Wednesday, October 5th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
Company
7:00 pm
The Confusion of Stories
show ending
Company
8:15 pm
break
show opening
8:30 pm
Company

Thursday, October 5th, 2011
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
8:15 pm
8:30 pm

warm ups
Company
dance and movement
break
dance and movement Women only

Sunday, October gth, 2011
Thanksgiving off
Monday, October 10th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
all players with lines
7:00 pm
Perfect Love
page 10-39
8:45 pm
break
9:00 pm
The Perfidy of Wives all players with lines
page 40-49
Wednesday, October 12th, 2011 (studio rehearsal)
6:30 pm
warm ups
Company
7:00 pm
Pastrycook, Greengrocer,
Butcher and Clarinetist's Tales
8:45 pm
break
9:00 pm
Pastrycook, Greengrocer,
Butcher and Clarinetist's Tales
Thursday, October 13th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
Company
7:00 pm
work through dance Company
and movement
break
8:30 pm
work through dance
8:45 pm
and movement
Sunday, October 16th, 2011
11:00 am
MAKE UP WORKSHOP
1:00 pm
Company
warm ups
Run Through
Company
1:30 pm
with music
Monday, October 1ih, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
all players with lines
7:00 pm
Sympathy the Learned
8:30 pm
break
8:45 pm
The Mock Khalifah/Aziz and Azizah
Wednesday, October 19th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
Company
The Confusion of Stories
7:00 pm
8:30 pm
break
8:45 pm
Conclusion
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Thursday, October 20th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
7:00 pm
Opening
Perfect love
8:30 pm
break
8:45 pm
The Perfidy of Wives

Company
Company
Company
Company

Sunday, October 23rd, 2011 (studio)
Tomson Highway Day
10:30 am
warm ups
Company
11:00 am
music, dance and movement
2:30 pm
Tomson Highway Event
Monday, October 24th, 2011
7:00 pm
work through part one
break
8:30 pm
8:45 pm
work through part one

Company
Company

Wednesday, October 26th, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
Company
7:00 pm
work through part two
8:30 pm
break
8:45 pm
work through part two

Thursday, October 2ih, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
Company
7:00 pm
work through part one
dance and movement
break
8:30 pm
8:45 pm
work through part two
Sunday, October 30th, 2011
1:00 pm
warm ups
Company including crew (to watc.h)
1:30 pm
music and movement review
2:15 pm
break
2:30 pm
RUNTHROUGH
Monday, October 31 5t, 2011
6:30 pm
warm ups
Company
RUNTHROUGH no Bryce?
7:00 pm
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Wednesday, November 2nd, 2011
6:00 pm
meet in theatre
6:30 pm
paper tech
Cue to cue

All Company

Thursday, November 3rd, 2011
6:00 pm
6:30 pm

7:30 pm

meet in theatre
crew checks
warm ups
technical rehearsal

All Company
performers

Friday, November 4th, 2011
5:00 pm .
meet in theatre
All Company
5:30 pm
rough spots
6:30 pm
crew checks
warm ups
7:00 pm
we are in Gabe's hands now
DRESS REHEARSAL #1
Show Time
7:30 pm
Saturday, November 5th, 2011
costume and set maintenance
4:00 pm
5:00 pm
meet in theatre
5:30 pm
curtain call rehearsal
6:00 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN
Monday, November 7th, 2011
5:30 pm
cast and crew call
5:45 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN
Wednesday, November gth, 2011
5:30 pm
cast and crew call
5:45 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN

Thursday, November 10th, 2011
5:30 pm
cast and crew call
5:45 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN
Friday, November 11th, 2011
OPENING NIGHT

5:30 pm
5:45 pm
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm

cast and crew call
warm ups
crew checks
house
CURTAIN

Saturday, November 12th, 2011
cast and crew call
5:30 pm
5:45 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN
Monday, November 14th, 2011
SCHOOL MATINEE
cast and crew call
10:00 am
warm ups
10:15 am
crew checks
11:00 am
house
11:30 am
12:00 pm
CURTAIN
Thursday, November 1ih, 2011
5:30 pm
cast and crew call
5:45 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN

Friday, November 18th, 2011
cast and crew call
5:30 pm
5:45 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN
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Saturday, November 19th, 2011
5:30 pm
cast and crew call
5:45 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN
Sunday, November 20th, 2011
MATINEE
TALK BACK
12:00 pm
cast and crew call
12:15 pm
warm ups
1:00 pm
crew checks
1:30 pm
house
2:00 pm
CURTAIN
Thursday, November 24th, 2011
cast and crew call
5:30 pm
5:45 pm
warm ups
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN

..-....._

Friday, November 25th, 2011
5:30 pm
cast and crew call
5:45 pm
warm ups
crew checks
6:30 pm
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN
Saturday, November 26th, 2011
5:30 pm
cast and crew call
warm ups
5:45 pm
6:30 pm
crew checks
7:00 pm
house
7:30 pm
CURTAIN
Sunday, November 2ih, 2011
12:00 pm
cast and crew call
12:15 pm
warm ups
1:00 pm
crew checks
1:30 pm
house
2:00 pm
CURTAIN

SET STRIKE TO FOLLOW PERFORMANCE
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Appendix D

So-called Vase-Carpet. Probably woven at Jo.shaghan-Ghali, early 17th century.
Henry F. DuPont Collection.

(Pope, 192)
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Appendix E
Map of Ancient Persia
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.'
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'.

STAN

I

'.

·.
ARABIAN SEA

GULP OF

B.ENGAL

! Stierlin, 14.15)
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Appendix F
Design Inspiration

Belloni &
Dall'Asen, 99)

Appendix F

(Belloni &
Dall'Asen, 41)

Appendix G
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Appendix G
Production Design Renderings, Set
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Appendix H
Production Design Renderings, Costumes
Male Cast

\_

Appendix H
Production Design Renderings, Costumes
Female Cast
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Appendix I

Appendix I
Performance Publicity Materials
Program
Ticket
Mail Out Post Card
Small Poster
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Join us for

THE ARABIAN NIGHTS
"If you want theatre that is at its most
unpretentiously poetic, most fetchingly
stylish, as humane as it is elegant, I
commend you to The Arabian Nights."
-New York Times

UFV Chilliwack campus theatre

Pr{)gress

Matinees: Nov 20 & 27 at 2 pm;
Nov 21 at 12 pm
Half price previews Nov 9 & 10

Our first main-stage production of the season is
a spellbinding adaptation of The Arabian Nights,
by Mary Zimmerman. This critically praised work
re-examines the fascinating tale of Scheherazade.
Since discovering his queen's infidelity - which
she pays for with her life - cruel King Shahryar
has soured on all womankind, taking a virgin bride
every night only to kill her at dawn to ensure he'll
never be betrayed again. There's no one left but
clever Scheherazade. Can her 1,001 cliff-hanger
stories prevent her husband from murdering her?

To reserve your tickets:
604-795-2814 or
email theatre@ufv.ca

Warning: PG 13

www.ufv.ca/theatre

Check out our future newsletters at
www.ufv.CJJ/theatre/News_letter

SPONSORED BY

Nov. 9-26 at 7:30 pm

Ticke~s

$9-$20

Season Tickets including
Dead Man's Cell phone and
As You Like It are still available
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Drivers wanted.@
Valley AutOhol)\ie 1984 Ltd
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Wendy Atkinson, c.c.A.

WENDY ATKINSON AND COMPANY

--•THE--•

O.UTSIDEBS

Certified General Accountant

Small Business & Farm Accounting
Tax Planning

(

~I

#308 - 46167 Yale Road
Chilliwack, B.C. V2P 2P2
Tel. 604-792-0736
Fax 604-792-0728
Email: watkinson_cga@telus net

Whether you're interested in

We Make Lasting Impressions!

pursuing a career in the performing
arts, earning a bachelors degree
with a theatre focus, or just hoping
to improve your confidence and
communication skills, UFV's Theatre
Arts program can help you to

SUNRISE NI
PAINTING c
46185 4th Avenue
T: 604.795.5657
Chilliwack, B.C.
F: 604.795.3360
V2P 1N3
sunriseprinting@shawbiz.ca

develop your talent and learn more
about life.

Call 604-795-2838 now
for more information.

LANDMARK

..======REALTY
A Move Ahead

Chilliwack

~

lnternat~~

OUR INSURANCE .
YOUR ADVANTAGE.'"

Proud{y supporting
BUS: 604.858.1800
CELL: 604.819.1167

tlie jlrts
and <Education
in our community.

Written by Mary Zimmerman
Adapted from The Book of the Thousand Nights and One Night.
The Arabian Nights was originally written and directed by
Mary Zimmerman for the Lookingglass Theatre Company.

Director ......................... ..... ........... Heather Robertson
Music Director/Composer ............ ......... Bryce Bennett

"Please know I'm never too busy for your referrals"

Choreographer .......... ................ ....... ... .. Colleen Lanki
SeUCostume Designer ................ ............. Jay Havens

ENCOURAGING ARTS
AND CULTURAL
EXPRESSION IN OUR
COMMUNITIES.

Lighting Designer ........ ................ .............. Sandy Tait
Stage Manager ............ ... .. .......... ......... Gabriel Kirkley
Produced by special arrangement with Bruce Ostler, BRET ADAMS,L TD.,
448 West 44th Street, New York, NY, 10036. www.bretadas.ltd.net

<Bravo, <Bravo!
To Valley AutoHouse 1984 Ltd. for supporting education in the arts
by sponsoring this production with a donation of $1,500 ($250 of this
goes directly to student theatre scholarships)

D·E·C·A·D·E·S
sr~

----TOGETHErc?

WITH Frc?IENDSl
Meeting Rooms Available
45846 Wellington Ave
604-793-6675

2 LOCATIOn~

to Vancouver TheatreSports

~¥1.

Valley Autohouse 1984 Ltd.

IALl AffilLLIOn TR~A~UR~~
~ ,,_____

and to our Media Sponsors for their
generous media support.
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THE CHILLI\'VACK PROGRESS

Cast List ...
(in alphabetical order)
Bertan Baruh .... .. .......... ........ ....... ... ...... ....... ..... .. .. ........ Kurd and others
Serkan Baruh .. ... .... ....... ..... ............... ...... ....... ......... .Persian and others
Kat Beswick ............................. .... .. ...... Scherezade and Aziz's Mother
Spencer Densmore .............. ......... Madman, Green Grocer and others
Kyra Esau ........................................ ................ Dancing Girl and others
Aaron Froc ........ ........................................... Ishak of Mosul and others
Eli Funk .......... ........................... ... ........... .... Prince of Fools and others
Nial Harrison-Morry ..... .......... ......... .... ...... .... ... Pastry Cook and others
Tim Howe .... .. ...... ...... ....... .. ... ...... ........ Ha run al-Rashid, Sheik al-lslan
Rebecca MacEachern-Eastwood .................... Dunyazade and Azizah
Kirk MacFarlane ........................ ....... ............. Abu al-Hasan and others
Rebecca Mackenzie ................ .... ... Sympathy the Learned and others
Rachael Mah ....................... .... .. ..... ................ Perfect Love and others
Madison McArthur ..... ............. ... ......... ....... ..... Jester's Wife and others
Cassy Penner ...... ....... ......... .... .. .... ....... .... ........... Slave Girl and others
Dylan Schroeder ............... .... ......... .......... Wazir, Clarinetist and others
Ali Shewan ............................. ....... ......................... Butcher and others
Josh Tompke .............................. ... Shahryar, Mock Khalifah, and Aziz
Kyle Wipp ............................ .. ... Shop Assistant and Ala al-din Shamut

Time: Long, long ago.
Place: The Persian Empire.
There will be one 15-minute intermission.
Running time - first act approximately 80 minutes,
second act approximately 50 minutes.

**Refreshments are available in the lobby.**
Not recomended for children under 13. Ch ildren under three not admitted . The taking of
pictures and the use of recording devices during the performance is strictly prohibited.
Please turn off beeper pagers, cell phones, and watch alarms before entering the theatre.
Cell phones can be left with house management to receive emergency calls if necessary.

Refreshments are not allowed in the Theatre.

Director's Note...
The tales of TheArabian Nights are centuries old, passionate, exotic, and
mystical. They take their audience to fantastic situations, romantic moments, and
travel through some of the world's most ancient civilizations. Ancient Persia,
Turkey, Syria, Egypt, India, China, North Africa and Moorish Spain are all
explored as inspirations for architecture, materials, textiles, and landscapes. It is
like staring into a kaleidoscope of color, shapes and patterns made from an
intricately woven Persian carpet. The stories themselves are a collection of
folktales, myths, fairy tales tmd fables from all the cultures along the Silk Road.
Many of the stories are older than Islam, older than Christianity and originate
from the earliest of civilizations: Damascus. Tales are told and are retold for
eachstoryteller's audience, changing and evolving with every incarnation. Mary
Zimmerman has taken the PowysMathers /Dr. J.C. Mardrus, One Thousand
Nights and One Nights and created her story. Mary Zimmerman, a professor at
Northwestern University, believes passionately in the transformative power of
storytelling. Scheherezade, the
narrator of the Arabian Nights, uses
stories to redirect the disastrous
course the king of her land has
mapped out for its future.
There is much to be learned from
the stories of our ancestors and elders.
There is great wisdom in the stories
of the people of the world over, iconic
stories, archetypical characters all for
the instructive purpose of making us
better people and a better society. We
could learn to be like King Shahryar.
Human beings are all capable of great
darkness and horrifying deeds, but we
do not have to live our lives in that
one story. King Shahryar opens his
heart and changes his story. All the
people, in all the world have the
potential to alter their stories, we need
only to find the heart to do so.
Heather Robertson, November 2011

Join us for Talk Back Sessions
Add to your theatre experience by joining the cast and crew after the show for
an informative question and answer session. Give them your feedback, satisfy
your curiosity, find out what goes on behind the scenes.

Thursday, November 17; Sunday November 20, Thursday, November 24.

Costume and Set Design

Choreography

Although our story of Scheherazade and Shahryar is set in Baghdad, the tales
found in The Arabian Nights have been told for over a thousand years by the
Hakawati story tellers travelling the Arabian trade routes from Southern Europe
and North Africa to India and China. So go ahead and imagine we are sitting
around an open fire while our dinner roasts on a spit. We are next to a towering
dune. While our camels rest just a short distance away music starts and someone
begins to tell a most enchanting tale of magic, love or revenge. In this
inhospitable atmosphere it isn't hard to let your imagination run wild in order to
escape the reality. When creating the concept for "Nights" we wanted to pay
homage to this history. The set emerges from the blowing sands to recreate
everything from King Shahryar' s harem to a market bazaar or the banks of the
Tigris. The lanterns in the sky represent the stars which lead the camel trains
across continents.

The choreography in this
production is less "dance" and more
physical storytelling. I believe that
every human gesture is a dance, and
that dance is heightened gesture. This
means that when Perfect Love and the
women "dance" they are not just
moving, but seducing, entrancing,
enticing, enjoying, accusing:
enthralling or even attacking; or when
the cast is "moving props around" they
are actually dancing. A simple gesture
like sweeping a shawl or veil over a
shoulder is part of our everyday dance,
and when each a simple movement like
this is done with awareness and love,
we dance every moment of our lives.
Colleen Lanki

The costumes and textiles in The Arabian Nights are rich and vibrant like
many of the textiles found throughout the Arabian world. Costume influences
come from the modem and ancient clothing of Morocco, Iraq, Turkey,
Afghanistan, India and even Andalucia. The stories being told to Shahryar are
fantastical illusions meant to distract from murdering Scheherazade. They are full
of the colourful characters like genies, dancing girls and Khalifahs. It is
important to remember these tales take place in a real world but we are not
attempting to recreate a historical period but rather the feeling of enchantment
one gets from reading The Arabian Nights.
This is the first time I have designed both costume and set for a large scale
production and once again I would like to thank the theatre department at UFV
for providing me with new opportunities to expand and practice my skill. Special
thanks to Heather, my family and friends.
Jay Havens, Artist in Residence, UFV Theatre Alumnus

Acknowledgements...
We gratefully acknowledge the assistance of the following businesses
and individuals:
Jody Cameron
Julie Prescott
Matt Mclean

Bertha Dewan
Wil Watchorn

Friends of the Theatre
Kim Sirrs

Layback Lounge, Harrison Hot Springs

All the businesses that displayed our posters

Claude Dorion
Matthew Wells

.. .and our program advertisers

Production Team ...
Production Manager/Program Layout ... .... .... .... .. ..... .... .... .. .. .... .......... Sandy Tait
Graphic Designer .. ..... ... ..... .... ................. ..... .... .. ............. .... .... ..... Matthew Wells
Angel Graphic ... ... ... ....... .... .. .. ..... ....... ... ....... .... ... .. ... .. .. .. ... .... .... ... Savannah Tait
Technical Manager ......... ...... ................ ............ ...... ........ ... .. ..... Astrid Beugeling
Publicity Manager/Photographer/Box Office .............. .... ..... ........... Rick Mawson
Box Office Assistant ...................... ...... ... ...... ..................... .... ... .. .. ..... Mair Morris
Publicity/Box Office ........... ... .. .... .... .. ... ...... .. .. ........ *Jalene Dyck, *Gabriel Kirkley
Assistant Stage Managers .... ... ........................ .. .... ..... ... .. .. ... Dylan Coulter (set)
Mandy Dyck (props), Natasha Ray (costumes)
Wardrobe Manager ... .... ................... ...... .... .... .... ..... ..... ......... Heather Robertson
Wardrobe Assistant ... ......... ....... .... ... .......... .. ... .... .... .... ......... Heather Westergard
Costume Crew ... ...................... ... . Glynis Cawdell, Kyle Cawdell , Katie Everson,
Aaron Froc, Raija Henttoiven, Kalmia Hockin, *Catrina Lewis, Gill Smith,
*Madison MacArthur, Juliana (Ana) MacAdams, , Mariana Mah,
Penny Miller, Jen Seymour, *Josh Tompke, Theatre Tech students
Costume Dressers ........... ... .... ... .. .. ........ Melissa Regamble, Renee Weisgarber
Hair/Makeup Assistants ..... .... .............. .... ....... .... . Haley Raddysh , Margo Stover
Assistant Set Designer ........ ................ .... .... .... ................... .... ... .. ... ... Ca it Archer
Lighting Operator .. ......... ... ..... .... .. .. ......... ........... .... .... .... ............... Melissa Harris
Sound Operator ... .. .. ..... ...... .................. ..... .... .... _.... ....... .... .... .......... Ron Jackson
Props Assistant ............... ....... ..... .. ........ ............................ ....... .... . Alex Ehrhardt
Running crew ...................... .. ............. ...... . Liam Archer, Danielle Warmenhoven
Technician ... ................. ..... ... .. ... ........ ........................ .... ..... ...... Mark Sutherland

Arabian Nights Cast and Crew...

Carpenter ..... .. .................. ..... .......... ..... ..... .... .. ....... .. ...... ....... .... Brian Mclelland
SeUTech assistance ... .. .. *Kat Beswick, *Haley Grimard, Theatre Tech students
House Manager ... .. ........ ........... ...... ... .. .... ........... ................... ...... *Thomas Smith
Assistant House Managers .. .. .. .... Cait Archer, Luke Stevens, Cassandra Tracy
Video Production ....... .. .............. ... .............. .. ... ... ....... ................ ... Claude Dorion
Concessions Managers .......... ... ........ .. ... ............ .... .............. ..... *Danielle Milette

UFV Theatre Angels
(A ngel: Ancient theatrical term for financial supporter)

Concessions Assistants ......... .. ........ ..... .... ..................... .. Friends of the Theatre

Kathy Parsons

Ushers .... .. ..... ................ ......... .... ............ .. .. ..... Theatre students and volunteers

Richard and Lydia Zingel

Opening Night Host .................. ......... Dr. Eric Davis, VP Academic and Provost
Opening Night Assistants .. .. ..................... ............ .. ...... .. . Friends of the Theatre

The opening night reception is prepared by the Friends of the Theatre.
* The UFV Work-Study Program offers students career-related , on-campus employment
as additional financial assistance. The theatre department acknowledges the wonderful
contributions made by our students in this mutually beneficial program.

Jean and Jim Servizi
UFV Student Union Society

UFV Criminology/Criminal Justice Department
Theatre Student Association

Friends of the Theatre

Our thanks to these Angels who help us present our Season of Theatre.

Coming Events...

f.inla Phe0s
invHes3ou lo visit.. ...

Coming up at UFV

Merlin

Dead Man's Cell Phone, by Sarah Ruhl

Proud(v serving and supporting our
Chilliwack community for over 22 years ...

This .dark, quirky comedy by Pulitzer Prize finalist Sarah Ruhl begins with an
incessantly ringing cell phone in a quiet cafe, a stranger at the next table who' s
had enough, and a dead man - with a lot of loose ends. How do we
memorialize death and how does that change us? Join us for this odyssey of
woman forced to confront her won assumptions about morality, redemption,
and the need to connect in a technologically-obsessed world. It' s fun too!
January 11-22, 2012.

Call 604-795-2814 for information or check out our website at
www.ufv.ca/theatre.
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NOTE: There's still time to save money with Season Tickets. Just bring
your ticket stubs from Arabian Nights to the box office and receive a
discount on tickets for the next two shows.

Coming up for the Chilliwack Community Arts Council
• 37th Annual Chilliwack Christmas Craft Market,
Chilliwack Heritage Park, November 18--20th
• Chilliwack Concert Series 2011-2012, Chilliwack Cultural Centre
The Sojourners - with echoes of doo-wop, R&B, country, and blues,
The Sojourners' soulful harmonic sound will make you a believer!
Saturday, January 28, 7:30 p.m.
Tickets: $15.12 for children, $20 .72 for adults (includes taxes and facility fees)
For information call 604.391.SHOW (7469)
Coming up for The Chilliwack Players Guild
• 'Tis the Season, Chilliwack Cultural Centre
November 30, December 1, 2 & 4, 2011, 7:30 p.m.
December 3 & 4, 2011 , 2 p.m.
A fun-filled variety show to get the whole family in the Holiday spirit. Lots of skits
and songs for the young and the young at heart, which will have you laughing ,
tapping your toes and maybe even singing along!
Adult: $15; Student/Senior: $12; Family/Group of Four: $40.
For Tickets, call 604-391-7469.

BALLET TO BALLROOM

JAZZ-MA-TAZZ
ABBOTSFORD
604-855-9166

MAPLE RIDGE
604-466-0861

Bozzini's presents ...

Rich Hope - November 18
#4 - 45739 Hocking Ave.
Chilliwack, B.C. V2P 6Z6
Phone 604-792-0744

www.bozzinisrestaurant.com

FOREMAN

EQUIPMENT LTD.

With Locations in
Chilliwack and Abbotsford
CALL TOLL FREE

1.888.852.9021

WAAL& CO.
NOTARIES PUBLIC
• Conveyancing
• Land Transfers
• Mortgages
• Subdivision Plans
• Power of Attorney
•Wills
• Mobile Homes
• Attestations

Call for prompt, personal attention

www.foremanequipment.com

9086 Young Road, Chilliwack
604-795-0070
604-796-2925
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